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Vol. IV Chicago, 111., Nov., 1904 No. 1
Ci)e (tontetnplation of Autumn.
ABOUNTEOUS nature has given to mortals a soulful love forwhat is beautiful. The faculty exists in every human being,
whether civilized or savage; but the degree of its develop-
ment in any man may be said to determine the culture, in fact, the
very civilization of the individual in question. It is born in every-
one ; but in some, it is destined like the seed of the Scriptural para-
ble, to die for want of nourishment. In others, it reaches, not per-
fect maturity—for such an outcome is beyond the dwarfed capa-
bility of humanity—but a sufficient degree of development to render
its possessors genial and broad-minded men—a bulwark of morality
and a credit to society in general.
For the exercise of this faculty with which we have been so
graciously endowed, there are, in nature, myriads of causal objects
and occasions ; but among all of them, there can be found none
more prolific of the beautiful than is the golden Autumn. The
beauties of this season, it is true, may be screened from the view of
the sordid man of the world ; but to the man of sentiment they speak
in accents mysterious.
The former may journey, day after day, through some forest
or over some verdant meadow, amid scenes of natural beauty far
surpassing the loftiest creations of the most fanciful dream. Yet
to him nature will call in vain for the slightest mark of appreciation
;
because the gift bestowed on him was a seed dropped among the
thistles of selfishness, which throttled it in its infancy.
But, let a man whose mind is free from the bondage of self-
satisfaction behold the same scene of natural beauty. How different
is the spectacle presented. He treads on a carpet of leaves, in which
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his mere fleeting glance detects a combination of tints indicative of
art superhuman. Let but a flower kissed by the roaming breeze
nod its tiny head. It is an act that bids his dormant wits awaken.
Let but the querulous note of a songster break the stillness ; or the
babbling of a brook strike upon his ear ; it is an imperial clarion
that summons forth his fancy, that sends his spirit soaring to imagi-
native heights utterly beyond the reach of the man in the outer
world. Perhaps the leaves slowly dropping from a weeping-willow
are the tears which summer's recent death is coaxing forth; while
the giants round about him bend in grief as some sequestered voice
intones a requiem. His soul, tuned to vibrate in harmony with the
mystic whisperings of nature, seeks, like a captive slave, to burst
asunder the fetters that bind it to its earthly habitation.
Ah ! gladly indeed may we walk in the train of the poet to ren-
der a just homage to this creature of creatures.
"To him who in the love of nature holds
Communion with her visible forms, she speaks
A various language ; for his gayer hours
She has a voice of gladness, and a smile
And eloquence of beautv: and she glides
Into his darker musings with a mild
And healing sympathy, that steals away
'] Their sharpness ere he is aware." " ' > ' > j')'
Such a man the world says is a dreamer, a simpleton who feeds
upon the airy offspring of a feverish imagination. But the world
has ever laughed at what surpasses its narrow comprehension, and
its laughter is as idle as the fitful autumn zephyrs, which toy with
the fallen leaves. He is a poet, a priest of nature, a true worshiper
of God. His thoughts, stored within the sanctuary of a noble, self-
sacrificing heart, rise, like purest incense, to the Creator whose radi-
ant smile he sees reflected m the little woodland bud.
Yes. The world may jeer, the evolutionist may vaunt his
superior intelligence and waste his worthless life in striving to extri-
cate himself from the meshes of his own infantile theories. But the
Christian idealist, the silent apostle, leads a life useful alike to him-
self and to humanity ; and, realizing the truth and beauty of his own
belief, has for the cynic only a pitying smile, or perhaps an occasional
sigh—the wish of an unselfish heart for the unattainable.
J. F. Rice, '05.
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Ci)t ^kplarfe's ^ong.
s OME bards would sing of Cupid's sting,Of Orpheus' charming lays,
While Sonne the strife of mortal life
In lyric song would praise,
Alas! my heart, nor Cupid's dart
Will praise, nor Grecian muse;
My lyric soul will, to extol,
A simpler subject choose.
Ere shadows gray announce the day.
Ere Phoebus scans the hills,
Intent I list, as through the mist,
Unseen the skylark trills.
The silvery strain in rich refrain
O' erflows the vaulted skies.
Its pious mirth awakes the earth
That wrapt in slumber lies.
I love the swell of the evening bell.
The ever-murmuring rill.
The wanton ways of the wind that plays
With the rose or daffodil;
But oh, how gay the skylark's lay!
How soft its music floats!
My heart would fain the sweetness drain
That fills the soulful notes.
John G. Mielcarek, '06.
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THE yellow flames piled up one over the other in the grate and
threw a lurid glow around the room. The flickering shad-
ows chased each other over the walls, resting for a moment on some
little picture or queer ornament, and vanishing again as the fire
blazed up and cast its light fuller into the darkness. The green
wood on the hearth sputtered and cracked, as if it were trying tO'
tell the story of its native forest and to picture the resounding blows
of the woodman's ax as he ventured further into the darkness in
search of wood. I had drawn a cosy chair close up to the blaze and
stretched myself out at full length upon it, hoisted my feet to an
exalted position on the table top and settled down for a good night's
enjoyment.
For a moment I lay gazing into the very depths of the fire, its
heat scorching my face, and watched the fantastic shapes taken by
the wood as it burned slowly to a mass of glowing embers. Here
and there stood, alone and untouched, a tiny twig bearing two or
three withered leaves, and proudly defying the advancing flames to
touch it. But (alas for foolish pride!) the mighty log beneath
would lurch like a storm-bound steamer, and carry with it the
defiant twig to the flames. Deep in the center of the hearth burned
a stout oak log, the flames dancing merrily upon it. Behind showed
a broad gleam of fire in strange, fantastic colors, green and blue
and deep scarlet and golden yellow, all jumbled together in one con-
fusing mass.
As I lay there watching this, the flames took on an almost liv-
ing touch and mounting higher, seemed about to leap from the
hearth. In the fancy of the moment I pushed my chair back a few
inches to wait for developments.
When I looked again toward the grate the scene had suddenly
changed, and I saw before me through the fire a pleasant wood, the
trees gaily decked in their proud scarlet and yellow of autumn and
swaying gently in the soft evening breeze. The blue sky showed
through the tree-tops and the golden sun sinking in the distance
cast its long level rays beneath the branches, opening bright vistas
of glory into the dim depths of the forest. In the center of the
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scene beside a fallen trunk and scattered among the leaves were a
number of books alone and forgotten. The mould of many days was
upon them and I began to speculate about their owner, whether he had
strolled away and was lost in the forest or had met with some worse
fate in this lonely spot, when horror!—there among the rest I dis-
cerned the tattered brown cover of my own odious Yenni, the paper
cover of the detested Caesar, and full upon me came the realization
of the sickening truth—all mine. I would have forgotten the beauty
of the forest in my disgust, but a louder soughing of the wind at-
tracted my attention. I could hear in the distance the rush of a
storm which in a minute swept across the scene in fury. I was so
awed by the sudden change that I did not at first observe the queer
action of a little whirlwind which had seized in its embrace the
books and their bed of many-colored leaves and, without bearing
them away, was spinning them in its vortex fast and faster until
they seemed to lose their motion and to merge into a single form.
Then sweeping on its way alone as the wind died, it left before my
startled eyes the most extraordinary sight they ever witnessed.
Beside the decaying trunk stood a hideous little man dressed
in fantastic garments of green and blue and deep scarlet and golden
yellow, his long flowing hair and beard falling about him in the
same bright hues. But, was it indeed a man? Not rather a mere
jumble of books and party-colored leaves which a closer glance
seemed to reveal? For the figure's human semblance, as the shadows
of the bushes played upon it, came and went like the glow upon an
ember fanned by the unsteady air.
My doubts were soon removed ; the little fellow mounted the
log and sat upon it. There he deliberated with himself; rather,
the different parts of his anatomy held a consultation. For it was
not the least wonderful feature of this most wonderful creature that
each of his members had a personality of its own. During the con-
sultation, in those clearer glimpses of his make-up which the momen-
tary passing of his human semblance afforded me, I observed the
arrangement of the strangely composite anatomy the wind had
given him.
The Yenni Latin Grammar formed his head and did most of
the talking, in a very wordy and awkward manner (which I thought
very natural) though it was corrected now and then by a Coppens
Rhetoric which formed the left arm. The other arm was a Greek
grammar and, with a start, I realized that it seemed to be the Latin's
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right hand man. An Appleton's Geography, my neglected of former
years, came to taunt me in the form of an awful stomach. Went-
worth's Geometry and an Ancient History answered for legs, while
a groan which I occasionally heard when Yenni spoke, came from
a Caesar which formed the right foot. The other foot was a Lucian.
Mr. Bookman finally stood erect and addressed me. It was a
melancholy utterance of woes I listened to, in which the little gen-
tlemen "voiced" as he said "the grievances of his 'constituents.'
"
Having finished, he bowed deeply and showed me hanging upon his
breast a card which bore this legend
:
"AMALGAMATED UNION OF MISTREATED AND
NEGLECTED BOOKS."
With a broad grin which revealed the Latin irregulars in the
center of his mouth he dofifed his "lid," that is the Yenni's lid
(which you may have noticed comes off very easily), and with one
bony rhetorical finger beckoned me to follow him.
Not without many misgivings as to the result, I rose from my
chair and obediently entered the forest. As if certain that I was
following, the fellow turned and set off at a rapid pace that threat-
ened disaster to his whole anatomy, while I stumbled along after.
For what seemed like hours he walked on and on, and I, much
as I wished to stop and examine the beauties of the strange wood,
was forced to follow him. I noticed, however, that the trees still
bore their bright, autumnal garb of scarlet (or rather, maroon)
and gold, and the birds in their tops poured forth a melodious song
of joy. The air seemed filled with a strange sweet odor as if a
thousand roses had been sprinkled in my path.
When we had covered what seemed miles of velvet grass in
this veritable Paradise, the Bookman suddenly stopped and, holding
up a warning finger, pointed down a long, narrow lane on our left.
With frightened gaze I stood and looked far down its length.
Neither the shadow of evening nor the touch of autumn was upon
it. Its sides were formed of an endless line of roses whose perfume
filled the air. The blue sky spread above and the sun shone in all
its majestic beauty. The ground was carpeted with softest grass
and dotted here and there with little groups of boys engaged appar-
ently in idle gossip and frivolous amusement. Beneath the roses
young fellows stretched out at full length in the soft grass, resting,
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breathing in the sweetness of the blossoms and seemingly satisfied
with themelves and with the world. Here and there one had fallen
asleep and reposed peacefully among his companions. Another threw
himself down with a novel and amid its pleasures forgot the cares
and duties of the outer world.
Beyond this comfortable group, where the path broadened into
a vast plain of emerald beauty, other youths were gathered in sport.
Here a few were amusing themselves in the delights of baseball^
there others were interested in running and jumping, while further
on, the broad white lines showed where an exciting game of foot-
ball was in progress. All seemed happy and oblivious of the toils
of life; but beneath their apparent content a careful eye could dis-
cern in their aimless and restless looks the signs of empty hearts
and of duties unfulfilled.
My gaze traveled onward dov/n the lane and over its strange
company till far in the distance the roses seemed to fade from sight
and across the cold blue sky was written in sombre tones the one
word,
"FAILURE."
A quick movement on the part of the Bookman at my side at-
tracted my attention, and he beckoned me to follow him. At first
he seemed about to lead me over another tiresome journey like the
former, but after a few minutes walking he stopped as before and,
turning, again pointed with his long finger down another lane, this
time extending to the right.
For a moment it seemed that we had returned to the same spot.
The same velvet grass welcomed the approach; the same bright sky
glowed above and the clouds sailed merrily across it. But it seemed
to look down Avith a happier light. The lane had narrowed. The
roses were gone and the bushes black and bare interlocked their
thorny spikes across the path, forbidding passage. The idlers had
vanished and in their place were groups of active, intelligent lads,
their faces beaming with ambition and bearing a purposeful look as
they trudged sturdily forward, some, as they went, studiously scan-
ning the pages of their books, some industriously wielding pens,
others engaged in earnest conversation which was interrupted now
and then by merry peals of laughter—all bearing books like precious
burdens and pressing manfully forward regardless of the briars
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which tore at face and hands. Loud shouts called the eye to broad
expanses connected with the main path by pleasant by-ways. Here,
as in the former scene, games were in progress. But it seemed to me
that these lads were more earnest even in their sports and that their
cries were filled with a sincerer joy. I sought in vain for the duty-
haunted looks I had witnessed before. I noticed that none played
long and that new arrivals were constantly filling the places of those
formerly occupied in the games. The latter seized their books and,
with eagerness and alacrity in their glance, betook themselves to the
main path, again to sturdily pursue their way through the briars.
My gaze followed and passed beyond them, and far, far as the sight
could reach, groups succeeded groups, all breasting the thorns and
breaking their way toward the end of the path where glowed a
beauteous golden light, and again a single word graven on the
heavens,
"SUCCESS."
The light now grew brighter and brighter. The brambles
faded from sight and the giant trees of the forest took their place,
their autumnal colors blazing with the reflection of gold and scarlet
from the dying sun and mixing confusedly with the fiery glow of
the sky. I turned and stole a frightened look at my companion. A
sudden tremor seized upon his queerly constructed frame ; the wind
fluttered his many-hued garments and with a violent wrench sev-
ered his head from his frail body sending his other members whirl-
ing into the blazing tree-tops. The fiery colors of his dress mingled
with the flashing colors of the forest, and then the whole scene
seemed to sink into a blazing heap of deep scarlet and golden yellow.
* * * * * * *
The fire still blazed brightly on the hearth. The old oak log in
the center burned lustily as it had all evening, and the books were
still lying in their dust upon my shelves.
I picked up the unopened novel from my knee, and quickly
replaced it with a Yenni.
James Emmet Royce, Acad. Hum. B.
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Co iHaecenas,
(HORACE)
HOU progeny of kings renowned,
My joy, my glory and my shield !
A keen delight
One manly breast has found
In racing on the Olympian field.
How bright
The scene ! How fast the glistening chariots roll
To closely turn the long desired goal
!
And in another's heart a love for civic fame
Burns with so fierce a fire
That they are gods in all but name
Whom fickle mobs desire !
Another's thoughts are bent on gain,
Assiduous he hoards the grain
Swept from Libyan floors.
The merchant struggling with the wind and waves
Aloft in fancy soars
To peace and plenty in his native land
;
But once on shore, alas, he craves
The wild tempestuous sea.
No treasured wealth however grand, no charm
Can tempt the ploughman from his fertile farm
To try his fortune on the Myrtoan sea.
Some stretched at ease beneath a shading tree,
A leafy canopy
!
Or lulled to dreamland by the happy song
Of silvery water hurrying along.
Will quaff the sparkling Massic wine.
Nectar divine !
And dream away a priceless day !
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The clarion's blast, the trumpet's call
Will hold the warrior bold in thrall
But pierce his mother's bleeding heart
To think that she and her heroic son must part.
The huntsman if his faithful hound
An antlered stag has found
Unmindful of his tender wife,
Beneath a frowning sky will risk his ife,
A thousand fancies storm the heart of man !
The ivy-crown for me !
The ivy crown of brilliancy !
Give me the cooling, restful grove
Where nymphs and playful satyrs rove.
And then no longer shall my muse be mute.
But tune the breathing lyre and the flute !
No longer shall my muse in silence rest
If thou should 'st rank me with the masters blest 1
Edgar Banks, '06.
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Bemost|)enes* jFtrst ^i)tlippic.
REPORT BY AN IMAGINARY EYE-WITNESS.
AMONG other relics brought to light by a recent excavation in
the city of Jerusalem, was a musty roll of ancient papyrus
covered with Hebrew characters. The authenticity of the
document could not be doubted, for around it were objects of a still
more ancient period. There were jewels and ornaments of quaint
workmanship and incalculable value.
The letter, for such they found the document to be, was writ-
ten about 351 years before Christ by Joshua, the son of Jona, on his
arrival at Athens, to his friend Ozias dwelling in the Holy City.
The learned savant, who found the previous document, being a very
dear friend of mine, bequeathed it to me at his death. The follow-
ing translation was made by a famous student of Oriental languages,
and though a rather free translation, it gives the sense of the origi-
nal.
To Ozias the son of Salathiel, Joshua the son of Jona,
.WHO IS AT Athens, sends greeting.
Thou knowest, O my friend, that it is with pleasure and thank-
fulness that I now proceed to inform thee that under the protection
of the God of Abraham and Isaac, I have arrived safely at this great
city of the Gentiles, Athens, the capital of Attica in Greece. The
long journey which I have made, if I except a few storms and
several visits to cities and islands on our route, was uneventful.
Our ship touched at the chief cities of Cyprus, Crete and Rhodes,
but these places did not come up to my expectations and pleased me
less than our glorious Sion—the city of our fathers.
We arrived in sight of Athens early in the morning and beheld
the sun rising slowly over the city, as though he took up his abode
there and was loath to leave a spot endowed with such merits. We
proceeded slowly into the magnificent harbor called Peir^eeus, built
by a great captain of this people named Pericles. On our way to the
quay we passed many ships used by traders for transporting mer-
chandise, and some grim ships of war biremes and triremes with
their numerous oars stretched out like the arms of some terrible
sea-monster.
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On landing I left my servant Josaphat to look after the lug-
gage and repaired immediately to the home of my illustrious friend,
Polystratus, He received me cordially and at once set aside apart-
ments for myself and my servants. . . .
(Here follows a passage which in the manuscript is so worn
by age that it cannot be deciphered. It seems to be a description of
a feast given by the Greek in honor of his friend. The manuscript
then continues as follows.)
My host suggested that as it was still early we should view the
city. We strolled down the broad shady streets and though I had
seen many famous places I could not restrain my words of praise as
I beheld the various edifices adorned by slender columns of white
marble. After viewing many beautiful temples of their false gods,
the citadel and the Areopagus, my friend invited me to visit the
Pnyx, a space of about 48,000 square cubits, surrounded by a semi-
circular wall of stone, where the leading citizens of Athens were
wont to assemble to deliberate about public affairs. This place was
filled with stones placed close together upon which the people were
wont to sit during their deliberations ; and I am told that though it
could accommodate ten thousand people, there were not enough
seats for all when on some occasions affairs of great importance
were being discussed. From their seats the audience could look out
over the sea and the city; since the Pnyx was situated on the slope
of Mt. Lycabettus. And thou may est be assured that many a time
an impassioned orator pointing out the monuments of their ances-
tors' triumphs, stirred up the people's indignation over their wrongs
or roused enthusiasm when he recalled the glory of their predeces-
sors and showed that their owm would be even greater if they made
use of their present opportunities.
In the northern end of the Pnyx was reared the Beina, a plat-
form, hewn out of solid rock, six or seven cubits high. I mounted
this celebrated rostrum and obtained a fine view of the sea flashing
beneath the amorous glances of an almost tropical sun, and the city
bustling with life and animation as the citizens went about their
ordinary duties. A short distance away I beheld the Parthenon
and the Propidaia, raising their heads above the houses and villas
as though inviting the wanderer to settle down in the midst of so
much elegance and artistic beauty. When my eyes had drunk their
fill of the beautiful scenes which surrounded m.e in luxurious pro-
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fusion, we returned home through the Agora or market-place where
the citizens met to exchange and discuss the current news and carry
on business. We had scarcely entered the square when we noticed
a large crowd congregated around a pillar, discussing with great
animation some event—evidently of importance. On drawing near
I perceived a tablet coated with plaster on which was engraved
some writing. My friend explained that this board was called the
programma and had been placed there by certain officials called the
Proedri. It commanded that all the citizens should assemble on the
morrow at the Pnyx or be fined a sum of money in case they could
not give a sufficient excuse for absence. My friend, who is one of
Athens' most illustrious citizens, told me he would try to obtain
permission for me to be present, as a great orator called Demos-
thenes was going to speak. Thou, who knowest v/ith what delight
and diligence I studied Greek, wilt readily understand how pleased
I was at the thought of listening to one who even in this land of
eloquence was considered to be a great orator.
In obtaining this permission, more difficulty was encountered
than was expected, as the presence of foreigners was not ordinarily
permitted, especially at an assembly of such importance. However,
the influence of my host prevailed and I went to rest happy and
elated at the prospect oi the morrow's pleasure.
As it is now rather late and I am fatigued by the day's excur-
sion, I will postpone this letter till tomorrow, when I shall be able
to include an account of what happened in the famous Pnyx. My
friend is busily engaged in preparing for tomorrow's assembly, but
as his house and servants are at my disposal I am not incommoded
by his absence and act as though I were in my own house.
Terrence T. Kane, 'o6.
{To he continued.)
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HAT is the life of man ? A fragile bridge
Across the rapid stream of floating years,
Of which each day is but a passing wave ;
And past and future form the crumbling piers.
Life's but a vapor melting into air,
A blade of grass that springs to wither soon
;
'Tis but a dewdrop of the early dawn,
Whose future lasts not even until noon.
What is the life of man ? An empty dream,
A dream that's long forgotten ere it fades.
'Tis but a mist, that quickly passes on,
As though it feared time's mesh of lights and shades.
Paul B. Drevniak, '05.
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3fnternational arittratiou.
IT seems probable that a second parliament of peace will soon
meet at The Hague. The prospect of such a convention has
been made brighter by Secretary Hay's announcement to the
Peace Congress, held at Boston last month, that President Roose-
velt will soon issue an invitation to the nations of the world to
gather once more to consider world-disarmament. Such action
serves to draw the more attention to the unfortunate conditions in
the Far East. There a terrible conflict is being waged. It is a
struggle between an Asiatic and a European power; it is between
the heathen nation of Japan and the Christian Caesar of All the
Russias, the man who brought about the first peace conference. A
bad omen, indeed, for the success of another effort!
Yet the existence of these hostilities may lend force to the
coming deliberations. The Russo-Japanese war has all the horrors
common to war in all ages. Nothing of passion is lacking to the
combatants on either side; nothing of misery is absent from the
scenes of active fighting, or from the homes where dwell the friends
of the soldiers. All are sufifering the inevitable result of war. They
have experienced the frenzy of military ardor; they have been ex-
cited by the stimulation of war's pageantry. One side has gone
forth for national aggrandizement under a flag representing a
faith which makes its members fight hard, bravely, and to the end.
The other side has entered the struggle for its national existence,
burning with a fanatical fire which knows no feeHng, but banishes
from the heart every human consideration of kindness, gentleness,
or mercy.
We may easily surmise the result when two such mighty hosts
come together. Almost before the first clash, unspeakable horrors
occurred on both sides, which would be sufficient, in ordinary times,
to throw both nations into gloom. These misfortunes did not stay
them, but they struck at each other with terrible force, shocking the
whole world. No war, in any age, civilized or uncivilized, has furn-
ished more heart-sickening scenes of horror than those on the plains
and hills of Manchuria. The suffering, the anguish, the revolting
sights, baffle the correspondent's pen, while the wretchedness,
privation, and squalor behind the walls at Port Arthur
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we can only imagine. On the sea, the most powerful engines of
warfare which the genius of man has produced hurl
death and destruction amongst the opposing force. And after the
groan has been stifled, and the wound staunched, then, far from the
raging tumult rises the inconsolable wail of anguish from the
mouths of millions of women, the mothers and wives of the victims
of this human folly.
Such a war is a blow to human civilization. It undoes the soft-
ening effects of years and years of Christianity. Once embroiled in
the contest, men forget all their former code of action, for "all is fair
in love and war." Not only humanity in general, but the individual
nation is injured. Trade is at a standstill, the country's merchant
ships fear to leave port. The deserted fields fail to yield their
bounteous crops. Public improvements are necessarily given up,
since all the national resources must be devoted to the external
conflict. Education and the fine arts suffer. Illiteracy and crime in-
crease. Whether victory or defeat follows, the country is left
crippled and disabled, with a doubtful glory behind, and a tremend-
ous task ahead—that of learning again the ways of peace. The
spectacle of two nations thus wasting their strength must cause
every heart unconsciously to utter a second to the noble wish of
General Grant, ''Let us have peace."
Arbitration is the only sane means of securing this much to be
desired peace. It is the civilized, the Christian solution of the prob-
lem of doing away with resort to arms for the settlement of dis-
putes. It is the only decided action, moreover, which would prove,
beyond question, the superiority of our civilization over that of any
past time.
The practicability of arbitration between nations cannot be
doubted. The United States, as Mr. Hay pointed out in the speech
we have referred to, showed its faith in the method, when, after the
first Hague conference, it twice submitted matters of dispute to the
authorized court. The simplicity of the idea proves it to be feasible.
Briefly put, arbitration is the settlement of an international dispute,
without recourse to arms, by an impartial court, to which the inter-
ested nations have presented their claims, with the promise that
they will accept without question the decision of the court on the
given point or points.
There have been a few, perhaps several, cases of arbitration.
These instances, however, have been somewhat isolated, and have
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depended solely upon the voluntary action of particular nations.
Their example has been glorious and shed glory upon themselves.
But the peace of the world can be assured only by the establishment
of a permanent court of international arbitration. The existence of
the Hague conference furnishes the opportunity for a move in the
desired direction. There the Christian nations, by their representa-
tives, may enter into an agreement or compact which would make
arbitration a universal and lasting institution.
Three elements are necessary to the success of the plan. First,
the agreement, though voluntary at the outset, when once entered
into must be binding. Then, the arrangement must be concluded
between all Christian nations. For, if there were any exception, it
would largely nullify the good effect. Lastly, certain provision must
be made for absolute impartiality, li once a suspicion of unfairness
v/ere allowed to creep in, the force of the treaty would be im-
measurably weakened.
It must be evident, without discussion, that such a project is
not beyond the range of possibility. Its benefits are beyond estima-
tion. It would mean the disbanding of the standing armies of
Europe. This event alone would mark an epoch in the history of
the world. Millions of men would turn from the contemplation of
war and preparation for it, to the avocations of peace. Industries
would be stimulated, and men's minds would turn to nobler pursits.
Not only would Europe cease to be a camp, it would no longer be a
battle-field. Wars would largely be done away with all over the
world. Justice would be more general, because the larger nations
could not brow beat and impose upon the smaller and the weaker
government could not secure unfair advantage by cunning alliance.
International arbitration would aid the material advancement of the
nations. It would mean improvement in education, and in moral
culture. With the cessation of wars, glory would be sovight in less
bloody fields
;
genius would sing the praises of other virtues than
military valor. Thus the cause of religion, which is ultimately des-
tined to be the true bond of peace, would be greatly advanced, and
the whole world would be spread forth as a field for the message of
good-will.
Joseph T. Tyrrell, '05.
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min^t of Rummer.
o Lit in the dome of the crimsoned West,The knell of day was being tolled,
As Summer sank to saddened rest
Beneath a sky of burnished gold.
She sank to rest like Egypt's queen,
Clad in rich robes of Eastern loom
;
And sun-glad rays and starry sheen
Were paled by ever-growing gloom.
Then Autumn came, her lover fair,
A joyous, happy, blithesome lad,
Upon whose brow a frown was rare.
Whose laughing eyes were never sad.
He saw his lady laid in state,
While flitting fairies decked her bier,
He knew that he had come too late
;
And then the earth seemed sad and drear.
So, sad and slow he stole away
To dying grave and sea-girt cave
;
His joy had faded with the day
That showed him Summer's flower-decked grave.
James A. Murray, '07.
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DANNY? Why, he was the former office-boy of the firm of
Leonard & Bates! For three long years, ever since he was
fourteen years old, he had held that position, and now he had been
—
discharged ? Oh, no ! Danny was too good a boy for that. But he
had been PROMOTED! Ever since he had come into the employ
of Leonard & Bates it had been his ambition to have a desk all to
himself, and now his bright visions had been realized at last, for
Danny was a clerk.
It seemed queer that Danny had neglected the affairs of his
heart while all the other office boys had been talking about their
sweethearts. ''Haven't got time to bother my head about girls,"
Danny would say confidently to his companions. And yet it was
whispered about that Danny was seen talking to Elsie Leonard, the
boss' young daughter, who came to the office to see her father.
Well, Danny had been promoted and I don't believe there was
a happier boy in town. On the morning after his promotion a
quick step was heard on the stairs and Danny came into the office
whistling merrily. Oh, no, it wasn't the immortal "Bedelia" this
time, or that sweet melody called "Hiawatha," for they were
beneath Danny's notice now, and he chose something more classical,
mind you. The hairs which used to straggle about his head and
appear like so many hobby-horses when Danny walked were
smoothly plastered down. What! Could the other clerks believe
their eyes ? Danny's tie was on straight ! One young fellow called
attention to the fact that Danny was getting to be a "swell."
"Well," said Danny, apologetically, "you see I had to fix up a
little since I am clerk."
I don't mean to insinuate that Danny was much of a talker, yet
he nearly drove his mother wild with his prattle that evening.
The next morning Danny was coming up the stairs with a brisk
business-like tread, when he noticed something on a step. Stooping
down he picked up a wallet and looking around to see that no one
was looking he put it into his pocket.
When he came into the office he found JNIr. Leonard explaining
to the clerks, very excitedly, how he had lost his wallet containing
ten thousand dollars in bonds.
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What ! Ten thousand dollars in his pocket ! Danny could
hardly believe his ears. How much he could buy for his mother
with ten thousand dollars! But, no,— Something seemed to
whisper that it was wrong; yet, did he not find it? But again




Danny gave a start. Hurrah ! His better nature had con-
quered.
Walking up to Mr. Leonard he said, "Sir, here's your wallet.
I found it on the stairs as 1 was entering the building."
Six more years have gone by, and what is Danny doing now,
did you say? Why, he's junior partner in the firm "Leonard, Bates
& Co." Yes, Danny is the Co. There is a rumor about the office
that Danny is engaged to marry Miss Elsie, but that is a secret
among the office force and I shouldn't have let the cat out of the bag.
Edward McHugh, Academy. Hum. B.
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WE were all gathered about the open fire-place watching the
embers on the grate, when the front door was heard to open
and Jack Lorry soon stood in our midst.
Jack was an old bachelor of about sixty, who had served
through the Civil War. After the war he had invested the few
thousands which he had accumulated, in railroad stocks which
happily having taken a shoot upwards left our friend Jack with
quite a little fortune on his hands. Moreover, Jack having led an
adventurous life, was noted for his story telling, and it was no
wonder that he received a warm reception on this particular evening.
We soon had him established before the fire in a comfortable morris
chair, puffing away at a "weed" and ready to begin a story.
"We-e-11" (Jack always began his story with a drawl) "it was
just about the time the war broke out that I was living with my
folks in a village up in York state. I was a little shaver of eighteen
then, very proud of the few hairs which had begun to shyly peep
from my upper lip, when, becoming filled with the martial spirit
which animated the country round, I up and enlisted in the 23d
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"It wasn't long before I became acquainted with another chap
in the regiment of about my own age, and soon we became firm, fast
friends. Say, I wish you could have seen Will Stockton. He had
hair that was chestnut-brown and curled like a girl's. And such
eyes ! It did a fellow good to look into them.
"With our friendship came confidence, and soon I learned that
he was from one of the old aristocratic families of Kentuck. His
father was a colonel in the Confederate army and wanted Will to
fight under the stars and bars, but \M11 did not sympathize with the
rebels and therefore he joined the Unionists.
'"W-e-e-ll, we fought side by side at Bull Run and Fredericks-
burg, and soon we were the proud possessors of the sergeant's stripe.
It was after the battle of Antietam that our general sent Will and
me to scout along the enemy's lines and to ascertain the position of a
certain battery. We went along the lines and being filled with
young blood we decided to run the sentinels and go into the rebs'
camp. We succeeded in running the guard and were stealing along
in the shadow of the tents when a tall, commanding figure came from
one of the tents and shouted, "Halt !" Bill turned to run and in an
instant I heard a shot, a scream, and poor Bill fell forward on his
face. I ran to where he was and raised his head. He was not yet
unconscious and smiled up at me.
"Of course we were immediately surrounded by the soldiers,
and soon the man who had shot the boy came up. From his uniform
I immediately knew that he was a colonel. He looked at Bill's face
and then turned deadly white and staggered backwards.
"
'Willie, my boy!' he hoarsely exclaimed; and taking the boy's
figure in his arms he carried him to a tent. In the excitement no
one seemed to have noticed me, so I followed. I just stepped inside
the door as Bill was saying,
—
"
'Daddy, do you forgive me for running away ?'
"
'Forgive you, my boy,' said the old gentleman, 'why I never
blamed you.' And then a smile illuminated that boy's face which
I can never forget.
"Yes, he died, and they buried him on the hillside. As they
lowered his body into the grave they fired three guns as a salute
out of respect for the old colonel. Poor old gentleman!—he was
heart-broken and died soon after, at the thought of having killed his
own son." Edward AIcHugh, Acad. Hum. B.





ELL armed is he who's pure within,
No sheath he needs with poisoned dart
Nor bow nor Moorish javelin,
Who keeps unstained by crime his heart.
Whether through Syrtes' boiling sands
Or through Caucasian wilds he goes,
Or wanders 'midst the fabled lands
Whose shores the famed Hydaspes know.
For while my Lalage I sang
And heedless roamed the tangled wood,
A wolf in fear before me ran
While 1, unarmed, in wonder stood;
—
A monster such as ne'er could boast
The wild Apulia's densest groves.
Nor yet the wilds of Juba's coast
The far-famed nurse of savage droves.
Place me in regions far away
Where winter reigns with chilly blasts
Where genial breeze ne'er greets the day
To cheer the groves while summer lasts.
Yea, place me where with lidless eye
A too near sun keeps watch above.
E'en there will I all care defy
With songs of my sweet lady love.
Paul B. Drevniak, '05.
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CDitortaL
With deep regret we bring to the notice of our readers in this
our first issue of the collegiate year, the loss of many able editors
and contributors. The loss of the former will be readily inferred
from the strange names in our present staff; while the loss of the
latter will, we fear, be made only too apparent in the body of our
journal. Inasmuch as they were ever known to be genial fellow-
students and efficient representatives of the student-body in this
department, we mourn their departure; but, as we realize that they
have gone forth to enter upon the more serious work of life, we
shall try to find comfort in the fact that our loss is their gain.
There is no cloud but has a silver lining. Such, indeed, seems
to be the nature of the cloud now hovering over The Collegian,
in the form of the sorrow to which we have already alluded. Two
former students of St. Ignatius, in remembrance of old times, re-
cently made a donation which has been appropriated to the use of
this paper. We gladly take this opportunity to extend our grati-
tude to the donors, and to inform them that it will ever be our aim
to merit any interest which our predecessors in this institution may
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show towards us. The gift will be offered, in the shape of cash
prizes, for original stories, essays and poems suitable for our Christ-
mas issue. The prizes are calculated to coax forth the budding talent
of the many capable writers who are now shyly hiding in the back-
ground. J. F. Rice, '05.
Our New Postmaster General.
President Roosevelt has appointed Robert J. Wynne, Post-
master-General to fill the unexpired term of the late Mr. Payne.
Mr. Wynne has the reputation of being an uncompromising Catho-
lic, and if he carries the same spirit into his religion that he recently
brought into the investigations of the post-office frauds, he is cer-
tainly a man of whom we can all be proud. Very few Catholics
have had the honor to sit in the Presidential Cabinet. We may
mention Roger Taney, who was Attorney General and Secretary of
the Treasury under President Jackson, and afterwards Chief Jus-
tice
;
James Campbell, who was Postmaster-General under President
Pierce; and Joseph McKenna, Attorney-General under President
McKinley, and now a member of the Supreme Bench.
This is certainly a very small list of names for over a hundred
years of our country's history. It would seem that prejudice in
the past has served to keep Catholics out of high government posi-
tions, as it can scarcely be attributed to a mere coincidence or to
the incapacity of Catholics that so few of them have been called to
the Cabinet.
The appointment of Mr. Wynne is, we hope, an earnest of bet-
ter things, and the beginning of an era in which the Catholics of
the country will get the official recognition to which their numbers
and their services to the state justly entitle them.
Jesuit Exhibit at the World's Fair.
The Jesuits have three exhibits at the World's Fair in St. Louis.
The most striking of them perhaps is the Philippine weather bureau
exhibit installed at the expense of the United States government by
the Rev. Jose Algue, S, J., director of the U. S. weather bureau
at Manila. Among the instruments exhibited are the microseismo-
graph for recording earthquake tremors, and the barocyclometer, an
instrument for predicting the coming of typhoons which are very
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severe and disastrous to shipping in southern Asiatic waters. The
typhoon instrument is very simple in construction and very accu-
rate. It was invented by the Spanish Jesuits at the Manila obser-
vatory, and it is used on many warships in the east.
In this exhibit is also to be found a magnificent specimen of
the ceraunograph which is connected v/ith galvanized steel towers
105 feet high, and which records all electrical disturbances in the
neighborhood.
One of the features of Father Algue's exhibit is a raised map
of the Philippine Islands made of staff and laid on a concrete foun-
dation. The map represents the curvature of the earth and the ele-
vations and depressions of the surface. It is no feet long, and as
it is made to stand the weather, it will remain permanently on the
exposition grounds.
Another exhibit under Jesuit management, is that of the St.
Louis University and allied colleges. The St. Louis University, the
oldest college west of the Mississippi, having been established
seventy-five years ago, is the central house of the Missouri Province
to which the Jesuit colleges of Chicago, Cincinnati, Omaha, Mil-
waukee, Detroit and St. Mary's, Kansas, are allied. All these
colleges joined with the St. Louis University in one exhibit, which
has been pronounced by competent judges to be very creditable to
all concerned in it. A large portion of the exhibit is literary work
by the students. Catalogues, apparatus, diagrams, curios, reports
of class lectures and instructions, and hundreds of photographs of
professors, classes and buildings complete the exhibit.
The Jesuits of Montreal have a room in the Administration
Building filled with documents relating to the early history of this
country. Lovers of American antiquities can constantly be seen
gazing in admiration on the diaries of Fathers Jogues and Mar-
quette, and on the original map of the Mississippi drawn by Father
Marquette himself at the time of the discovery and exploration.
Hearst's Nighmare.
One of the Hearst syndicate papers, the Chicago x\merican, has
been getting hysteria over the glorious state school, and the dangers
to the country from the private school. Is Mr. Hearst hostile to the
parochial and private school, because he finds their graduates are
too intelligent to read the maunderings of his papers?
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BOOK REVIEWS.
''Shadows Lifted," the newest book by Father Copus, one of the
professors of St. Ignatius College, comes to us in a very pretty
apple-green cover, and, as Christmas is not so very far away, we
think it would make a dainty and seasonable 'book for a friend. The
excellence of the book, however, does not lie in its appearance.
Boys will find "Shadows Lifted," as they have found the other books
by this author, a book after their own heart. Absorbingly interest-
ing is the work, and the reader is carried along from one mystery
to another, even from the very first chapter. Few writers have the
faculty of holding a reader entranced from the beginning to the
end of a stor3^ This power is possessed in a great degree by the
author of "Shadows Lifted," whose latest book is destined to be
equally, if not more, popular than either "Harrv Russell" or "St.
Cuthbert's."
The value of the work before us is, that by means of an absorb-
ingly interesting story, sound and true principles that make for
character, are inculcated, or, rather, are not openly inculcated, but
are imbibed in the reading. The career of Clarence Gilkins is a
case in point—a diamond in the rough, but one who becomes a
really splendid fellow as the story proceeds. In following him
through the chapters the young reader is unconsciously but pleas-
antly learning those principles which made Gilkins what he after-
wards became.
Many of the characters of "St. Cuthbert's" are met with in this
new book, and they come to us as old friends. The book may be
considered in some ways a sequel to "St. Cuthbert's," although it is
a complete story in itself, with more of a plot, and perhaps more of
interest.
It would not be fair to tell what the shadows were or how they
were lifted. This would spoil the reader's interest ; but the story
is almost as much a novel as it is a good college story.
The College and Academy opened the fall term September 7
with prospects brighter than those of any previous year. Some five
hundred and fifty students are enrolled for this term.
The Senior Class started its year's work on September 12th.
The candidates for the Bachelor's degree are twenty-four, the larg-
est number in the history of the college. Commercial graduates '05
will number about twenty.
The sight at the Mass of the Holy Ghost on September 13th
was very impressive. The college students as well as the parochial
school children were present. Certainly the prayers of teachers,
students and children must have won many graces for the coming
year. The celebrant of the Mass was Father Mathery, S. J. ; Dea-
con, Father Trentmann. S. J. ; Sub-deacon, Mr. Fenoughty, S. J.
Father Masterson, S. J., delivered the sermon.
The Orchestra.
The orchestra has organized for the coming year. Chas. Byrne
was elected president. Mr. Pribyl, who will again direct, looks to
the members to surpass their high reputation of last year.
Glee Club.
The Glee Club begins the year with a membership larger than
that of last, and with prospects fully as bright. Mr. Leo. Hutter
will again direct. Following are the members : L. Carroll, H.
Brosseau, M. McGovern. P. Tuohy, W. Magee, W. Koch, W.
Epstein, H. Trainor, J- Seger, L. Sychowski, J. McCarthy, J.
Keane, W. Rooney, F. Chouinard, J. Lannon, J. Tyrrell, E. O'Neil,
M. Cavallo, P. Drevniak, E. O'Grady. J. Devine, H. La Voie.
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It will be noticed that Messrs Brady, Looney, Dugdale, and
Reinert are missing.
The Chrysostomian.
This society held its first meeting of the year on Wednesday,
September 28th. The following officers were elected for the first
semester : Vice-president, Justin F. McCarthy ; recording secretary,
Joseph Tyrrell ; corresponding secretary, Payton Tuohy ; treasurer,
Eugene O'Neill ; censors, Daniel Meany, John Devine. Rev. W. F.
Robison, S. J., is president, by appointment of Rev. Father Rector.
The Loyola Literary (Junior Debating) : President, Rev. Jo-
seph Hill, S. J. ; vice-president, Raymond Deveraux ; recording sec-
retary, Daniel Murphy ; corresponding secretary, Daniel Lord
;
treasurer, Edward McHugh; censors, M. Heeney, J. Kuzlowski.
Senior Sodality.
Father Slevin will again be Director. The officers for the first
half year are : First prefect, Hector Brosseau ; second prefect, John
Burke; third prefect, Eugene O'Neill; secretary, Justin McCarthy;
treasurer, John Ford.
Junior Sodality.
Director, Rev. Michael J. Hoferer, S. J. ; first prefect, WiUi^m
Frill; second prefect, William O'Neill; third prefect. Carmine Orgo;
secretary, Thomas Reedy ; treasurer, Edward Carroll ; sacristans,
George Kelly, William Carroll.
Students' Library.
President, Mark A. Cain, S. J. ; vice-president, John Mielcarek
;
secretary, Pierre Roche ; treasurer, Charles Byrne ; librarian, Hugh
Duffy ; assistant librarians, Francis Mead, Jos. Rylands, Fred Frain,
Jno. Howard, Wm. Oink.
The Play.
There was a flutter of excitement among the more earnest stu-
dents of elocution when the Rev. Prefect of Studies announced that
a college play would be given this year. The play chosen is a drama-
tized rendition of Longfellow's beautiful poem "King Robert of
Sicily," by the Rev. John Copus, S. J., professor in the college. The
drama has been produced in New York city with great success, but
is entirely new to a Chicago audience. The time, locality and the events
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of the story lend themselves to the bringing out of many strong
dramatic contrasts and to much color and grouping. It is intended,
owing to the acknowledged dramatic talent of a large number of
students at college this year, to give a more elaborate representation
than has been seen in the college for some years.
While the character of King Robert is the one in which the
principal interest centers, the play has been so written as to give
six or seven parts an equal amount of importance. The speaking
characters number about sixteen, but the production will require
between sixty and seventy actors, including singing boys, a hunting
chorus, and an invisible choir which will have some difficult work
to perform.
Rehearsals are well under way under the able direction of
Professor Krebs, one of the college elocution teachers. "King
Robert" will be given in one of the down-town theaters, probably
durine Christmas week.
THE FACULTY.
Rev. Henry J. Dumbach, S. J.,
President.
Prefect of Studies and Discipline, Rev. Francis Cassilly, S. J.
Assistant Prefect of Discipline, Roland J. Kenny, S. J.
Assistant Prefect of Studies, Clement F. ^Martin, S. J.
THE COLLEGE.
Professor of Senior Class Rev. Edward Gleeson, S. J.
Professor of Junior Class Rev. Edward Slevin, S. J.
Professor of Freshman Class Rev. Wm. F. Robison, S. J.
Professor of ^Mathematics and Chemistry. .Rev. J. B. Goesse, S. J.
Professor of ^Mathematics. Physics and Special
Science Joseph Wilchewski, S. J.
THE ACADEMY.
Humanities A Rev. Joseph Hill, S. J.
Humanities B L H. Bosset, S. J.
First Academic Otto J. Kuenmuench, S. J.
First Academic Special A Rev. William Trentmann, S. J.
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First Academic Special B Mark A. Cain, S. J
Second Academic A Rev. Michael Hoferer, S. J
Second Academic B Joseph P. Fenoughty, S. J
Third Academic A John A. DeVilbiss, S. J
Third Academic B William J. Leahy, S. J
Special Classics Rev. J. B. DeShryver, S. J
Patrick J. Phillips, S. J
Special English Rev. J. E. Copus, S. J
COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT.
Messrs. Arnold M'Mahon, Francis Tchan, Joseph Graber, Andrew
Hellgeth, Michael Caplice, A. Bohlinger.
Spanish Mr. Stand y Ximenes.
Violin Mr. Joseph Pribyl.
Piano and Voice Mr. Clemens Hutter.
Elocution Messrs. G. Krebs and F. Karr.
Father Kennedy, last year's Prefect of Discipline, is making
his Tertianship at the St. Stanislas Senimary, Florissant, Mo.
Fathers Conners and Feld are attached to the staff of St. Mary's
College, and Mr. Troy to that of Creighton University, Omaha.
Messrs. McClorey, Falley, Barlow and Doyle are completing their
studies in the theological department of St. Louis University.
The odor of the green fields and of vacation time which per-
vades most of the exchanges, has lent them an added freshness,
vigor and charm. The students have returned to their work with a
zest that is praiseworthy. Such a beginning, according to the old,
old rule presages a brilliant and successful finish. In most of the
papers we found very few things to condemn ; the fact is we were
not hunting for things to knock about. It shall be our endeavor,
during the coming year, to point out the beauties, and condemn only
when we have something sensible to say.
The most striking feature of the Mt. St. Mary's Record is a
full-page picture of their new bishop, the Rt. Rev. John Bernard
Delaney, D. D. The bishop is an old friend of theirs and the loyal
young ladies have given him a warm and hearty welcome. "My Sky
Parlor" pictures the grandeur and sublimity of a view of the Atlan-
tic from the top of a mammoth boulder. The subject is pregnant
and is well developed in rather poetic prose. "^Mischief and Peggy"
and '"A Novel Tooth-Pulling" are animated and humorous. In fact,
we vs'ere so well pleased with the "Record" that we were disap-
pointed when we thum.bed the last leaf. Still, as all sweets are done
up in small parcels, we must rest content.
"The Catholic Layman" and "Art and Italy," two very in-
structive and interesting articles, grace the pages of the St. Mary's
Sentinel. "The Treachery of King Dermod Mac Morrough," an
historical narrative, is told in a forcible and manly style. It instils
in our hearts a detestation of Dermod, the enemy of the simplicity
and immutable faith of our Irish forefathers. We regret that w^e
could not find more articles in 'Dermond's' class by the students.
The most lifelike and the "breeziest" part of the whole paper ap-
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peared to us to be the Exchanges and Rakings. The former we
read with pleasure and interest; some of the latter's salhes did not
appeal to our sense of humor, but that is because we are not "on the
inside."
The Niagara Rainbow contains a set of pictures illustrating the
wonders of its renowned neighbor. "My Happy Isle," "Island
Reveries," and many other pleasant and readable articles are to be
found within its covers.
The Redzvood, true to its reputation, furnishes many choice
viands for an intellectual feast. "In Hoc Signo Vinces," a sympo-
sium in verse by members of the Sophomore Class, shows how the
Church has come "adown the ages, victorious in the Cross." In-
deed, symposium form should be recommended, since each student
may concentrate all his efforts on the one stanza allotted to him
and thus produce more polished verse than if he were to compose a
long poem. In a lengthy composition "even Homer nods," but in a
short stanza no such excuse will be tolerated. Inequality of poetic
talent might, in some instances, produce uneven work, but the Santa
Clara sophomores have brought all their efforts to a common stan-
dard and thus their poem is uniform. "The Adventurer Invisible,"
an improbable but interesting story, and "An Accepted Sacrifice,"
are both fascinating pieces of fiction. The "Ethics of Repose" is
an admirable specimen of essay. Edgar C. Banks^ 'o6.
<^.DG.
Jno. C, Murphy of last year's Rhetoric class is studying law.
Mr. Walter Cornell, S. J., 1899, is teaching- science in Marquette
College, Alilwaukee.
Of last year's students Thomas Canty, John Gearty and John
O'Hern are at the Kenrick Seminary in St. Louis.
James Griffin, Rhetoric '03, has been sent to Rome to continue
the studies he had begun at Kenrick Seminary, St. Louis.
At Niagara University this year, in addition to three of last
year's graduating class, are John Long, Ray Cook and Edward B.
McNally.
Mr. Louis Mercier, 1900, has gone to continue the study of
Romance literature at Columbia University, where he has been
awarded a fellowship.
Thomas Mercer, 1901, is a full-fledged attorney with the seal
of the state of Illinois upon him. Get into trouble, and Tom will be
delighted to get you out.
We learn by special cable that Joseph Corrigan of Mr. Mc-
Clorey's ist Academic has entered the Jesuit novitiate at Los Gatos,
for the Rocky Mountain mission.
In the first year at the Chicago-Kent College of Law are James
Phelan, John Griffin of the Commercial, '98; Sidney Blanc, Poetry
1902 ; Tony Moran of last year's Philosophy and John Walsh, Poe-
try 190 1.
Four of last year's students are now in the midst of the thirty
days' retreat at the Jesuit novitiate in Florissant, Urban Killacky,
John Clifford of Oxford scholarship renown, Benedict Desmond
and Richard Rooney.
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Mr. John C. Hayes, Poetry, 1891, holds a position of trust in
the firm of Hirsh, Wickwire & Co., manufacturers of clothing.
Mr. Clarkson, who was one of the instructors on our last year's
staff, and Stanislaus Warzynski, 1900, are filling chairs at St. Stan-
islaus College, Chicago.
Stanley Walkowiak, 1900, walked into The Collegian sanc-
tum in early October, with a few briefs in his pocket. Stanley looks
so prosperous that we surmise he must be intending to become either
a benedict or a senator.
Speaking of matrimony reminds us of the wedding bells which
lately rang for Joseph Cudahy, who was in the Humanities class of
Mr. Mullens, 97-98. The bride was a Miss Morton, and Bishop
Spalding tied the nuptial knot.
Charles A. Costello, who was in Father Robison's Humanities
class in 1896, is now a practicing physician on the south side.
Rev. James Leddy, 1898, who is assistant pastor at Elgin, looks
as though his work agrees with him.
If you go to the World's Fair, don't fail to take a ride in the
Chutes, which are managed by Cornelius Boynton, the son of Cap-
tain Paul Boynton, the swimmer of world-wide reputation. Cor-
nelius was in the 4th Commercial seven years ago.
Mr. James Kiely, S. J., of Gonzaga College, Spokane, writes:
"A few copies of The Collegian have fallen into my hands. The
articles certainly reflect great credit on the students." Mr. Kiely
was in Father Mitchell's Humanities class of 1897-98.
Four St. Ignatius boys have gone to join the Ignatian colony
in Rome : William Murphy, whose pen will be sadly missed in the
pages of The Collegian, James Griffin, Bernard Rogers and Harry
Walsh. There are now eleven or twelve of our alumni in the Eter-
nal City.
Amongst the new students is Warren Lane, a brother of
Howard, and a son of Mr. John J. Lane, the well-known political
editor of the Inter-Ocean. Mr. John Lane is an old student of the
St. Louis University. Howard, Poetry, 1899, is now a mechanical
engineer.
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The evening' class of Philosophy conducted by Rev. E. Gleeson,
S. J., is continuing its good work most successfully. The class con-
sists of about twenty old students of the college and young profes-
sional men who meet every Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock. They are
following a course of logic.
Quido Slatinsky, Preparatory, 1897, made his musical studies
at St. Francis College, Wis., and is now organist at Alt. Pleasant,
Pennsylvania. August Sobotka, 3d Academic, 1900, is in the fire
insurance business, and he looks very brave in his second regiment
uniform. Frank Hrody does sign work for Cusack & Co. ; and
Frank Holas, Humanities, 1900, is keeping books for the Daily
Narod Publishing Company.
We are indebted to Mr. John Stawicki for the names of old
St. Ignatius boys who are at the College of Physicians and Surgeons.
They are : William P. Cannon of the Senior Cldss
;
John J. Cronin,
John P. O'Neil, William E. O'Neil of the Junior Class; Eugene E.
Birmingham, Kenna E. Niles of the Sophomore Class ; Clement J.
Cullen, John J. Gearin, Timothy C. Quigley, John P. Stawicki,
Francis P. Thometz of the Freshman Class.
On September 26th the Alumni association held a very enthu-
siastic and enjoyable meeting. The chief matter of business was the
selection of a delegation to be sent to St. Louis for the convention
of all alumni associations of Jesuit colleges. An account of the con-
vention will be given in the next number of The Collegian. After
the business of the evening the association was entertained with
musical numbers by Messrs. Joseph Hahn and Jno. Ponic and a
recitation by Mr. J. Hawley.
Last year's graduating class has come to the first serious page
of the book of life. Wm. Murphy is pursuing ecclesiastical studies
in Rome. Martin Nealis, Bernard Brady and Maurice O'Shea are
preparing for the priesthood at Niagara University. Alichael Cap-
lice, besides being instructor at the college, is taking a law course at
the Illinois College of Law. Frank Lagorio is traveling in Europe,
Timothy Quigley is preparing for a medical degree at the College
of Physicians and Surgeons. Theodore Reinert is employed by Mar-
shall Field. Louis Sayre is in the grain business with his father.
Francis Thometz is a student at the Physicians and Surgeons Medi-
cal College. James Guerin is taking a course of civil engineering
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We clip the following, concerning Mr. John A. Schmidt, from
a recent issue of the New World. It is written by the graceful pen
of Mr. P. J. O'Keefe. Mr. Schmidt attended the Preparatory class,
and in 1880 was in the old Second Grammar class, the equivalent
of our present Fourth Commercial.
"Few men in Chicago are so well and favorably known as John
A. Schmidt, whose career is a model to all our young men. It has
gotten to be now that "the street" means La Salle street, and by
La Salle street one must understand "the bankers' home"; and
among the banks, and along "the street" you will find John Schmidt
known, not as well as a bad half-penny, but as gold coin. With
every one you will find a good word for him, for he is deservedly
popular.
Born in Chicago in 1864, he must be called a Chicagoan, though
now he lives in Naperville, 111. He went to St. Francis Parochial
School and later to St. Ignatius College, of which he is a graduate.
He was one of the students when Smarius, De Smet and Damen
were around, and all these he knew well. When only eighteen years
old he became a clerk with the old International Bank, staying with
them four years. Then he got a higher position with Foreman Bros.'
Banking Company, where he also remained four years. Then went
back again to the International, where he remained in a still higher
position for several years. At this time the Garden City Trust
Company, which has since become the Metropolitan Trust and Sav-
ings Bank, needed a live man, and Mr. Schmidt was elected assist-
ant cashier. In this capacity he has well and creditably served for
seven years, and on Monday last was still further honored by elec-
tion as cashier. Besides this, he has the further distinction of being
the vice-president of the First National Bank at Naperville.
Mr. Schmidt is essentially a home man, and both his wife and
himself are highly esteemed in their home and in Chicago circles.
Mrs. Schmidt was Miss Anna J. Schwartz, one of a well- known
Naperville family.
In any business Mr. Schmidt would be a success, for he is a
hard, conscientious worker and especially agreeable to every one.
One never finds him otherwise than cheerful, cordial and particularly
polite.
Mr. Schmidt is one of the best known Catholics in Chicago, and
has hosts of friends, especially among the German American priests
and people."
The college musical societies are all hard at work preparing
for the Thanksgiving and Christmas entertainments. Professor
Hutter rejoices in the addition of many new members to his admir-
able organization, and we can depend on them to keep up the high
class novelties that have made them so popular in the past. The
fact that the "Philosophy Quartet" has been surprised on various
and sundry occasions in the "fifth flat," has given rise to the rumors
that they have something in store for us. Let us hope that at some
future date we may be invited to attend their meetings.
The orchestra is fortunate in acquiring a few new recruits and
we may expect great things of it the coming year. These excellent
musicians, under the able direction of Prof. Joseph F. Pribyl, are
preparing many tuneful and difficult offerings.
The Academic Choir by its work at rehearsals ably demon-
strates the fact that proficiency in musical matters is not confined to
the big fellows.
The intelligence that the choir, glee club and orchestra will not
give a Christmas concert this year has elicited many expressions of
regret from all who heard them last December. But there are those
who would "strut in the buskin" and for their sakes the vocal and
instrumental geniuses will relinquish the calcium.
POPULAR MUSIC.
It is far from our intention to inform the reader of all the
"popular" music published but only of those compositions which
deserve distinction above the silly and valueless trash. A delight-
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fully novel two-step is entitled "The Dance of the Cupids." An-
other by the author of "Navaho" is "Seminole." "Asama" is another
with a pretty catchy air. "Blue Bell' deserves mention as a very
well written composition, reminding us in part of that almost forgot-
ten favorite "Mr. Dooley." "Polly Prim," that model two-step, is
becoming very popular. We cannot but attribute its popularity in
part to the splendid rendition of its catchy strains by the St. Igna-
tius College Orchestra. Among others of note are : "Belle of the
Philippines," "Mr. Blackman," "The Circus Parade," "Karama," an
oriental novelty; "The Troubadour," by the author of "The Gon-
dolier;" "Moonlight," a serenade; "Up the Nile," a ragtime oddity;
"A Whispered Thought," and the pretty little Irish ballad, "Ellen,
O'Hagen." Among the waltzes we have "The Queen of Hearts,"
"In Dreamland" and "Maids of Paradise," all worthy compositions.
Joseph D. O'Donnell, '05.
I The Athletic Association of St. Ignatius, in conformity with
the custom now prevalent among institutions of college grade, has
secured as athletic director, Mr. Joseph A. Graber, a member of the
Alumni and a prominent athlete here several years ago. Besides
being director of athletics in general, Air. Graber is coach of the
football team which is representative of the College in the latter's
battles on the gridiron with other institutions.
The advent of the football season this year brought forth a
very creditable number of candidates for the first team ; and they
have proved themselves untiring workers. But from the very be-
ginning, it was realized that, though the students might hope for
what is termed a "fast" team, they could not reasonably hope for
one capable of doing effective line work. The prophecy was only
too well founded. The team representing the college in the games
which have thus far taken place have done very creditably, and the
fact that, in many instances, defeat has been their portion does not,
in any way, lay them open to censure. The reason for this is very
manifest to anyone who possesses a knowledge of the game. Skill
may be a very important factor on the gridiron, but it will not bring
any sweeping success to a team of physically light members ; and
St. Ignatius, this year, is woefully lacking in "beefy" men.
Defeat, however, does not imply perpetual failure and before
our players there is, we hope, a brighter future.
The line up of the team was, in general, as follows
:
R. E., McDonald; R. T., Scimeca, Cavallo; R. G., Jedlicka;
C., Thurtell; L. G., Suldane, Doody; L. T., Meany, Prendergast;
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L. E., Auchue ; L. B., Nash, Phee ; R. H., Seger ; L. H., Bransfield,
Kenney; F. B,, Lannon (capt.)-
Up to date the team has played the following elevens: R. T.
Crane Manual Training, Oct. 6th; Culver Military Academy, Oct.
22d; N. W. Division High, Oct. 27th.
Hyde Park cancelled a game set for October 20.
The game with the first mentioned team at Garfield Park
inaugurated the season. The game, of which the feature was the
work of Seger and Lannon, resulted in a score Df 5 to o in the
favor of St. Ignatius.
At Culver the team went down in defeat before an eleven which
outweighed it not only in the average, but even "man for man."
Score, 71-0.
The battle with N. W. Division High was a most stubborn one
and neither side was able to score, although the halves consumed
the ordinary length of time.
The enthusiasm of the ''rooters" this season is confidently ex-
pected to surpass that of former years. The hope is not without
foundation, for the attendance at the games is steadily increasing,
as was exemplified by the volume of the "yells" at Garfield Park.
The smaller members of the student body have been very active
this season, and they are quite as zealous in engaging in the popular
game as are their larger fellow-students. The "Scrubs" have
played several games, and on October 17th defeated the strong first
team of St. Cyril's College, by a score of 11 to o.
The "Minims," too, are very much in evidence. Under the
direction of their ardent champion, Mr. De Vilbiss, the little fellows
have proved very apt at learning the first principles of the game
in a practical way, and bid fair to become an honor to their college
when nature shall have added a little to their inches. Their scores
will be found among Academy Notes.
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ACADEMIC NOTES.
Owing to diverse circumstances over which we had no control
this number's Academic Notes failed to come up to its writer's ex-
pectations. In the next issue we will try to have this department
so full of interest to the smaller boys that they will simply be envious
of the fellow who was lucky enough to procure a copy of The
Collegian. The only way to ensure a prompt reception of the next
great issue is to subscribe now for The Collegian.
We may get over that 71-0 score, but we'll never look the same.
For a pandemonium of noise, visit the "gym" and see the five
"slugging bags" in operation.
Mr. Hartigan on the big team ? Why, certainly ! Humanities
B is represented everywhere.
From the way Ignatius Doyle is kicking nowadays one would
imagine that his "name was Maud."
Pollitz says that next to Eckersall he handles his team faster
than any other quarter-back in the west.
Hast thou heard that George, our genial chef, is considering
the giving of trading stamps in the restaurant?
There are a whole lot of boys in Humanities that are looking
for the lad that told them Humanities is an easy year.
If ever you start thinking that you are real clever and know a
lot, call on "Cicero" Murphy, Flumanities B, and you'll find that he
has forgotten more than you ever knew.
First Boy—McGovern must have been inspired at chapel last
Saturday. Second Ditto—Inspired nothing! He was simply scrap-
ing the mud off his feet.
There is about as much real enthusiasm shown by the smaller
boys at the college games as there would be at a nice, genteel
Quakers' meeting, or a reception of the Young Ladies' Sodality.
We are glad to hear that our respected friend, Mr. Stafford,
has honored the "Chrysostomian" with his membership. We hope
the society realizes the great benefit it has gained in this fluent
debater.
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Judging from the appearance of the Eagles in their gold-belted
maroon sweaters and their practice of late, one might think they had
aspirations towards the 105-pound championship of the city.
Some very fine artistic talent was shown by the students when
Father Cassilly consulted them about a change in the conduct cards.
Most of them, however, were willing to take anything they could
get that read : "For Good Conduct and Diligence."
Some notables that no small boy should miss seeing are : "Heck"
Brosseau, who has sworn not to cut his hair until Ireland is freed;
"Johnny" Seger, who has worn the same cute little tie for two
years, and last but not leasts Tom Maher.
The Students' Library is now opened, and books may be taken
out every day except Tuesday. It is presided over by Hugh Duffy,
Jno. Mielcarek, and others, who could see a fine if it was a mile off.
Verily, thou hadst better watch out.
"Soc et tuum."
The Loyola Literary Society, under the direction of Father
Hill, S. J., meets every Monday night in the Students' Library. If
you wish to learn how to spout gracefully you should join that
august body at once.
Old Boy—See that big fellow standing over there? He's got
a suit for every day in the week.
New Boy—He has?
Old Boy—Yep ; that's it he's got on.
The second team has been bucking up against the college eleven
these last few evenings, and, though so far, no casualties have re-
sulted, it seemed once or twice that the ambulance would have to be
called.
Humanities Class B held its class election one day last week.
Owing to a slight confusion Mr. Stafford was elected spokesman,
instead of president, but as that gentleman modestly asserted after-
ward, it was all right anyhow because he could have had any office
that he wanted. Mr. O'Connor was elected president unanimously,
Mr. Howard secretary by a comfortable majority, and Lynch for
treasurer—well it was simply a landslide.
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The Loyola Literary Society accepted the kind invitation of
the Chrysostomian to attend its semi-annual concert, and a pleasant
time was had by all. Many encomiums were passed on the per-
formance, but the hit of the evening was made when Foley mounted
the stage and after carefully shuffling the pages of a prodigious
essay, blushingly admitted that "he guessed he must have omitted
a page."
Passage from Ancient History (A. D. 2904) : "The Ameri-
cans were in the habit of sacrificing their victims in a big, open
space, called the 'grid-iron,' where great crowds assembled to see
the torture. One tribe would challenge another to combat, and when
the second bod}^ had marched out into the arena, with their full
armor on, and their banners proudly flying, the first army would
rush out upon them, and cruelly jumping upon their enemies, would
attempt to crush them to death. In this way many were killed and
hundreds wounded." (Extr. Ch. xix, Bk. 39.)
It is said that the manager of some "prep" school team came
to the College one afternoon to secure a game with the second
team. John Sackley had just finished assuring him that the team
did not weigh an ounce over no lbs., when Keeler came out of the
gym. Now, everybody that has ever seen John in all the glory
of his "Spalding's Complete Foot-ball Outfit" knows that he looks
as big as a house. When the manager learned that Keeler played
right half for the second team, he fainted dead away. When he
came to, Sackley simply couldn't convince him that Keeler when
deprived of his "feather-bed and dumb-bell uniform" weighed only
105 lbs.
Four football teams have flourished in the Academy during
the past quarter,—the "All-Star" second team, the Eagles, the
Eaglets and the Falcons. The last, captained by Ray Hartney, has
had a haphazard existence, and its only games were with the high-
flying Eaglets. Below are the scores of the games played
:
S. I. C. 2d Team 17 John Marshall High, 2d o
II St. Cyril's College, ist o
6 Lawndale Ath. Club 11
o S. I. C. First 40
6 S. I. C. First 36
o S. I. C. First 20
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The members of the second team are : Doyle, McCleary, Best,
Murphy, Hendricks, Dowdle, Corboy, Quigley, Cornwall, O'Regan
(capt.), Keane, Sullivan, Bannon, Keeler, Royce.
Doyle has done most of the kicking and as usual has done very
good work. Sullivan, by means of hitting the line low and hard
has been the best ground gainer. Quigley is a new player, but has
done exceptionally well in the few games he has played.
The Eagles have played five games and have the record of win-
ning them all.
Eagles 29 St. Mary's of Evanston o
22 Merrimacs o
14 Falcons o
II St. Mary's o
28 Holy Family o
The members of the Eagle team are : Scott, Doyle, Heckinger,
Healy, Lambeau, J. Ward (capt.), Brophy, McCarthy, Sikorski,
Anderson, Kevin, McNulty.
The Eaglets have played seven games, won six and tied one.
This team, though made up of "minims," puts more snap into its play
than any team on the campus.
Eaglets 15 Acolytes o
5 St. Columbkille 5
6 St. Sylvester o





17 Holy Family 5
The Eaglet line-up is as follows : Gafifney, 1. h. ; McClennan,
f. b. ; Tobin or Kenney, r. h. ; Pollitz, q. b. and capt. ; Jordan, r. e.
;
Bradley, r. t. ; Marchand, r. g. ; Pietre or Wind, c. ; Rabb, 1. g.
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IRGIN, the glories of thy holy name,
The countless virtues that reside in thee,
0' erwhelm the empty boasts of earthly fame,
Enrich the splendors of eternity.
Ne'er pride of kings in power's greatest height
Attained the least thy queenly state contains,
Ne'er courtly pomp could dim thy faintest light.
Though half the world lay bound in conquest's chains.
Thy love inspires the charm of Angel tones,
Celestial choirs thy boundless praise proclaim.
The church-triumphant from resplendent thrones
Make heaven tremble with thy chanted name.
Pure as the pearl, that through the billows sends
Its trembling rays from depths of wealth unknown.
Bright as the sun, majestic as it lends
Its golden beams terrestrial charms to tone.
Mary, thy name is balm to loving hearts,
Its cherished breath the deepest sorrow quells,
Its sweet remembrance in our trials, imparts
The blessed calm that hallows hermit cells.
J. G. MlELCAREK, '06.
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THE writer feels sure that he will ingratiate himself into the
good graces of his readers by declaring at the outset that it
is far from his intention to pose as a learned critic of modern
Sfiction, or to render a pedagogical dissertation on novels and novel
reading. It is his desire to lay before his readers merely a few
ideas which have occurred to him as a casual observer and which
may furnish material for thought for more experienced people.
Such being the case, it is sincerely hoped that any seemingly radical
declarations will not be set down as those of a confirmed pessimist,
but as the honest convictions of one who takes this opportunity to
express certain views.
Before entering upon what properly constitutes the theme of
this discussion, it will perhaps not be amiss to consider briefly the
characteristics of man, as viewed from an ethical standpoint. Con-
sidered thus, man is essentially a social being. He has been fash-
ioned by an all-wise Deity, to mingle with others, that from their
society he may derive the pleasure necessary to his intended exist-
ence and the improvement, moral and intellectual, which is necessary
to the rational portion of his nature.
Hence, as man naturally seeks what will give him the oppor-
tunity to imbibe new ideas and to develop or exchange old ones, he
turns, perforce, to other beings constituted like himself, or to their
thoughts expressed in writing. In short, he turns to other men
or to books ; and, while it is certain that he seeks the former neces-
sarily, he may be said to seek the latter only casually, or accidentally.
But, however this m^ay be, man's motives in either case are pre-
cisely the same. He seeks what will lend entertainment and pro-
mote his moral principles and intellectual faculties—the desire for
the first mentioned being generally predominant when there is ques-
tion of books. In fact, with the generality of people, the love of
entertainment is so potent in literary matters that it has exalted the
novel almost to the position of a demigod in the world of letters.
And this brings us to our theme.
At present the novel, as the style of book best suited, because
of its popularity, to satisfy the longings of man's higher nature, is
for this very reason one of the greatest existing factors in the for-
mation of the moral code which is to prevail. While more serious
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books are voices vainly crying in the wilderness, it has the average
reader spellbound in its mystic charm. The delineation of a char-
acter whose actions depend obviously upon moral motives, little
thoughts sprinkled here and there by the author, would exert more
influence on the daily life of its reader than a score of didactic
treatises. So would the novel, under proper conditions, fulfil a
glorious mission. As a beacon on a rock-bound coast attracts the
uncertain ship that sails the deep, the novel, with its plot and fanciful
characters, attracts the amusement-seeker ; as the beacon draws the
ship from a false course and guides it unerringly to safety, so should
the novel lead the mind of its reader to true conclusions and loftier
ideals.
Now, it is an axiom that any undertaking which owes its origin
to weak or false principles can never be prolific of any great good.
Let us see if such is the case with modern fiction. If we may trust
the open confessions of many well-known novelists, to say nothing
of the allegations of competent critics, the average author has, at
best, no higher motive in view than to cater to the passions of his
readers. Surely this is a weak principle. Add to this class another
comprising most of our present novelists, who write solely for
money, and it becomes infinitely worse. But, if these two classes
of writers are actuated by motives too sordid to compose novels
adapted to fulfil the proper end of such works, what words can
describe the class which embraces the author of the so-called "prob-
lem" novel? This diabolical invention, greedily devoured not only
by those already depraved, but, as too often happens, by those pos-
sessed of innocent, undeveloped minds, spreads broadcast the first
principles of moral error.
The classification of writers just mentioned may not be entirely
specific or altogether comprehensive ; but it is sufficiently so for our
purpose. It comprises, if not all the different classes of novelists,
at least the three most prominent of those who are responsible for
our current fiction. They are the vaunted successors of the school
which believed in ideals. Loud in declaring that the ideal holds up
exaggerated ideas of life and things human in general, they claim to
be painters of realism.
Now, if these "realists" were in truth what they claim to be,
depictors of humanity as it really is, with its real perfections and
vices, they could merit no more than perhaps our censure for repre-
senting low life too vividly. But men of their notions are too essen-
tially hypocritical or of too meagre abilit}' to be consistent in word
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and action. They do not supplant the ideal, which draws character
as it should exist, and, indeed, sometimes does exist in actual life,
but they go a great deal further. They delineate men and women
whose every action arises from motives scarcely higher than the
selfish instinct of the brute. They portray heroes and heroines sunk
to the lowest possible depths of degradation conceivable to the
human imagination. Well fitted, indeed, are their works to fulfil
the novel's mission.
It may seem that this condemnation of modern novels is too
comprehensive in its scope. Such an objection would scarcely hold
;
for, while we entertain no thought of declaring that all recent nov-
els possess the faults which we have pointed out and deplored, we
firmly believe that the proportion is sufficiently large to include
nearly every living novelist in one of the three classes mentioned.
All of these bend towards realism and so, either designedly or
unwittingly, they are iconoclasts who would shatter the most cher-
ished ideals of human tradition. By lowering the refined tastes of
people, again either designedly or unwittingly, they aim a death
blow at real literature and threaten the whole social fabric. There-
fore, since the majority of contemporary novelists are not content
with abstaining from the enunciation of moral precepts, but, on the
other hand, lay down the most fallacious of principles, we must draw
the logical conclusion that the ethical qualities of modern fiction are
very low indeed.
The disease being malignant, a potent remedy should be sought,
but the quest, we fear, gives little promise of a successful termina-
tion. We may hope that such a state of affairs will bring its own
reaction. We may hope that the novelists who will, in time, succeed
the present generation will be possessed of more sense and better
morals. In the meantime, however, we ourselves should be more
chary of recommending, without reserve, the novel that affords only
amusement.
But, best of all, let us bear in mind that fiery denunciation by
educated and cultured people, at all possible times and in all possible
places, will avail more than an eternity of sermons against the evil
in general and the "problem" novel in particular.
Jas. F. Rice, '05.
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Ci)e iWcCracken Co/s Cfirtstmas.
I.
THE walls of the Blue Boar Inn rang with merriment. Never
before did a jollier band of knaves pound their wine-cups on
the black, bare tables, or make a richer setting amidst the
blackened oak beams, with their buckskin and gaudy dress.
Glasses clinked and eyes sparkled. At the tables nearest the
door men were dicing, and drinking large draughts of a dark, potent
liquid. Occasionally some lone merrymaker entered and now and
then some one was forcibly ejected.
Jack Falstaff was there. Fat, swaggering, merry old Falstafif.
The man with more good-natured white lies on his tongue than
the so-called "Old Harry" could truthfully boast of.
Right boldly did he roar and rail and laugh as he darted a
well-aimed quip at the rubicund nose which was imbedded by nature
so comically on Bardolph's countenance. What a picture he was,
as he settled his cumbersome frame on a bench, or swore roundly at
the hostess. Dame Quickly, because, as he said: "Lime's in the
sack." How eagerly did the wild, care-free rioters gather round
him and listen with popping eyes to his awe-inspiring account of
the fight at Gadshill, where, in his mind's eye, he had put to flight a
whole band of blustering braggarts. His face was illumined, but
not with a holy light—for, truly, Falstaf¥ and sanctity were strangers
—as he recounted—let it be said with a little contradiction—the
wondrous event, and verified the truth of the fable most solemnly
by the notches on his sword.
Long and hard he strove to convince them of its veracity, and
was just about to gain his end, when Bardolph upset all his calcu-
lations by telling the true tale and proclaiming, as well as he could,
the cowardice of the leader.
Prince Hal, the unbridled son of the king, was present, as
reckless with guineas as with morals. Now repudiating Falstaff, he
uses the choice language of the court so forcibly as to make that
worthy slink aAvay in chagrin to the farthest corner, and immediately
with jolly badinage he restores friendship as quickly as he had cast
it awav.
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Long years have taught Bardolph the reverence due to the
mighty. Falstaff is his king and potentate supreme. Taught Hke
the well-schooled courtier to obey and anticipate the whims and
will of his ruler, he greeted each intended witty remark with a
smile, and frowned when Falstaff frowned. But whenever his
expression did change one way or the other, a sadly bloated and dis-
torted visage it was. Nature might have favored him with a hand-
some face, but he had done all in his power to alter it.
Long the men made merry, but not until the early hours of
mom wore slowly on and they had barely escaped the clutches of
the sheriff, did they think it fit to disperse.
IL
The drop curtain had just fallen on this scene, when onto the
stage rushed the short and thin manager. His manner was all agi-
tation. Tears welled up in his eyes, and, trembling with emotion,
he said
:
"Begley has skipped with every cent. He left at 8 o'clock and
hasn't been seen since !"
"What's to be done ?" quoth Falstaff.
"Two trains have left already. I can head one off at Croker's
Point and the other at Dodgeville. I wired the sheriff at both
places. It's too bad ! And to make matters worse, tomorrow's
Christmas !"
"It's a blamed shame !" put in Bardolph.
"1 always knew he was crooked," added Falstaff. "He had a
chin like a prairie dog."
"You might as well finish the show," said Richards, the man-
ager. "The hotel proprietor says we may stop there tonight, and
besides the3''re calling for the second curtain."
"
'Spose we'll have to finish it," muttered Bardolph. "But it's
more than I can see as to how we can make Dodgeville by the night
after tomorrow."
The performance was given, and a sadly disappointed troupe
it v/as that entered the poorly heated hotel that night.
It happened that a kind-hearted Irishm.an named O'Leary heard
of the sad plight of the members of the McCracken Theatrical Com-
pany, and determined not only to help them, but to give them a
happy Christmas time. He was a wealthy rancher. Tall and dig-
nified, his iron-grey hair and goatee gave him a striking appear-
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ance. A widower, he lived alone, though not unpleasantly, with
one servant, Tax by name, in a most cheery and commodious home.
Tax was originally a street gamin in Chicago, but being cared for
b}- the kind-hearted O'Leary, he became a most useful servant and
above all an excellent cook.
Straightway the rancher went to the stage manager and shortly
both emerged from the hotel with smiling faces. And well known
it was that whenever Richards smiled there was, as Tax would say,
"something doin'."
III.
Glasses clinked and eyes sparkled, for around the festive board
of the O'Leary mansion were grouped the somewhat disheartened
members of the stranded theatrical company. Holly and mistletoe
frescoed the walls and ceiling, evergreens in rich banks filled each
corner, and roses, as if just plucked from a tropical garden, were
placed in rich clusters all along the table so tastily as to bespeak
glowing praises of Tax's decorative genius. A large silver punch-
bowl guarded by two beautiful candelabra shone gloriously in the
rosy glow of the fireplace. The whiteness of the linen and the daz-
ling brightness of the silverware and cut glass almost struck awe
into the hearts of the actors.
O'Leary made a genial host, witty as a court jester, generous as
a prince. The leading lady and the ingenue were in evidence and
Falstaff minus a large portion of his avoirdupois also graced the
table.
Somewhat different were the guests of O'Leary from those
gay revelers who made the night hideous with their yells, and who
pounded vigorously on the heavy tables of the old Blue Boar Tavern.
There was a swift spontaneous flow of wit, and louder far than
the laughter which greeted the ears of Dame Quickly was that which
circled again and again the halls of O'Leary's home.
After Tax had laden the tables with viands rare, and when a
carver was busy trying to discover where Mr. Turkey's heart was
formerly situated, and had relieved that worthy gentleman of his
sides and breast, in came the servant, his face all beaming, with a
plum pudding which would have done the king's chef proud. Ab-
normal appetites were the order of the day. and just when all the
guests were beginning to settle back from the table there came a
loud knock at the door.
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Tax opened it and in tumbled a sadly disheveled personage.
The guests rose immediately and gazed with staring eyes.
Black, dirty and reeking with vile liquor fumes, with each line
in his face deeply sunken, such a pitiable sight was Begley.
He tried to straighten up for a second, and his glazed, blood-
shot eyes glared hideously—sickening, indeed, was the sight and
many turned away in horror—when suddenly drawing a hand out




The treasurer was undeniably drunk.
Charles Byrne. '06.
;illot|)er's Bops.
OME ! Up, father up ! and harness your team,
Soon the boys will be here, and 1 long for the gleam
Of their sunny locks tossed by the frolicking wind!
Whisper that to the mare, then it's little she'll mind
The deep drifts of snow or the blinding ice sleet,
But with echoing neigh, her tapering feet
Will haughtily spurn the mantling snow
Like the dashing coursers of long ago;
And her amorous consort will quickly respond
Till together they speed to the town beyond,
And bear home my boys from the bleak, frowning school.
From the well-thumbed books and the master's rule!
But it's little they reck, those ugly gray walls,
How a fond mother weeps while her youth she recalls.
Her buoyant young step, her bright flushing cheeks,
Those emblems of pureness when modesty speaks.
But the boys! they're her glory and unending joys
—
She gave God her youth and He gave 'ner— the boys.
But let me not muse; time's fading away
And there's hustle and bustle for Christmas Day!
So up ! Father up! and harness your team;
For I've made jolly plans and have many a scheme
That'll provoke the boys' laughter, their sweet mellow mirth.
They'll listen in rapture when told of the birth
Of the Infant, their King! Who his Grace will impart
And the joy of the Christ-child will fill every heart!
And I know of the things that tempt the boys the best,
—
Plum pudding, roast turkey, mince pies and the rest
Of those dainty old dishes that "Mama can make."
There are chestnuts and — why, I am sure it would take
An hour to tell just one-half what I've planned !
And then in the twilight the wee ones demand
The tales of the witches and hobgoblins dire
Whose shadows are cast by the flickering fire !
So up! Father up! and harness your team.
How endless, how endless the long hours seem !
How boundless my love and my motherly pride,
A love I am proud of, a pride I can't hide
!
For both now and hereafter, 'mid sorrows, 'mid joys
They'll always to mother be only "the boys."
Edgar Banks, '06.
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an ®neypectelr ^anta Claus.
IT was
a cold, bitter evening, Christmas eve, the night coming on
fast. All day snow had been falling upon the happy throngs that
swarmed the streets bent on filling commissions for Santa Claus.
Tomorrow was to be the greatest, the most welcome feast of all
the year—to the children because of a generous Santa Claus, a
joyous time, and a delicious feast; to the grown-up folks, for their
own various reasons, the most important of which was that it was
to be the birthday of Himx who redeemed them and through Whom
they received all their happiness and pleasures. It is no wonder
that all, or nearly all, were happy in spite of the dreary weather.
Of the few unfortunate souls who were not happy, I am to
form my story from one whose case is indeed sad and pathetic.
I.
An anxious mother, with pale, shrunken face, sat at the win-
dow of her humble cottage impatiently awaiting the arrival of her
son Paul, a bright, manly boy until, influenced by evil companions
and a passion for drink, he unconsciously began gradually to slip
into their habits, to stroll out nights, and, in a word, was rapidly
becoming as bad as the rest, though scarcely nineteen years of
age and holding a good, honest position. The father, a good, indus-
trious man, on account of the great rush of Christmas shoppers this
last night, was detained in supplying their wants at the village store.
Mabel, a blue-eyed, golden-haired angel of six, had long been
"tucked away" in the sweet land of dreams. But where was the
boy? The mother was alone.
She waited until ten, eleven, midnight slowly passed away. The
air which had recently been so still was growing restless and begin-
ning to whirl the falling snow in an angry way, whistling around
sharp corners and rattling every loose sign or shutter upon which
it could lay its invisible hands. A fierce blast drove the snow with
increased violence against the window at which the mother sat,
then went shrieking and roaring away over the house-tops.
"Oh, what a dreadful night !" sobbed the woman, as she leaned
forward in her chair and listened to the wild wail of the storm, while
a deep look of anxiety mingled with dread swept across her face.
"If my boy were only home!" She could bear it no longer; care
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and worry had exhausted her ; her head sank upon the table before
her and in a moment she was fast asleep.
Asleep, but for a short time only. She was awakened by a
cruel shaking, and her eyes rested on her son.
''Go-od even, ole woman," he hiccoughed. "It's 'bout time
for you to be in bed. Get us some grub. Don't stand there gap-
ing at me. I'm almost starved."
"Oh, Paul !" pleaded his mother, "do get into bed before your
father sees you in this awful state !"
"I th-i-nk I said I wan-ted grub and I want it quick, d'ye hear !"
he demanded gruffly, steadying himself against the nearest chair.
Scarcely had he uttered these words, when his father's foot-
steps could be heard on the stairs. The mother tried once more
to hurry him into bed and to avert the terrible consequences she was
sure would follow ; but he stubbornly resisted, saying he "wasn't
afraid of any man in town," and huddled himself into a chair, trying
with all his strength to sit erect.
The father entered and in a moment's glance understood it all.
He gave a start, as if shot, then, overcome, he sank into a chair,
gazing with unspeakable astonishment at his drunken son. Oh,
what a pang for the hard-working father to witness this ! He always
thought his boy a model one, one in whom he could place all his
trust. Now ! Was he a drunkard ? He could not bear to think
of it as true. An unvvonted rage suddenly seized upon him and with
clenched teeth he started toward his son. But he was confronted
by his good wife.
"Oh, John !" she pleaded, "don't harm the poor boy !" It's
not all his fault; bad company has led him astray. Give him one
more chance, John, won't you?"
"One more chance!" he repeated. "No, Alary, he is too far
gone. It's too late."
"Oh, don't say that, John," she sobbed, again holding him back.
"He'll turn out all right. One more chance, John, one more !"
"Mary," he asked sternly, "has this ever happened before?"
"Forgive me, John," she answered. "This is the fourth time;
but he was never as bad as tonight. I thought that perhaps my
good words or better company would again turn him to the right
path. Oh, what will we do !"
"Leave that to me, ISIarv. You go to bed! I'll tend to him
ravself."
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"But you won't harm him, John?" she pleaded again. "You'll
give him one more chance?"
"Go, Mary! I have already determined. A son of mine shall
never be called a drunkard."
The poor mother crept weeping to bed to pass a sleepless night,
thinking only of her wayward son, and praying God to help her bear
her troubles.
Her husband likewise spent a sleepless night. He sat before
the drowsing form of his son, rigid and motionless, for three or four
hours. The drunken boy finally grew restless, and after a few long
yawns attempted to rise. But the father checked him. There
ensued a brief struggle, which brought the anxious mother to the
room. She arrived in time to see her husband whisper a few harsh
words to him, open the door and point to "go."
The drunken boy looked up at his father forgivingly, whispered
a parting farewell and staggered out. His sorrowing mother rushed
to the door to call him back, but she was checked by the enraged
father.
"Stop, Mary !" he demanded. "Let him go ! He'll soon see
his mistake, foolish boy, and return reformed."
The poor mother could not bear to think of this as an encour-
agement ; she sank into his arms, overcome by grief. She knew far
better than he the stubbornness of her son when once aroused and
prayed God to watch over and guide him, a duty she had never
neglected in raising him.
n.
Ten years had now passed since the incidents related of that
memorable night. How dreary and sorrowful they had seemed to
that vmhappy family. It was a changed home now. The father
had tried hard to resign himself to the will of God, to bear up and
be cheerful, but he could not. The light of his life seemed to have
been extinguished. His cheeks grew thin, his eyes lost their once
brilliant lustre, and energy departed from his step. The mother's
sorrow had found no relief. She could only pray, and this she did
most earnestly. As for Mabel—tender, sensitive Mabel—she seemed
to fade away like a flower. The glad light had died out of her eyes
and the ripple of her laughter was heard no more. A dark cloud
had hung over the humble household since son was not there. The
father, growing weaker and weaker, had been obliged finally to
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give up work, and, worse still, a heavy mortgage which they were
unable to pay had swept away their only refuge, leaving them poor
and destitute. They sought the protection of Providence and
prayer crowned their faith. A telegram arrived one morning sum-
moning them to come and occupy a home of a relation in Kansas.
Though they hated to leave the old homestead and the scene of their
many privations, it was all they could do—that, or go to the poor-
house.
It was Christmas eve again. Imagine the pang that strikes
their hearts at each succeeding Christmas, the anniversary of their
first misery.
"John," sobbed the unhappy wife, "it is just ten years ago
today that our darling boy left us ! Think of all the misfortunes
that have occurred since then. We have lost our home, health and
happiness. Oh, I'm sure he'll never find us in this far-off place."
"Yes, Mary," responded the husband, sadly, 'T often think
how hasty I was in casting him off so mercilessly. But, Mary," he
added, encouragingly, "let us hope to meet him again in that sweet
home where trouble does not reign. I'm sure the Good Shepherd
will watch and guide him, poor boy, if he is still alive."
Their conversation was interrupted by the sudden appearance
of Mabel, who rushed into the room, breathless and excited.
"Oh, mamma!" she cried, "there's a man at the door that says
he wants to see the lady of the house. He's got a big satchel. Look
out, mamma, he might be a robber !"
"Oh, nonsense, Mabel," answered her mother. "Tell him to
step right in and take a seat."
The girl ran off to fulfil her errand and soon returned, followed
by a tall, thick-set fellow, to all appearance a book convasser.
He politely took off his hat, made a pleasant bow, and after
clearing his throat for some time, began to rattle off in genuine
fakir's fashion the following jingo
:
"I have here today, madam, a very useful article of metal polish
that I would desire you to buy. Indispensable to every good house-
keeper; the best and, indeed, the only good thing in the market for
giving a quick and brilliant polish to silverware, plated ware, pewter,
brass, knives, forks, spoons and burnished metal of all kinds ; remov-
ing the tarnish, madam, and restoring the original surface with the
slightest outlay of labor or expense ; all for the small sum of fifteen
cents per box. Do me the favor to look at it, madam. Give me an
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old spoon or fork and I will show you, madam, how much this
wonderful polish can do in a few seconds."
She was willing to be shown and soon had brought to him a
silver spoon, worn with age and use. She stood directly in front of
him to watch the wonderful change, perhaps also to see that he did
not pocket her precious possession.
The peddler kept rubbing and wiping until, much to the aston-
ishment of the entire family, he brought the spoon to look as if just
purchased. Then holding it up with pride, he asked, "How's that?"
The delighted family, especially the wife, said it was "just
grand," and her husband begged her to buy at least six boxes, so as
always to have a large supply of the wonderful material in the
house.
The stranger, jthough he smiled pleasantly, bore an abstracted
look. If we could but have read his mind we would have found
that he had come for more than the selling of polish. He had a
difficult task ahead of him and was wondering how he would start.
"I'm very sorry," he said, "but I can give only one box of this
precious polish to each customer. But if you will kindly give me
your name I will see that five more are sent tomorrow."
"Very well—Mrs. Sheldon," she answered.
"Mrs. Sheldon?" repeated the stranger, half rising from his
chair. "Could you be any relation to Paul—Paul Sheldon?" he
asked coolly.
"Yes, yes, we are !" cried the astonished couple at the same
time. "Do you know him? Is he alive? Is he well? Does he
drink? Can you tell us where he is?" Thus question upon ques-
tion, until the poor fellow was almost overwhelmed.
"Have patience !" he cried. "This might be a different person
altogether. Tell me who he is that you know and I will be better
able to answer your questions."
"Oh, 'tis a sad story," sobbed the woman, "but you shall hear it.
It was ten years ago this very day that our boy left us, or rather
was driven from us. You see, sir, he came home intoxicated and
while in that terrible state he met his father, who then, for the first
time, saw him under the influence of liquor. My husband was always
a terrible hater of drink and when he saw his own boy under its
dreadful influence he could not stand the shock. In a moment of
rage he drove him from the house. Since that night, sir, we have
never seen or heard anything of him."
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"Yes," added the husband, "it was despair at the moment that
caused my cruel action. How often have I regretted it! If you
say you know him, sir, do not hesitate to tell us where or how he is.
Gladly would I give all I possess to have my son back again. God
knows it would make me a better man."
The stranger arose quietly and with a cheerful smile laid his
hand upon the anxious man's shoulder. *
"So you are very anxious to have your son home with you
again ?"
"I have already told you, yes. Whether he be in rags or in
riches, he is alike welcome. But come," he said, growing impatient,
"you know where he is. I command you, for God's sake and mine,
to let me know all."
For a moment there was a deep silence. But it was only for a
moment. The stranger by a quick movement tore from his face a
dark, heavy beard and with outstretched arms rushed to the aston-
ished couple.
"He is right here, before you !" he cried, overwhelmed with
joy. "Mother, father, forgive me! I've come back to 3^ou a
reformed man."
The mother fell into his arms with a glad cry. The father
stood as if dazed, and Mabel ran up and kissed him again and again.
The son's heart could not fail to be softened. He felt he deserved
reproaches ; but they had for him only kind words, tears and smiles.
It seemed too much for him ; for him, who had more than once
determined never to return to his beloved parents.
"I did not intend to stay away so long," he said. "It was not
until every one seemed to abandon me that I fully realized the hap-
piness of home. I determined to go back; but you can understand
my astonishment at firiding our home in ruins. I thought something
Ijad happened to you. Chance led me to California, where I have
worked hard for the past nine years. I was introduced to a good
firm there and by saving my weekly salary I soon accumulated quite
a little pile. Luckily I heard from one of the employes that you
were living here. I determined to speed home to you. But I won-
dered if you still cared for me, so I disguised myself as the polish
seller. I heard your kind and loving words toward me and could
not help being convinced that I was truly welcome. So here I am,
mother and father, a reformed man. Thank God, I've not taken a
drop of liquor from that night, nor shall I ever do so as long as He
^ives me strength."
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"That's right, Paul !" said his father warmly. "It was a dear
lesson to you, but you have it now, and stick to it."
While this conversation was taking place, Mabel, whose pres-
ence had been entirely forgotten for the moment, was rummaging,
with a girl's curiosity, through the satchel which her brother had
brought with him. She suddenly began to sing and dance about
the room with a large box of candy in one hand, a gold watch and
chain dangling from the other. On the floor lay popcorn, nuts,
candy and everything desirable for a good day of hilarity and con-
tentment.
The father and mother looked on with a pleased and surprised
smile. They saw that their prodigal son had not forgotten them
either. There were presents for all. The watch and chain for
father, a new dress and a beautiful pearl rosary for mother, while
for Mabel there was a card stating that a fine upright piano was
on its way to her by express. Paul informed his parents that he
had enough money not only to purchase many more such presents,
but to build a handsome new home, which he had resolved upon as
a memorial of his welcome return.
On the morrow came Christmas in all its splendor, full of fond
recollections for them now. They attended mass at the village
church. There they united their prayers of thanksgiving, and as the
choir sang the "Adeste Fideles" they were filled with a joy they had
not known in many years. I am sure there was not a happier family
in the world.
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Bemostfjenesi* jfitst ^ijtlippic*
BY AN IMAGINARY EYE-WITNESS—CONTINUED.
DEAR OZIAS : Although it is now two days since I began my
letter, I hope thou wilt not censure me, since it was not
negligence nor indifference that caused the delay. Events
of such importance have occurred that I felt obliged to postpone
this letter until I had obtained more knowledge of the existing state
of affairs. I will commence at the beginning and try to give thee
an account of what has happened, but I greatly fear it will not be
very clear, as I am confused by all the bustle and momentous actions
taking place. I arose early and went to the Pnyx, as I did not wish
to miss any of the preliminaries. I arrived just in time to witness
the curious custom of sending forth the crimson cord. Two officers
selected from the Toxotai, or bowmen, who keep order in these
public meetings, sallied forth with a cord stained with a crimson
dye. Taking opposite sides of the street, they proceeded toward
the Pnyx and drove before them all who, contrary to the commands
of the Proedri, had assembled in the market place to carry on
business. The crowd scurried forward to avoid the cord, but
several of the tardy were overtaken and stained. Officers appointed
for the purpose were stationed at the entrance of the Pnyx to
examine the cloaks of all who entered. Those who came early
received an obolus, whereas those whose cloaks were stained by
the cord were fined.
There had assembled about seven thousand citizens, the flower
of Athens, for only those who were in good standing were allowed
to be present. The audience ranged themselves according to age,
and I was gratified to see that the old men were treated with def-
erence and given the seats of honor.
When the place had been purified, as these people foolishly
think, by an abominable sacrifice to their heathen divinities and by
the blood of those unclean animals, pigs, one of the Proedri, the
officers who presided, commanded the herald to read the subject
of debate. After some discussion the subject was announced and
the herald, in accordance with a law of Solon, cried out, "Which
of ye men above fifty years will speak?" There was a hum of
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low whispering and then all became silent as though each were
waiting for his neighbor to voice his opinions.
When this silence had endured for above a minute Demosthenes
arose and mounted the Bema. He was a man about three and
thirty years of age, slight of build and apparently of delicate health.
His rising at this juncture surprised me, for, although the law was
not strictly enforced, it was customary for the old men to speak
first. However, my difficulty was cleared away by his first sen-
tence, for the meeting, it seems, was really only a continuation of a
preceding one in which the subject had been considered.
In a fine, clear voice that carried with it conviction, he began
to speak, and the silence which ensued showed that he had fully
captured the attention of his audience. Thou mayest be assured
that I listened with avidity and treasured every word he spoke. But
I am obliged by lack of time and space to give only the substance
of his oration, though even had I time and space I could no more
reproduce his manner and style than couldst thou who hast never
heard him.
After apologizing for rising first, he at once began to encourage
his fellow citizens by recalling their former glory when they were
victorious over the Lacedaemonians and other nations. He assured
them that there was no cause for discouragement, since "What has
been worst in the past will be best in the future." When by a few
concise and scathing remarks censuring them for their negligence
and sloth he had made them eager to wipe out their disgrace, he
showed how easily a small army could be raised and whence the
money necessary for its maintenance was to come. Next he showed
by the topographical conditions of the country that they ought to
strike vigorously and immediately. His magnificent speech was
crowned with a fitting conclusion begging them to follow the prompt-
ings of their nobler natures and preserve their glorious country, the
center of learning and refinement, from the rapacious grasp of
Philip.
For several seconds after he had finished speaking all were
silent, for the spell of his voice still held them. Suddenly the air
was rent with cheers ; men then and there subscribed liberal sums
to the war funds, and the younger element, roused to the highest
pitch of enthusiasm, enlisted almost in a body. Had this state of
affairs continued, Athens would certainly have overcome Philip,
But this is only the day after, and already the ardor of many has
become cold; the secret enemies of the city in Philip's pay are
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beginning their work, and many have forgotten their promises but
a day old. Others, sad to relate, scoff at what they yesterday
cheered, and with a great display of dispassionate reasoning attempt
to show how such a course would be impracticable and would only
plunge them into a worse plight than that in which they now are.
Even now^ the orator's words are forgotten by many, but they shall
never be forgotten by me. If I fail in all the undertakings which
have necessitated this journey, I shall return satisfied that my trip
has not been in vain, for I have heard an orator whose name and
orations, I feel assured, will be handed down from generation to
generation till the end of time.
I do not know what it is that makes him such an orator, but I
think it is a certain innate and inexpressible ardor which captivates
his audience. He injects into them his own enthusiasm and his
own views, he sways them as the snake charmer sways his serpents,
and while they are under the spell of his voice he can do with them
what he wishes.
I know that every nerve in my body tingled and thrilled when
he called on his audience to defend their native land, and I shouted
with the rest, "Down with Philip ! Lead us and we will fight him !"
Had aliens been permitted to enlist, I would certainly have enrolled
myself on the spot. This is only one of the characteristics of
Demosthenes. He possesses all the qualities of a great orator, such
as excellence of delivery, deep thought, manly style and elegance
of diction ; and yet, though by his eloquence he won the approbation
of the people, the influence of Philip's friends prevailed and the
question was laid aside for further consideration. By this the fruits
of his oration were lost; for had the measure been proposed then,
it would have carried ; now that it has been postponed, the fickle mob
will probably vote against it.
Well, dear friend, I doubt not that thou art tired after
reading this long and, as I fear, very uninteresting letter filled with
an account of an orator of whom thou knowest nothing. But I
was so delighted with him that I can think and write of nothing
else, so I sincerely trust thou wilt deal leniently with me.
Terrexce Kane, '06.
k
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a spectre of tfjt ^ast.
BEING THE REVERIES OF AN ENGLISH JOURNALIST.
AS I was looking over my father's papers the other evening and
unearthing secrets long since forgotten, I happened to come
across a manuscript covered with the dust of years and yellow
from age. Opening it, I carelessly glanced over the faded hand-
writing until I espied the name of Edward Egan. The name seemed
familiar to me. Where had I heard it before ? Suddenly I remem-
bered having heard my father speak of this man as a special friend
of my grandfather. Prompted by curiosity to find out who or
what Edward Egan was, I returned to the first page and read as
follows
:
The old saying, "Let the past bury its dead," is one in which
reposes a vast amount of truth and wisdom
;
yet every man, whether
he be soldier or sailor, lawyer or doctor, has had some event befall
him which he cannot forget, for it fixes itself indelibly on his mind,
always to be there before him until erased by death. Maybe it is
the recollection of some romance which tinged his boyhood years
and left him naught but the fond remembrance of a pair of dancing
eyes or golden curls ; and then again, it might be some adventure in
a foreign clime, always ready to spring up before his eyes the mo-
ment he sinks into a revery, and to paint itself there as fresh and
unmarred as the day on which it befell him. And as he goes through
life, new happenings might come to him, new faces might come and
go, but still forever the gaunt spectre of the past looms up before
him.
I, Edward Egan, English journalist and a staunch loyalist to
the British throne, speak thus from experience ; for during my
years an event befell me which will ever remain in my mind until
my being is no more. And now, as I sit before the fire-place in
my cozy little Berkshire cottage, watching the flames consume the
Yule-log, I slowly pass over my bygone years and recall incidents
of happier days, but one—ah, one, I can never forget.
It was just about the time Napoleon's wealth and power were
fast slipping out of his fingers that I was accompanying the Eng-
lish army under Wellington, and collecting material for a little
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piece of literary work which I intended to write on Bonaparte's
wars.
I remember I was a young chap, just starting out on my jour-
nalistic career, full of spirit, always eager for excitement, and ever
to be found on the battle-field with the troops, sketching or writing
of the scenes around me. And as for Napoleon, like all English-
men, I refused to acknowledge him as the lawful sovereign of
France, and always regarded him as a stern, unrelenting character.
It was just about this time I was forced to change my opinion of
him and met an adventure which now haunts me in after years.
It happened one evening after we had had a skirmish with a
small party of the French, and I was returning to the camp after
having sketched the field, that I came across a young French lieu-
tenant peacefully sleeping under some bushes. In an instant I had
deprived him of his sword and pistols, and now stood watching a
smile playing over his face, as if he were having pleasant dreams.
From his light brown hair and clear-cut features I knew he was of
Irish nationality.
I awoke him and declared him a prisoner, at which he expressed
his readiness to accompany me back to the camp. I brought him
straight to the captain's tent, who gave a gasp of surprise on
seeing us.
"Joe O'Rourke !" he exclaimed. "Ah, so the deserter has
again been captured ! Let me see ; it's now more than a year since
you deserted."
With a quick move of his hand he summoned two soldiers and
said: "Take him away to the prison-tent and I will see the colonel
about having him shot at once."
Deserter.! Shot! I fancy I hear those terrible words ringing
in my ears yet. I, who need not have captured him, was now to be
the cause of that poor fellow's death. I groped my way out of the
tent and paced nervously up and down the walk. Again and again
I asked myself. Why did the captain use that sneering tone, and
why was he so anxious to have the young lieutenant killed ?
II.
I HEAR A WONDERFUL STORY, IN WHICH NAPOLEON PLAYS THE PART
OF THE GOOD SAMARITAN.
Three days went by, and I heard no word of young O'Rourke.
At last I could stand the suspense no longer, and going to the cap-
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tain I asked permission to visit him. Having procured the required
pass, I made my way to the tent now used as a prison. As I entered
those canvas walls a shudder passed through me, and again I was
haunted by the thought that I was to be his—no, it couldn't be—
murderer! The guard read the pass and called out: "Some one
to see you, O'Rourke." The prisoner was seated on a small chair,
his head bowed down in his hands, and his thoughts far, far from
the scenes around him.
Going up to him, I put my hand on his shoulder, and imme-
diately he was brought back to his surroundings.
"Sir," I began, 'T came to ask your forgiveness for capturing
you. I didn't know you were a des a—a—^formerly an English
soldier, or I wouldn't have brought you back."
Still he sat silent, now looking up into my face.
'T know," I continued, my eyes dropping before his steady
gaze, "it is an unusual thing for the captor to beg the captive's
pardon, but the thought that I'm to be the cause of your death,
and "
He stood up and said, grasping my hand:
"Don't say that, sir; don't say that! I had no right to run
away, but it was my love for Napoleon, and my hatred for the
English, that did it !"
I don't believe I ever shook a fellow's hand as heartily as I did
this boy's at that moment. There was something about his manner
that attracted me, and soon we were pledging our friendship.
"I suppose you've heard I'm to be shot at sunrise," he said
sorrowfully. "Well, sir, you say you are my friend; will you
grant me one request? But before I ask this of you, I had better
tell you my story, and then vou will know whether to blame me or
not."
Handing me the only chair in the tent, he seated himself on
the edge of a small cot and began
:
"As you probably know by my name, I'm of the Irish nation.
I was born in the County Kerry of Ireland, near the lakes of old
Killarney. There I spent many a happy day, passing my earlier
years with my parents and sister, and under their guidance. As I
said before, I was happy until one day one of His Majesty's agents
came to draft me into the English army. I tell you, sir, it was
hard, and in a moment of anger I struck the agent and tore the
papers into shreds. That agent is now the captain of this regiment.
I was to have been married that week; and now to be compelled
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to say good-bye to her, to my parents and to my sister Kathleen, to
all that was nearest my heart, all to go out and fight for a cause
which did not interest me in the least, and for a king who was at
that very moment grinding down my country, I tell you it was
hard, sir ! But then I yielded to my parents' and sister's entreaties,
and set out for London, whence they shipped me down to the
peninsula to fight against Bonaparte. Now, you can see that,
although I was forced to fight for them, my heart was filled with
hatred for the British, and I despised the sight of a red-coat.
"Things went on all right with me, and I bore up under my
troubles until I was wounded in the battle of Z . I remember
I was shot in the leg, and was left unconscious on the field. I lay
there, I don't know how long, until I was restored by the evening
wind blowing against my cheek. I opened my eyes and looked
feebly around. All was silence, except that now and then the weird,
Avild hoot of the owl broke the stillness, or the low, dismal howl of
the wolf, probably feasting on some poor unfortunate's body. Above
me the moon was sending forth her light, surrounded by myriads of
twinkling stars. Far, far out I could see the lights of the hospital
corps, as they kept up their unceasing search for the wounded. It
was a sight never to be forgotten. Presently I felt a drowsiness
coming over me and again everything around me sunk into utter
darkness.
"When I again came to I noticed a horseman, the lines thrown
carelessly on his charger's neck, while he watched the scenes around
him. The cloud which had been obscuring the moon's light passed
away and the field around me was again flooded with her steady light.
Sir, you can imagine my astonishment when there before me I
recognized Napoleon Bonaparte. That day he had come down to
Spain from France to endeavor to retrieve the fallen fortunes of his
generals, and with his presence had come victory, for he had forced
us to retreat southward, and now was viewing the field in silent
contemplation.
I "Sir, you must remember I wore an English coat and was a
soldier of His Majesty's arniy. I don't know what it was that
prompted me, but, turning to one side, I grasped the musket of a
fallen comrade. My brain seemed to reel ! Here was a chance to
end this cursed war and return home. I leveled my musket and
fired. But no—Providence had destined him to conquer the world,
and it was not yet Napoleon's time to die. The bullet had just
grazed his epaulet.
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"I heard a muttered curse, a bright sword ghmmered in the
moonhght, and I closed my eyes, momentarily expecting to feel its
sharp point sink deep into my flesh. I can't begin to describe the
thoughts which rushed through my brain in that short moment.
Again I saw the old hut by the lake. There stood poor old mother
and dad; Kathleen, my sister, and Cecelia, my sweetheart, were
trying to comfort them. I put the thought out of my head and
turned to God for mercy. Yes, I, who had made an attempt on
the life of the greatest man in Europe, dared to ask God for mercy
—but what was staying my expected end ?
"Opening my eyes, I saw Bonaparte in the act of putting a flask
to my parched lips, and endeavoring to alleviate' my sufferings. Sir,
they had told me that Napoleon was without feeling, heartless, and
never forgave an enemy. But no man dares say that to me now.
With that same smile, that I and all his soldiers love so well, playing
around his lips, he gently lifted me upon his horse and brought me
to the hospital tent. There he left me in charge of a nurse, with
orders to be set free when fully recovered.
"Sir, your time is nearly up and as I'm expecting my con-
fessor, I will shorten the rest of my story. When I had fully recov-
ered they released me and I returned to the English camp, where
I was immediately arrested for desertion. I told them my story,
but they only laughed at me and said it was very probable that
Napoleon would stoop to assist a private, especially one of his
enemies. They called a court-martial, but I was acquitted.
"Then came that longing to be with the French. I tried to
overcome the feeling, but always the figure of Napoleon, stooping
over a wounded soldier on a moonlight night, would rise up before
my eyes. Napoleon, by that same smile that had won kings, now
had captured me. So one evening I ran the sentries and went into
the French camp, where I enlisted. For months I fought under the
French banner, and by bravery on several occasions I finally won
my lieutenantship.
"The day you captured me, sir, I had not slept for forty-eight
hours, and as while fighting I felt faint, the captain ordered me to
the rear. While on my way I was overcome by fatigue and lying
down under the bushes to rest a moment I fell asleep.
"You know the rest, sir—how I was brought here to this tent.
All during my imprisonment I fancied I could see the white, shining
hair of dad and mother, and again I thought the sun was reflecting
from the golden hair of Kathleen and Cecelia. But now all is lost.
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"Sir, you have heard my story, and now I want to ask you if
you will write, or if you ever go through Ireland, tell them all there
why I deserted. I thought I could be so happy, but now all is lost
—
lost—lost !"
He could hold out no longer, and laying his head on his arms
he wept bitterly. I stood watching and yes—I'm not ashamed to
confess it—I wept with him. A shadow darkened the doorway and,
looking up, I beheld a Catholic clergyman. Laying my hand on
O'Rourke's head, I said
:
"Cheer up, my boy ; remember there is a hereafter." Looking
up, he saw my eyes were wet, and clasping my hand he said
:
"Although an Englishman, )'ou are a true friend."
Thus I met and parted with Joe O'Rourke.
All that night I tossed restlessly on my pillow. Sleep never
once gave me a moment's repose. I prayed God to give me a few
hours' unconsciousness, but no ; when I dozed ofiF I sprang up with
the corpse of Joe O'Rourke before me, his eyes regarding me with
a glassy stare, his lips moving as if constantly repeating, "My—mur-
derer—my—murderer."
At dawn I heard the roll-call beat in solemn tones and sound
forth O'Rourke's knell. I jumped from my cot. Hastily making
my toilet I pulled back the lap of my tent and saw a squad of soldiers
m.aking their way toward his cell. I went out and followed at a
distance, my brain confused, my footsteps tottering.
They took him out into a field where was a freghly dug grave
and blindfolded him. Jvst before they put the bandage over his
eyes he turned and looked at me. He smiled grimly and bowed
me a farewell. I turned away, no longer able to bear the ordeal.
Although my friendship with him had been short, he had com-
pletely won my heart. Then came the deep tones of the corporal
as he gave his message of death.
"Ready!" I shuddered.
"Aim !" I could stand it no longer, but burst into tears.
"Fire !" A dozen shots rang out on the air. Joe O'Rourke
was no more.
I immediately left the army and hurried to Ireland, where I
delivered my sorrowful message. There I lingered for a while, com-
forting the old couple and telling Joe's story again and again to
golden-haired Kathleen and the blue-eyed Cecelia.
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The log is still burning in the fireplace, the hours slowly roll
by; but still I sit alone, thinking, thinking. Presently I hear the
rustle of skirts behind me, a breath of perfume comes to my nostrils,,
and a pair of loving arms gently steal around my neck.
Looking up, I see my wife—Kathleen.
Edward P. McHugh, Acad. Hum. B.
Merry Christmas
!
Each and every one,
Rejoice with the angels
Relating glad tidings of




In your poor, cold hearts;
Say with profound devotion
To Him born of Mary most pure:
My soul hath rejoiced at thy coming,
Anticipating endless happiness
Sweet Infant Jesus, come and dwell in my heart.
Paul B. Drevniak, '05,
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Clje Ceati)er*6 JiefenDer.
A TRAMP who had made himself a bed of straw in the ''GreenGarden"' schoolhouse was responsible for the fire that burned
the house to the ground on Saturday night preceding the
Monday on which the school was to open.
There was not money with which to build a new house, and it
was at first thought that the district would not have any school that
winter. There lived nearby a farmer named Bettenhausen who had
a barn larger than he would immediately need, and he offered the
use of a part of it for a schoolroom during the fall and winter terms.
This offer was accepted by the school board, and on Monday after
the fire a number of men went to Bettenhausen's place to get the
barn ready. A room about twenty feet square was partitioned off,
rude seats and desks were made of unplaned pine boards, a very large
stove, bought in the town six miles distant, was set up in the middle
of the room, three windows were made in the wall, and the barn
was ready for occupancy.
This hastily improvised schoolroom was quite comfortable and
much cleaner than the old schoolhouse had been. The novelty of
going to school in a barn pleased the children, and we were all
in good humor when the school "took up," as we called it, the next
Wednesday.
"If Silas Manger and Charlie Bormet and the other big and
bad boys will only behave themselves when they start in, we can
have a dandy school," said a boy to a friend at the first morning's
recess.
"Yes, if they only behave themselves. It makes me mad to see
tlie way those rowdies act."
"Don't it, though!" replied the boy. "I wish that we would
some time get a teacher who would and could sail in and give that
Silas Manger the best thrashing a boy ever got in his life ! He is
the leader, and if he could be nmde to behave himself the teacher
could probably get along with the other boys."
"But," said his friend, as he glanced toward the schoolhouse,
"you can see for yourself that Mr. Williamson cannot if he tries
make Silas Alanger behave himself, if Si takes a notion not to do so."
"I don't see why the directors ever hired a little, delicate looking
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man like Mr. Williamson to teach our school, when they know that
even that big Mr. Shaw we had last winter could not manage Si."
This was true. The Green Garden school would have been
easily governed had it not been for the evil influence exerted by Si
Manger, a big boy of nineteen, with the tendencies of the born bully.
He was an idle boy and as evil as most idle boys are apt to be. It was
his proud boast that the teacher "never wore shoe leather" who could
"boss" him. His remarks when he first saw Mr. Williamson were
not at all complimentary to that gentleman.
"I wonder how long that little chap thinks he can run this
school," said Silas. "Why, some day I'll just march up and take
him by the ear and lead him to the door and tell him to git! But
I'll come the good little boy act first and make him think I'm scared
of him, so as to jar him all the more when I waltz him out. Of all
the pulin' little chaps that ever set up to boss over a school he is
about the worst. You fellers needn't take no hand in it," Si said
to Jerry Dunne and two or three other boys who would have
been very good but for Si's influence over them. "I can manage
this little affair all by myself when the time comes. Some day when
you and our own dear little teacher are least expecting it all, 'love and
harmonee' business will come to an end and they'll have to trot out
a new teacher for old Green Garden school. I'm getting kind o'
restless and am fairly spoiling for a fight, although I reckon I won't
have much of a one with little Sissy Williamson. If he should git
sassy and s'prise me by trying to put up a fight. I'd have to turn him
over my knee and give him a downright spankin' before the whole
school."
Si faithfully carried out his plan of preparing the teacher for
a complete surprise when he should make what he laughingly
called "my bad break." His conduct during the first few weeks
was exemplary.
One morning, when the school had been in session about a
month. Si intimated to his chums at noon, when they were on the
playground, that it was probable that "something might happen"
before night. He leered and grinned as he made his announcement,
and jerked his thumb over his shoulder in the direction of the school-
house, in which the teacher was showing a dull boy how to solve a
problem in Partial Payments. Si's conduct was never so good as
on this particular day, and the teacher had begun to think that
the stories told about him were not true, and that by his kindness
he had really won a victory over the bully of the school.
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When the bell rang at the close of the afternoon recess Si did
not come in with the other scholars, and the teacher said
:
"Where is Silas ]\Ianger?"
"Here I be !" Si replied.
At that moment a door leading from the schoolroom into the
barn opened and Si. appeared leading a big, sleepy looking white
mule which Bettenhausen had recently bought. A wild shout went
up from the boys in the room, while several of the older girls gave
expressions of fear.
"Whoa, Emmy !" bawled out Silas, and when the mule mani-
fested some disinclination to enter the room Si tugged away at the
halter and said
:
"Come along, Moses !"
Mr. Williamson rose from his chair with his blue eyes flashing
and his face aflame with indignation.
"What does this mean, Silas Manger?"
Si grinned and winked impudently at the boys before saying
:
"Well, it means that you are going to get a free ride !"
"Take that mule right out of this room !" commanded the
teacher.
"Aw, ya-as," drawled out Si. "To be shore ! All in due time,
me friend ; but when this mule critter goes out you go astraddle of
it ! Ketch on ?"
This was such a bad piece of impudence and such a daring
scheme that it even amazed the boys.
"Hope you ain't no objection to riding bareback," said Si. "If
you have, there is a side saddle in the barn that I might put on for
a ladyfied young gent like you !"
"Silas Manger, I command you to take that animal out of this
room
!"
"You command me !" said Si with a sneer. "I'll command you
to git astraddle o' this mule critter in a minute or two, and if you
don't do it, I'll be under the necessity of picking you up and setting
you astraddle of him, embarrassing as that would be to both of us.
Come along here, Moses !"
The teacher took ofi" his coat and pushed back his sleeves. He
knew that he was no match physically for the bully before him, but
he was not to be frightened on that account. His voice was per-
fectly steady as he said
:
"I give vou warning, Si Manger, that vou will be sorry for
this!"
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"Aw, please don't lick me, teacher," said Si, affecting a whine
that made some of the boys laugh.
"Silence !" commanded the teacher, in a voice that caused even
Si to wonder a little.
"The fact is, Mister Teacher, that things have got kind o' dull
in this school and I propose to liven 'em up," said Si. "Then I have
come to the conclusion that you ain't just the person I want to teach
the school. I want somebody that there'd be some glory in me
lickin' once in a while, and there wouldn't be no glory in lickin' such a
sissy as you. La, I could do you up with one hand tied behind me.
Whoa, there, Emmy !"
Then Si, leading the mule forward until it stood in front of the
teacher's little table, called out to Jerry Dunne
:
"Say, Jerry, you come and hold this royal charger while I
assist our young friend to mount, seein' that he will probably decline
to mount the beast of his own accord."
Jerry came forward with a grin on his face, and when he had
taken the halter in his hand Si took off his own coat and said
:
"Now, my friend, you are going to mount this royal steed
whether you will or not. And before you do so, you might as well
take a fond adieu of your beloved scholars, for I can tell you that this
is your last day as their dear teacher."
He said this with a leer, and stepped on the platform to lay
hands on the teacher. To his amazement and to the surprise of the
whole school Mr. Williamson stepped forward, drew back his right
arm and planted a blow squarely between the eyes of Silas, who
gave a yell of rage and pain as he staggered back directly behind the
mule. Then he yelled still louder, for the old mule suddenly let
one hind leg fly out and Si went reeling to the wall of the school-
room, where he fell in a heap crying out
:
"O-o-o-o-o-h ! He's killed me ! O-o-o-o-h, my leg, my leg !"
The teacher was on his knees by the side of Si in an instant.
Every trace of anger and resentment was gone from his voice as
he said: "I'm sorry, Silas! Are you badly hurt?"
Suddenly there was a yell of pain from some one else. Fright-
ened by the yells of Si and rebelling against the entire situation, the
mule had suddenly caught Jerry Dunne's arm between its big yellow
teeth and had bitten him until Jerry dropped the bridle and began
to howl with pain. The teacher seized the mule by the bridle and
led him out of the schoolhouse.
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Jerry was sent home with his arm bandaged with handker-
chiefs, while Mr. Williamson assisted by some of Si's thoroughly
subdued chums, hitched one of Bettenhausen's horses to a wagon,
the bed of which was filled with hay. They lifted Si into it and Mr.
Williamson himself took the reins and drove to Si's home. It was
after dark when the doctor arrived from the town four miles distant,
and about midnight the teacher left the Manger farm. He went
to see Si nearly every day, and long before the injured bo}' was
on his feet again he had become one of Mr. WilHamson's firmest
friends.
There was peace and harmony in the school from the day of
the advent of "the new scholar," as some of the children laughingly
called the old mule. The fearful bite he had received and the unex-
pected exhibition of "grit" and muscle on the part of the teacher had
so subdued the cowardly Jerry that he was as tractable as any five-
year-old boy in the school. Thus, having Jerry and Silas under
subjection, the teacher had nothing at all to fear from any of the
other pupils. The remainder of the term was one of the most
delightful in the history of the "district" and when a handsome new
schoolhouse was built the next summer, it was the unanimous
vote of the school that Mr. Williamson should be the teacher.
Michael Douglas, Second Spec. A.
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Business Letters.
The subject of business correspondence is just now engrossing-
the attention of some of Chicago's most prominent merchants, who
are afflicted with great woe. They are loudly lamenting their
inability to secure the services of men possessing the requisite
originality to compose anything more than a formal letter with the
trite expressions which have now been in use for many years. The
consequence is, they declare, that the ordinary business house is
forced to send out letters which are too formal to be capable of
exerting the slightest influence over their recipients.
The evil itself is, however, only too manifest without the assur-
ance of these gentlemen, and the selection of a remedy is the point
at issue. The remedies suggested, and in some cases warmly cham-
pioned by the merchants in letters to the daily press, are manifold;
but the consensus of their opinion seems to be that radical reform
m our business colleges is needed.
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With all due respect to those who advance this solution of the
problem, we must declare that their suggestion is symbolical of the
drowning man who vainly catches at a straw. The business college,
if the original reasons for its inception count for anything, is sup-
posed to teach the principles of bookkeeping, shorthand, penmanship
and kindred subjects. At present, it is true, such institutions pretend
to impart some knowledge of English composition; but this, for
several reasons, must necessarily be of the most superficial nature.
Those who pursue a business course attend, primarily, to the studies
which are most needed in mercantile life and which we have already
enumerated. Moreover, they usually spend only a few months in
such schools. Consequently, it is quite obvious that the business
college, however improved it might be, could offer no hope of better
conditions in the matter under discussion.
Ability to write original letters, calculated to express the sincere
sentiments of a business firm, presupposes a rather thorough knowl-
edge of the English language, as well as considerable practice in the
various kinds of composition ; and these, we think, can hardly be
obtained on "education-while-you-wait" plan. Therefore, some-
thing more than the shallow education of the ordinary business
college graduate is required to procure, in any degree, the originality
so much desired and so difficult of attainment.
J. F. Rice, '05.
A Hospital for Felines.
The philanthropic spirit which animates people in these days of
general indifference is really most gratifying to contemplate. It
abides restlessly below the surface, as it were, and, at the most
unexpected times, bursts forth to gain the public admiration. That
it sometimes bursts forth in rather unexpected forms was exem-
plified a short time ago in our own beloved Chicago. Some kindly
persons, satisfied with themselves and the world, and doubtless anx-
ious to have their names go bounding down the ages to entrance an
admiring posterity, have founded a hospital for the benefit of indis-
posed cats. The routine to be observed in the hospital has not
as yet been made public, and consequently we have no means of
knowing whether or not social distinctions will obtain in the institu-
tion. It is hardly to be supposed, however, that the parlor tabby
will care to associate with the kitchen cat any more than that the
latter will brook the advent there of our friends from the back-yard
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fence. These little difficulties, we sincerely hope, will be overcome
by the philanthropists in charge, so that the institution may be run
on democratic principles and any aristocracy promptly eradicated.
However, be it known hereafter that the feline which—or who,
as the promoters of this charitable enterprise would probably say
—
charms our waking hours, "oft in the stilly night," now has a
refuge. Here will scientific treatment be imposed upon the ills
which must often follow the exposure and the strain, mental and
physical, necessitated by the soloist's nocturnal performance.
So when we're wrapt in slumber 'neath the ev'ning's peaceful shades,
O Tabby, dearest Tabby, yowl your little serenades;
Nor fear the flying missiles, as upon the fence you squat,
For, if you're hit, you'll sweetly dream upon a dainty cot.
Now, plans of this kind are in themselves quite as harmless as
their sponsors; but, viewed with regard to the evil effects to which
their existence gives rise, they are deserving of great censure. They
spring from a morbid sentimentality which is, to say the least, most
discreditable to society and calculated to produce discontent among
poverty-stricken people. If these human beings were given fifty
per cent of the money expended in such senseless ways there would
be far more sunshine in the world at large—and, incidentally, in
Chicago.
—
J. F. Rice, '05.
AWARDS TO JESUIT EXHIBITS AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.
{From The Nezv World.)
"Three exhibits were made by the Jesuit Fathers at the Louis-
iana Purchase Exposition in St. Louis. One exhibit was in educa-
tion, one by the Jesuit weather bureau at Manila, and one in historical
documents.
"The appended list of awards given to these exhibits will be a
source of interest and gratification to all the Catholics of our country.
"The exhibit of education was made by the seven colleges of
the Missouri Province of the Jesuit order—St. Ignatius College,
Chicago; St. Louis University, St. Louis; Marquette College, Mil-
waukee ; Creighton University, Omaha ; St. Mary's College, Kansas
;
Detroit College, Detroit.
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"The grand prize awarded for general excellence of the educa-
tional exhibit is due to the work of these colleges collectively,
although the St. Louis University, in whose name^ the exhibit was
entered, is the only one mentioned in the award."
Science.
Grand prize awarded to the Philippine Weather Bureau, Manila,
P. I., as a model Meteorological-Seismical Station of the first class.
Grand prize to the Reverend Jose Algue, S. J., director of the
Manila Observatory, for the barocyclonometer and refraction nephoscope,
instruments invented by him.
Grand prize awarded to Manila Observatory, Reverend Jose Algue,
S. J., director, for large relief map of the archipelago and accompanying
maps.
Gold medal awarded to Reverend Jose Algue, S. J., for an improved
microseismograph, made under direction of Father Algue, by Filipino
mechanicians of the observatory.
Gold medal awarded to Reverend Father Suarez, S. J., for a seismo-
graphic pendulum.
Gold medal awarded to Rev. Father Pastells, S. J., for a valuable
edition of the work, "Labor Evangelica," three volumes.
Gold medal awarded to the Jesuit Fathers of the Philippine Mission
for their maps of Mindanao.
Gold medal awarded to the Jesuit Fathers of the Philippine Mission
for geographical atlas of thirty maps and the work "El Archipelago
Filipino."
Gold medal awarded to Reverend Jose Algue, S. J., for collection
of mounted specimens of Philippine woods.
Gold medal awarded to the Ateneo for exhibition of books.
Bronze medal awarded to Reverend Jose Algue, S. J., for mounted
specimen of python.
Gold medal awarded to the Ateneo, Jesuit College of Manila, P. I.,
for bust of Father Guerrico, S. J., minister of the Philippines, made by
Senor Rizal, alumnus of the same college.
Gold medal awarded to Mr. Augusto Fuster, professor of painting
in the Ateneo, Jesuit College, of Manila, P. I., for collection of paint-
ings on Conchas.
Gold medal awarded to the "Colegio de Belen," Jesuit College of
Havana, Island of Cuba, for various publications of the meteorological
and magnetic observatory of that college.
Honorable Mention—Father Sanchez, S. J., of Manila, P. I., for
classification of Conchas.
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History.
Grand prize for excellence to the exhibit of the St. Mary's College
archives of Montreal, Canada.
Gold medal to the Reverend Arthur E. Jones, S. J., archivist of St.
Mary's College, Montreal, who collected and arranged the exhibit.
Silver medal to the Reverend John C. Burke, S. J., St. Louis Univer-
sity, as collaborator with the preceding.
Education.
Grand prize awarded to the St. Louis University, oldest university of
the Louisiana Purchase, for excellence of general exhibit.
Grand prize awarded to the St. Louis University for special exhibit
of topographical anatomy. Prof. Peter Potter, A. M., M. D.
Grand prize awarded to the St. Louis University for special exhibit
of embryological drawings. Prof. Albert C. Eycleshymer, B. S., Ph. D.
Silver medal awarded to the St. Louis University for collection of
mounted pathological specimens. Prof. Carl Barck, A. M., M. D.
Silver medal awarded to the St. Louis University for cabinet of
chemical crystallography. Prof. Gustavus Hinrichs, M. D., LL. D.
Silver medal awarded to the St. Louis University for book of original
odes in Greek, Latin and English. Commemorative of the Louisiana
Purchase. Paul L. Blakely, S. J., Aloysius C. Kemper, S. J., Claude J.
Pernin, S. J.
Bronze medal awarded to the St. Louis University for stenographic
reports of lectures, recitations, etc., in the various departments of the
university.
Gold medal awarded to Creighton University of Omaha, Neb., for
pathological and histological drawings of students of medical department.
Summary of Awards—^^Grand prizes, 7; gold medals, 12; silver'
medals, 4; bronze medals, 2. Total, 26. Honorable mention, 1.
"Besides the preceding, a gold medal was awarded to Dr. Roman i
Lacoson, curator of the observatory, and four silver medals to thai
Filipinos one to the mechanician, one to the artist and one to each of
the draughtsmen of the observatory.
"Is not this a success of which the Great Order may well be
proud ? In competition with the world its members won seven grand
prizes and eighteen gold, silver and bronze medals. In science the
Jesuits from Manila especially excelled. In history and education:
those of our country and Canada. Thus the twentieth century has!
paid tribute to the Sons of St. Ignatius by setting its seal of approva'j
upon the excellence of their work."
Last month the philosophers had their quiz in Logic. All came
through safely.
The Senior and Junior Sodalities, in union with the whole col-
lege, held devotions December 5th, 6th, and 7th in honor of the
Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
The Students' Library Association takes this opportunity of
thanking the Reverend James Flood for the gift of an admirably
edited compilation of the Messages and Letters of the Presidents.
On the eve of November 14th the college Glee Club participated
in an entertainment given by the Damen council of the Knights of
Columbus at their assembly rooms. This is the council which pre-
sented us a scholarship and the college boys were only too glad to
manifest their appreciation of the kind gift.
On Tuesday, November 22, at 9 o'clock, there was a solemn
High Mass of Requiem in Holy Family Church for the deceased
professors and students of St. Ignatius College. All the college
students and faculty were in attendance. Some friends of the
deceased ones also were present. Fr. Mathery was the celebrant,
Fr. Slevin deacon, and Mr. Kuhnmuench subdeacon. Fr. Cassilly,
vice president of the college, delivered the sermon.
Though the noble games so popular in the college world
are not, at present, the order of the day, the inborn tendency of
the student to engage in athletic pastimes cannot be entirely sup-
pressed. For this reason, the Association has secured the services
of Mr. John Moore, an alumnus, to train the ambitious in gymnastic
exercises, the intention being to utilize the periods of recreation and
to present the mid-winter exhibition which has been a feature here
for the past two or three years. The plan, with its two-fold object,
bids fair to be exceptionally successful this year. Though the
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classes have scarcely been formed, a large number of entries has been
secured ; and there are countless students who possess a high degree
of agility.
It is quite certain, therefore, that the gymnastic classes will be
a great success ; and, in this event, many of the performers will be
encouraged to take an interest in baseball and track affairs when the
proper time comes. And this is "a consummation devoutly to be
wished."
The College play this year, as most of those interested in the
College are aware, is a dramatization of Longfellow's "King Robert
of Sicily," and bears the same title as the poem on which it is founded.
The dramatist, the Rev. John E. Copus, S. J., who is widely known
as an author of juvenile novels, has produced in it a play of literary
beauty, high moral tone and great dramatic action.
Besides the cast of characters, the choral societies and the
orchestra have been called into requisition ; and, under the direction
of Professors Clemens Hutter and Joseph Pribyl, are preparing to
add to the interest of the drama itself.
The members of the cast, under the direction of Mr. George
Krebs, professor of elocution in the College, have been rehearsing
for several months. Justin F. McCarthy, who, as leader of the mob
in "Near the Throne," and later as Falstaff in "Henry IV.," won
great favor with St. Ignatius' patrons, will assume the title role. It
is quite needless to remark that an intelligent and pleasing interpreta-
tion of the character will be rendered. The others in the cast, though
perhaps not so well known, will merit a cordial reception. Charles
Joy will essay the role of the angel who appears in the guise of a
human being to teach the haughty Robert a much-needed lesson in
humility. Robert Hoffman will appear as the peasant who bravely
withstands the tyranny of the king. The part of the prophetic hermit
who foretells the tyrant's humiliation has been assigned to Charles
E. Byrne, assistant editor of the Collegian. Others in the cast are
:
Felix Chouinard, who is to play the jester; Edward O'Grady and
Harry Thometz, associates of King Robert; Paul B. Drevniak, a
warden; Eugene J. O'Neill, a papal legate; John Devine, a Fran-
ciscan, and Walter Watts, a page. The courtiers will be represented
by the Glee Club, and the singing pages by members of the Academic
choir.
The production of the play will take place at Powers' Theater
on the afternoons of December 29th and 30th.
Jas. F. Rice, '05.
It was to hear a galaxy of musical talent that the student body
assembled in Sodality Hall on the Tuesday before Thanksgiving. All
had been eagerly awaiting this concert and the boys were all well dis-
posed and ready to applaud the praiseworthy efforts of those who
were to entertain them. The Orchestra under the able direction of
Prof. Joseph F. Pribyl began with the "Poet and Peasant" Overture
by Suppe. The musicians played well and received the reward of
hearty applause. Of course an encore was demanded and "Hello
Bill" was given. Whatever doubts we had about the vocal ability of
the orchestra were dispelled after hearing them sing. The Glee Club
had better look to its laurels, for there is another candidate for stellar
honors in the field. Air. Clemens Hutter gave "Juliet" on the piano
and was enthusiastically received. The "Select" Choir gave "Stars of
the Summer Night" and did moderately well, but as a whole the ren-
dition lacked force and vigor. The College Violin Quartette gave
the Aria and Vivace from "La Favorita" and ably demonstrated
their claims as musicians. Prof. Pribyl gave the "Rondo Russe"
from Wiemawski's second concerto and received a very cordial wel-
come and encore. The choir was much in evidence and gave "Sun-
shine and Rain." The Glee Club made the "hit" of the day singing
"The Suwanee River," and for encore "Bingo." The orchestra
closed the delightful program.
Encouraged by their success at Thanksgiving all are on the qui
vive and working manfully to make the performances at Powers'
Theater one long, happy triumph. The musical abilit}" of the stu-
dents has always been ably proved. Compliments for their work
at Handel Hall last Christmas are still coming in. The splendid
work of Professors Pribyl and Hutter is evident in the present pro-
ficiency of the students. It remains for the sons of Thespis to make
their dramatic undertaking as great a success.
Joseph D. O'Donnell, "05.
In the play given during Thanksgiving week by the Young
Men's Sodality of the Holy Family parish we were pleased to see
a number of familiar faces. The leading part was taken by Daniel
J. O'Brien, who won the Humanities elocution medal in '99. Leo
Kennedy, who made such a hit at college in acting the clown parts
of the gymnasium exhibitions, was the comedian of the play. The
names of Michael J. Carmody, Fourth Commercial, '99, and Joseph
M. Kilgallon, Second Special, '02, also appeared on the program.
An original song, "The South Before the War," composed by
Thomas A. Carey, Poetry, '99, was sung for the first time on that
occasion, and judging from the repeated encores given it, it must
have struck a popular chord. Amongst the members of the Young
Men's Sodality Orchestra we noticed Lawrence F. Haughey and
Frank O'Connell, formerly of the college orchestra, and also
Thomas A. Carey and Basil McNamara.
We have been at considerable pains to compile a directory of
lawyers and physicians who were at one time students of St. Igna-
tius College. This directory appears in the present issue of the
Collegian. We are sensible that the list of names must be far
from complete, yet we cannot do better than to publish it, in the
hope that our readers may supply omissions and correct errors
which may be given in a future issue. The vice president of the
college, the Rev. Francis Cassilly, S. J., would take it as a favor
to hear from any one who has information to give on the subject.
There certainly must be a number of dentists who formerly attended
the college. Who will give us the names of some of them? In
our next number we expect to publish the names of alumni who are
now studying law or medicine. The Collegian wishes to thank
the many alumni who so promptly and cheerfully assisted in com-
piling the directory.
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DIRECTORY OF LAWYERS
WHO FORMERLY ATTENDED ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGE.
N. B.—Alumni who studied but never practiced law are not included in
this list.





Bardon, George D '90 44, 164 La Salle St.
Barry, Rupert J '91 1001 Ashland Block.
Berghoff, Alfred C '99 1216 Ashland Block.
Boughan, Andrew B '86 422, 184 La Salle St.
Brown, John A '90 22, 79 Clark St.
Burke, Richard E '93 State Representative, 1311, 140 Dear-
bom St.
Casey, Joseph A '82 712 Reaper Block.
Cleary, John J.* '95 Sheriff's Office.
Connell, Joseph A '86 Attorney C, B. & Q., Adams and
Franklin Sts.
Daniher, P. Francis '96 135 Adams St.
De Stephano, Rocco '91 308 Reaper Block.
Dolan, Michael D '00 1439 Unity Bldg.
Donlin, William J 11 1207, 100 Washington St.
Donoghue, Frank E '90 State Representative, 1025, 79 Dear-
bom St.
Dayton, Arthur C '00 Chamber of Commerce Bldg.,, Port-
land, Ore.
Devine, John J '00 320 Reaper Block.
Doyle, Austin, Jr '88 23 Portland Block.
Doyle, Leo J '98 706 Rookery Bldg.
Dunne, J. Paul '03 710 Title and Trust Bldg.
Finn, Nicholas R '88 Alderman, 823 Reaper Block.
Gallery, Daniel V '85 704 Schiller Bldg.
Garvy, W. John* '89 80 Norton St.
Gavin, Richard I '95 1031 Unity Bldg.
Gibson, Louis S '96 1308, 79 Dearborn St.
Halligan, Francis E '82 1015, 119 Monroe St.
Hamill, Charles E '91 506, 59 Clark St.
Harrison, Hon. Carter H* '81 Mayor, City Hall.
Healy, Daniel M '97 630 Chicago Opera House Block.
Heflferan, William S '82 1318 Ashland Block.
Kannally, Michael V '94 1620 Ashland Block.
Kelly, Joseph I '84 801, 79 Dearborn St.
King-, William J '92 505, 87 Washington St.
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LAST YEAR
NAME. AT COLLEGE.
Kovacevich, Francis J '97
Leahy, James J.* '98
Lee, Robert E '96
Lennon, Michael E '85
Lyon, George W '97
Mac Donald, Raymond J.* '95
Mahoney, Bernard J '85
Mahoney, John J '99
Mayer, Frederick W '85
McCabe, John R '96
McCarthy, Alexander* '97
McGrath, Thomas E.* '90
McMahon, Daniel J '82
Mercer, Thomas H '01
Minogue, Patrick J.* '95
Moran, John J '00
Morrison, Robert E IZ
Murray, Peter C '80
Nevin, William J* '89
O'Hara, John J.* '88
Ponic, Vincent G '93
Prendergast, Hon. Richard J '76
Reed, John P '90
Ryan, John '99
Shortall, James P.* '93
Snowhook, William B '90
Sprogle, Howard O '71
Thieda, Stephen A '94
Walkowiak, Stanley S '00
Walsh, Vincent J '94
Winslow, Charles S.* '85
Young, Hobart P '94
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Contractor, 642 W. 58th St.
481, 163 Randolph St.
43, 81 Clark St.
117 State St.
803 Atwood Bldg.
734 First Nat. Bank Bldg.
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1513 Ashland Block.
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DIRECTORY OF PHYSICIANS
WHO FORMERLY ATTENDED ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGE.
LAST YEAR
NAME. AT COLLEGE. ADDRESS.
Barry, Russell T '97 1
.
Studio Bldg.
Cavanaugh, John '96 715 W. Adams St.
Charbonneau, Lionel '85 Brooklyn, N. Y.
Clancy, Eugene G '99 24 Kendall St.
Clancy, J. H '83 Naperville, 111.
Code, William E '94 405 Huron St.
Costello, Charles '96 4304 Grand Blvd.
Crowe, Joseph J '86 171 Blue Island Ave.
Dolamore, Joseph F '81 Professor Rush Medical, 309, 7 Blue
Island Ave.
Dubia, Ovington R '89 389 S. Oakley Ave.
Engels, Charles F '90 Seattle, Wash.
Garraghan, Edward F '95 3856 State St.
Garvy, A. Cosmas '92 1306 Wilson Ave.
Hogan, Thomas A '99 1 Alta Vista Terrace.
Hynes, Joseph J '83 Dentist, 1770 W. Chicago Ave.
Jacobs, John M., Jr '95 1018 Wellington Ave.
Killeen, John '93 423 W. Fourteenth St.
McAuliffe, Andrew F '96 1976 Fillmore St.
McLaughlin, George L '97 1 W. Twenty-fourth St
McShane, John J. Hugh '97 5859 Wentworth Ave.
Meany, John J '95 1762 W. Chicago Ave.
Murphy, Francis T '97 2223 W. Jackson Blvd.
Nolan, John J : .
.
'99 2352 W. Monroe St.
Nowakowski, John J '99 1017 W. Eighteenth Place.
Pokorney, Frank J '95 1500 S. Fortieth Ave.
Quirk, James P '87 1012 Lake St.
Quirk, John Francis '87 186 W. Madison St.
Rowan, Charles J '95 372 W. Adams St.
Rowan, Edward J '99 372 W. Adams St.
Stamm, J. Charles '83 2097 W. 12th St.
Stephani, Alfred H '83 320 N. Robey St.
Thometz, Anthony M '87 410 W. Garfield Blvd.
Thometz, John J '78 999 W. Twelfth St.
Tuite, John E '85 Rockford. 111.
Turek, James C '89 860 S. Ashland Ave.
Wachowski, John G '97 4647 S. Ashland Ave.
Walsh, Groesbeck '97 215 Rush St.
Wickham, Robert '84 3815 Archer Ave.
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Our readers will thank us for the following extract from a
private letter written by the graceful pen of William A. Murphy, of
last year's "Collegian" staff:
Rome, Italy, November 14, 1904.
We arrived in Naples on the eleventh of October, and remained
there four days, during which we visited the places of interest within
the city and the surrounding country—among them Mount Vesuvius,
which has lately been rather active. The old giant, it seems, like
the Celestials, is rather averse to accepting modern progress; or
perhaps he resents the seeming disregard for the destroyer of
Pompeii. In any case the volcano has completely destroyed a rail-
road that was built at great expense and led up the side of the moun-
tain to the mouth of the crater; so that now the ascent is made
with difficulty—the only assistance being a little Italian guide who
assures the stranger, in all seriousness, that the opening is the
entrance to hell.
We arrived in Rome late Saturday night. Consequently I
was deprived of experiencing those pleasant emotions which they
say arise on beholding for the first time the domes and spires of the
Eternal City. Even if St. Peter's did not tower over the city, still
it would be to the Catholic stranger the object of his first visit in
Rome. Sunday found us within its colonnade. You can imagine.
Father, after seven years' training by the Jesuits, with what rever-
ence and devotion I gazed on the building which is the cathedral of
the occupant of the throne which the members of that society are
sworn to defend. St. Peter's is symbolic of the faith itself. From
without there is nothing to fascinate except the hugeness which
more likely begets fear; once inside all is beauty, and the longer
studied the more admired. As we were leaving the great cathedral
we saw a large crowd moving towards the Vatican gardens. We
followed on, but only to the gate, for admission was by ticket. The
Roman is exceedingly devoted to "Pio Decimo ;" nevertheless we
at last found an old woman, who was prevailed upon to part with
the coveted little yellow card for a consideration. In the centre of
the piazza and against the papal residence was erected a large
throne. Around it were assembled about two thousand people
—
Romans of the poorer class, peasants from the country and a sprink-
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ling of foreigners. All eyes were turned toward the iron doors,
everybody expectant and eager. Soon the shrill notes of a bugle
rang out from a balcony above, and there stepped forth two Swiss
guards followed by four figures in red, then one all in white. A
mighty shout went up that lasted until the little procession had
moved slowly down the wide staircase and formed itself in a semi-
circle on the platforms supporting the throne. In the centre stood
Piux X, flanked on either side by his four attendants and the Swiss
guard, and smiling into the faces of the crowd in acknowledgment
of their enthusiastic outburst. Then the Pontiff advanced to the
edge of the platform amid an intense silence. His Holiness is
strongly built, active, and he has a ruddy, healthy complexion. In
the natural course of things, it is more than probable that many
years will elapse before another conclave is held in Rome.
Piux X has already been styled "the people's pope," and indeed
he is. For fifteen minutes he, the pastor and ruler of all the faithful,
and the king of Rome, in simple but winning words explained to
his humble flock the gospel of the Sunday. He speaks fluently, in
fact rapidly, and gesticulates much. They say the Pontiff takes
great delight in gathering these humble Romans and peasants around
him on Sunday afternoon and instructing them—not as the infallible
oracle of truth, but as a zealous, simple pastor, which, we know, if
left to himself Giuseppe Sarto would have remained. When the
sermon was finished, a strong tenor voice sang out "Benedicamus
Domino." In an instant the crowd was on its knees, while the
response came back "Deo Gratias." Once again, stronger and
clearer than before, came the voice. This time the hand of the
singer was raised and the papal blessing descended upon the bowed
heads of the multitude. Back to the Pope's apartments the little
procession wended its way, and the air was full of "Viva il papa re."
I could not help thmking how weak and unstable must be that gov-
ernment, thousands of whose citizens almost weekly give expressions
of disloyalty and repudiation, within hearing distance of its capitol
and king. That same week, if not the same day, the future king
of Italy was baptized. He may make his throne in Rome, but the
unification of Italy is only geographical.
Gratefully and sincerely yours,
William A. Murphy.
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passim.
THAT FOOTBALL GAME.
"Ready ?" yelled the referee.
"Ready!" called back both captains.
Who? What? Why? Where or whence?
Rhetoric versus the Second Team in the greatest football game
of the year.
O'Grady of the Rhets began the struggle. His boost at the
kick-off was sixty-two yards (rough estimate). The Seconds
brought the ball back seven yards, made two more on their first
attempt at line bucking, and on the second—fumbled. Brazen-
floored Venn lovingly embraced the oval,
"Rhetoric's ball !" the three hundred enthusiastic spectators
bawl. "Rip 'em up, Rhetoric !" cries out a Wogglebug. "All up
with the All Stars!" a wee Eaglet adds, and soon a pandemonium
is raised, the like of which
But:
"Alpha-Beta-Gamma-Delta-and-the-rest-of-the-Greek-alphabet,"
signals the quarterback. The next instant "Biff" McGovern plunges
through the line for seven yards. "Sine B, Cosine C, Secant A,
X plus Y." Ten seconds later, amid joyous outcries of "Rah for
Ireland," Czapelski emerges from the heap, four yards nearer the
goal. Then, while Charlie Byrne drimimed a martial tune on his
shin-guards, O'Grady declaimed a line of Homer and snapped the
ball to McGovern, who was stopped only by the fence. A touch-
down was not enough for the Rhets. Rosy-cheeked Michael again
scored, and O'Grady kicked goal.
The game in the second half lacked interest. When time was
called neither side had scored, and the game was awarded to the
Rhetoricians by the score of the first half: 12 to 0.
After the game some of the participants were interviewed, and
the following comment was elicited from them
:
Rhetoric.—O'Grady, Captain : "What is the secret of our suc-
cess? Our Trainor, of course."
Schmitz, L. E. : "Good game vot iss !"
Magee: "I only regret that more of their plays did not come
my way. Say, did my socks show to advantage ?"
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Byrne: "The phantasmagoric conceptions that deluged my
mind after my collision with the individual whom it was my duty
to antagonize rendered the words of our quarterback totally incom-
prehensible to my understanding, don't you know. This minimized
the resources of our team, and accounts for the small score."
Of the Second team only Keane and O'Regan were willing to
make statements.
Keane: 'T don't take this defeat to heart; I'm used to such
things.
O'Regan, Captain: "You just watch us beat the Woggle-
bugs!"
Some foolish wit, not content with victory for his class, was
pleased to draw a tombstone with the following inscription upon the
blackboard in Rhetoric class
:
"Erected to the Memory
of broken-hearted
James O'Regan.
We will hear his voice no more
(If this stone is heavy enough).
R. I. P."
Jay G. Emm, '06.
Remember that "every knock is a boost," so don't be offended at
what you see herein.
( Taken from "The Ravings of Whitewash Willie." )
How now ! Magee
!
Would'st speak to me







'Tis said, sweet wag!
That thou wert once
A fighter highly fistical,
But how could one
A "pug" become
Who is so egotistical?
(I'll slap you on the wristical.)
I
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Puzzle : Who can define a spiral stairway without using his
hand in so doing?
O'Neil : Say, that Miles Standish Devine has a good voice
!
Lannon : Yes ! but not for singing.
The Glee Club has made such a hit with its "Bingo" song, that
it ought to rename itself the "Bingo Glee Club."
The Chicago University needn't be so proud of Eckersall, we
have him beaten as a "kicker" in the person of Rice.
The members of philosophy class are now interested in the
serial story, "Where the Possible Came From," by Russo.
If J. Keeler Alonzo Stagg Murphy had come out for the college
team, who can tell what the football season might have been ?
One of the most widely known sciences in the world, and one
which we do not find in our course of study, is "Knockology."
Rob. Hoffman returned home last night in company with
O'Regan, after an extended trip to the "Fair" in quest of Xmas toys.
Personal Notice: Mr. Aloysius Schmitz entertained some dis-
tinguished visitors from Frankfort-on-the-Main last week.
(Abendpost please copy.)
Tom Maher has become quite a lover of Shakespeare. He just
dotes upon the line wherein Caesar says : "Let me have men about
me that are fat !"
The Philosophers are having the nightmare regularly these
days. Nothing but the February Quiz is on their minds. "Oh ! and
what a pleasant thought!" (Quotation by class of '05.)
We are pleased to announce that J. Hugo Lynch's latest book
is out, entitled "The Ins and Outs of Prize Fighting, or, How to
Attack and Block Your Opponent." His system is a wonder
—
many men have bowed before it, "especially wooden men."
The far-famed orator of Poetry Class, Simon McDonell, has
won new honors for himself in the Chrysostomian Debating Society.
So far his voice has been a minus quantity. We'll refrain from say-
ing the same about Garnett Stafford, for it might cause jealousy be-
tween him and Si.
Brosseau: "I've got a fine little dog at home."
Tuohy : "What do you call him ?"
Brosseau : "Ginger."
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Tuohy: "Does Ginger bite?"
Brosseau : "No ; Ginger snaps."
Echoes : Professor of Christian Doc. : Name some recent
miracle.
Student : I can't. The age of miracles has passed.
Professor: Why so?
Student: We have been looking for a holiday for the last five
months, but none seems to come.
Short Character Sketch : Joseph Tyrrell truly deserves the
name of Hamlet. To see him rambling about college, with slow
step, with arms folded as if of plastic clay, his face with ne'er a
smile, his brow knitted and absorbed in deep thought, one would
imagine the Hamlet of the stage were walking abroad. Joe, you
ought to know whether Hamlet was sane or not.
Meany: Why is J. Pierre Roche called the Philander of Hu-
manities Class?
McGovern : Because he wears a wide-rimmed soft hat.
Meany: Well, O'Brien, the senior, is styled a Philander and
he doesn't wear a soft hat.
McGovern: Oh! but he goes around with a perfumed silk
handkerchief.




Quiet McMahon, Solemn Mulhern.
Negative—Silent Morrison, Quaker Trainor.
The Rhets having won all their games, are still celebrating a
successful football season. They played only one game, and hap-
pened to win it.
A Revelation : As a "criterion of authority," perhaps none in
the college world holds a higher place than the Hon. Rhetorician, J.
Francis Foley. His wonderful propensity for seeing "waving green
fields and fruit-laden orchards and kind-faced cows standing in sil-
very streams of water," is equalled only by that of the Encyclopedia
Britannica. Perhaps it is well to add that Foley has a close rival in
Murphy of Joliet. It is well known that Murphy has obtained a
great reputation for his lofty descriptions of swaying forests, of
babbling brooks, and wondrous landscapes.
Justin F. McCarthy, '05.
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One pony in your desk is worth two at home.
Early to bed, and slow to rise, makes a boy late, and after-school-
wise.
"The Woes of a Late-Comer, or, Ten Miles on a Halsted
Street Car." By Hugh Duffy.
The Eagles all seem quite proud of their exploits, except Keefe,
who tried to get his head out of the picture.
The Loyola will probably have a better attendance at meetings
hereafter. A five cent fine is a good incentive.
Now the younger boys will begin to ask the time-worn question
:
"Why not flood the campus, and go skating ?"
On December 7th the candidates of the Junior Sodality were
received. Fifty-five students were admitted to membership.
Some members of the choir are working so hard, and doing
such tall screaming for the play, that they are liable to be arrested.
Mr. Popperfuss is taking an advanced course of magazine read-
ing, and up to the present writing he bids fair to pass with a high
average.
Pollitz, like Alexander, will soon be sighing for new worlds to
conquer. Having mastered football and basketball, "what can the
poor boy do ?"
When some one offered you a "Sunbeam Kiss" or a "Turkish
Delight" it was an awful effort to say, "Thank you, but I am fast-
ing." Wasn't it?
J. Howard is engaged in writing a book. The title is, "The
Trials of a Librarian, or Six Days Back of the Desk." Needless to
say, it will be interesting.
The Loyola Literary Society shelters many stars, but the chief
of them is Mr. Lord. When Mr. Lord touches off his oratorical dis-
play, and hits his opponent's trail, all you can see is blue smoke. Mr.
Lord has a fund of general knowledge, and is altogether a very in-
teresting speaker.
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During one of the specimens the shade of Yenni turned to
Csesar, and said, "Caesar, all merry persiflage aside, this is enough
to make a policeman cry !"
Some of the younger boys seem to think that Joy is doing his
"first, last, and only" turn as an angel, instead of this being merely
the beginning of the end.
Mr. Walter Watts has a part in the play that is enough to make
many a larger boy envious, but from his rendition he is very well
able to take care of it himself.
Mr. Cain has again introduced all the magazines of worth into
the Library. It is hoped that the students will not abuse this privi-
lege as they have in former years.
College Literature took quite a rise when the Collegian in-
cluded special prizes for the Academy in their contest. We expect
to see many "works of art" in print, even from Preparatory.
First Boy: "I wonder why most of the Librarians are in Hu-
manities ?"
Second Ditto: "That's the class where they teach 'bookkeep-
mg.
From its brave showing on the subscription books, the Academy
is indeed to be congratulated on its support and loyalty to the Col-
legian. However, there are still a few places where a name could
be squeezed in.
Whether it is false modesty or not we do not know, but every
ribbon winner, when he returns to his seat, is devoid of any sign of
a ribbon. Why not be proper and leave it on until you reach your
seat?
Sh-sh-h-h !—say it in a whisper, but nevertheless it is true
!
Certain members of First Academic disappear every Monday after-
noon that they may learn "to trip the light fantastic." Now what
d'ye think of that?
Messrs. Lynch and Clarke have been parading broken arms
during the last quarter. When asked if they were the result of
trying to pound Geometry into their heads the gentlemen declined to
talk for publication.
Personal: A reward shall be given to the person settling the
ownership of one large white sweater with a big red "L' emblazoned
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on the front. When last seen it had been worn by LaVoie, Lannon,
Prendergast, Suldane, and others.
Heard at the Specimen : "Can you hear him ?"
"I haven't heard him since September. I think he's weak."
Can't catch him. Teacher : "What is the Latin for 'graft' ?"
Bright Boy : "The Latins didn't use that word."
L. Devereux is introducing some novelties in geometry. His
latest is: If angle ABC is greater than angle DEF, prove that
they are equal.
Mr. Oink was probably only a little nervous in his debate the
other evening when he thanked the "ladies and gentlemen" for their
kind attention.
A tour de force from the first flat: "Labrum, si in balneo non
est, fac ut sit. If the basin is not on the washstand put it there."
(Cicero, Ad Fam. as quoted by a member of First Special.)
The Thanksgiving Concert was a grand success and next to the
inevitable turkey voted the best part of the season. The boys were
glad to see that Mr. Pribyl's bow and Mr. Hutter's smile were still
in good working order. A good many music stands were broken,
but a good time was furnished.
A few of the boys politely absented themselves from the public
specimens, but when they came the next day, they wished they
hadn't. Father Cassilly was afraid they would feel slighted, and
kindly brought them up before their respective classes to "Soc et
Tuum" privately, just so they would have an equal chance to distin-
guish themselves.
When with guileless soul you are passing through the gym and
taking a short cut across the mat, covered with its innocent sheet of
protecting canvas, and you find yourself suddenly jerked toward the
ceiling to the delighted cries of McLennon, McDonnell, McCarthy,
McNulty, Clennon, Cavanaugh, Furlong and other Macs and
midgets,—doesn't it irk you?
For true humor don't buy Puck and Judge, but get some of the
boys to talk Latin. We thought we had found a good joke when
some one "informed Caesar about the matter" and used "pus puris"
for matter. But this was entirely eclipsed when our esteemed asso-
ciate, Pierre Roche, stated that "the fight still continued," and
employed "alembicum," a still for liquors.
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Basketball outside must be a little chilly these days, but we still
see it on the campus.
O'Connor's Orchestra is still giving daily concerts during study
hour. All are invited.
Some one has asked the meaning of that sudden serious look
on Jack Ward's face. He must be selling tickets for the play.
Class football teams were the order of the day toward the end
of the football season and nearly every class had its stars out on
the gridiron for daily practice. These minor teams sprung up
almost daily from somewhere and their leaders all seemed sure of
making the ''All Western" eleven.
The Second Academic boys started the fever, and "A" and "B"
fought it out for class honors on November 14. After a hard battle,
in which neither was able to score, "A" lost the ball on a fumble
and an opponent picked it up, and after a long run succeeded in
making the much desired touch-down.
The victorious team was immediately challenged by an eleven
from Humanities B, parading under the high-flying title of the
"Invincibles," and a game was arranged for November 18. A bloody
battle was fought and the Humanities team came so near being
"vinced" that they promptly disbanded. Score, 5 to 5.
Poetry was the next in the field and sent out a flashing "defi"
to the whole college, signing themselves the "Woggle-bugs." They
were not seen on the gridiron.
Rhetoric started out on just as grand a scale, but with better
success, and played their only game when they defeated the lighter
second team.
The season ended all too quickly for these mushroom teams,
but we hope to see all their members on the regular squads next year.
There is a rumor afloat that Mr. Duffy of Humanities A. is to
give a Shakespearean recital in the near future. When interviewed,
Mr. Duffy said, "Aoh naow," but added that he nevertheless "in-
tended hitting elocution hard this year." Incidentally he remarked
that "he thought that it would be impossible to give the recital be-
cause he was unable to secure an auditorium large enough to hold
his voice." That a person with his talent and stage presence should
be so hampered is lamentable.
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Tom Dowdle was unanimously declared the luckiest boy in the
college a few days ago, with Kelly of Second Special a close con-
tender, when he walked off with the money from the Collegian's
prize raffle. It is rumored that the sale of rabbits' feet and horse-
shoes advanced at least a hundred per cent; but five hundred or
more boys are still looking over their shoulders to find their "hoo-
doo."
There was one young man in First Academic that discovered
that "Ipse pensum meum confeci" meant "I did this task myself."
He determined to display his knowledge of Latin at the first oppor-
tunity, so at the bottom of his next hurriedly constructed theme he
put in bold letters, "Ipse pensum meum confeci." You can picture
his chagrin when it was returned to him with the written comment,
"I know of no one else that would care to claim it."
In our last Academy Notes we neglected to mention Mr. Keefe
as playing center on the Eagles. How we could have forgotten
him is incomprehensible. Any one that has seen that team play
would know that Mr. Keefe is one of the main-stays. Heaven
knows how many times they would have been scored on if it had not
been for that gentleman's fierce onslaughts and brilliant defensive
work. Some have likened him to Heston. This we think is a little
overdrawn, but anyway, Mr. Keefe, we apologize.
It seems that John Sackley, our John, was asked by the respect-
ive captains of the Holy Terrors and Casey's Juniors to umpire
their championship game. As every one knows, John is nothing if
not obliging, and so he said, "Why, Cap, I shall be delighted !" But
after the game was well started, he saw that unless he could escape
he was doomed to die an early and awful death. So taking heart he
went up to one of the Captains, a belligerent youth garbed princi-
pally in his father's vest turned inside out, and said, "Cap, you will
simply have to excuse me. There is a relative of mine that I have
not seen for five years, waiting for me." And just before he started
to run he remarked to a bystander, "I may be crazy, but I'm no
fool !"
The fact has lately been revealed that there is among the younger
students an abundance of talent capable of supplying the long felt
want of the Collegian in the matter of fiction. Royce, in the last
issue, came forward with a brilliant imaginative piece, and since
then the special prizes offered by the paper to the Academy have
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brought out additional lights. Ed McHugh, through his "Spectre of
the Past" in the present issue, pocketed the first prize, and Tim
O'Donnell, who almost equalled him in "An Unexpected Santa
Claus," won the second, while Douglas of Second Special, author of
"The Teacher's Defender," took the third. Among those who dis-
tinguished themselves in the contest are Dan Murphy, Dan Lord,
Walter Keckeisen and Emmet Royce. (Air. Royce will please par-
don his collaborator in this column for the liberty he takes in insert-
ing without his knowledge what his modesty would have blue-pen-
cilled.)
Some of the members of First Academic have lately thrown
new light on the character of Lysander. There is a sentence in "De
Senectute," in which Cicero speaks of the admiration of Lysander
for a certain piece of park-land pointed out to him by Cyrus. Among
the particulars which struck L's discerning fancy, were what we
vaguely remember as (according to our short-sighted interpreta-
tion) the graceful height of the trees and their methodical arrange-
ment in straight lines—"directos in quincuncem ordines." The
young gentlemen's stroke of genius lies in their rendition of "quin-
cuncem." Some of them claim that Lysander marvelled at the
height of five-twelfths of the trees, others that he was struck by the
height of only five per cent of them. Whichever interpretation be
adopted one cannot fail to be impressed by Lysander's selective dis-
cernment, his conservative and judicious taste, his wonderful con-
trol of enthusiastic impulses. The learned classicists of our country
have made less luminous discoveries than the one of which we
speak and we would deem it a pity did the young gentlemen not
communicate their edifying discovery to the various classical re-
views of the country.
The writer's esteemed associate, Mr. Royce, has long been an
exponent of the terpsichorean art, so when he decided to take up
skating it was no surprise to his multitude of admirers. Some days
ago he took his skates, and life, in his hands and went out to Douglas
Park. On the way he enlisted Mr. Devereux, who is a past master.
as instructor. When the park was reached jMr. Royce excused him-
self as he attempted to put his skates on wrong-end-to. and then with
his friend's assistance he reached the ice. Here we will let Mr.
Devereux continue the narrative : "Royce gave the most holy exhi-
bition of skating you ever saw. Not for one moment did his left leg
know what his right was doing. The grace and ease with which he
b
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cut 'spread eagles' made the spectators wonder, and—smile. His
intentions and skates were good, but his method was radically
wrong."
Messrs. Connery and Dowdle have taken a sudden and inex-
plicable but fully practical taste for "Jockey Club." Forsooth 'tis
like the scent of the rose, "it clings round them still."
Crowley—better late than never;






gets the honors, sure as fate.
AT 80 DEGREES BELOW ZERO.
(A Manuscript not found in a bottle.)
The Arctic regions may be a queer place in which to meet a
college-mate, but that is where I ran across Murphy for the first
time since our graduation. Murphy always was of a studious dispo-
sition and fond of scientific research, but I never thought that his
discoveries would take him that far into "no-man's land."
It happened while I was out with the "Alaska-Baffin Bay Expe-
dition" as special reporter for the "Daily Bluff," and the weather
was a good deal thicker than the news. I had managed to get a
weekly report to the offices about once a month, until we got stranded
up on Devil's Island (a rather contrasted name, by the way), and
then for three solid months the big daily had no means of knowing
what we were doing. We had nothing to do but sit around a smoky
little oil stove, and keep warm by swearing at our foolishness for
ever venturing that far out of God's country.
Our little steel-clad steamer, the "Explorer," was so ice-bound
that we could hear its plates crack every time the mercury dropped
thirty or forty degrees.
We had rather a motley company with us, but for a compan-
ionable crowd none better could have been found. First, there was
Roche, a tall, handsome fellow, and, next to myself, probably the
most foolish person to come with the expedition. He was supposed
to be reporting for some little one-horse paper, the "M. & G." or
some such name, but his fingers froze so stiff that he could no longer
wield a pencil.
Outside of the "profession" there were none but the crew and
the officers of the expedition. Of these Capt. Lynch was in charge,
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a heavy-set fellow with a jolly face, and one whom I had always
known to have scientific tendencies, especially in the matter of orig-
inal geometrical demonstrations. He was at present parading as a
cripple, with one broken arm which he had received in a hand-to-
hand tussle with a polar bear.
Then there were Jim Stafford and little Bill Oink, known as
the "long and the short of it," and inseparable companions.
On a certain rather chilly evening, a day we had known as
Christmas back in the States, picture the scene presented in the
"Explorer's" cabin. The object that would first have struck an ob-
server was what appeared to be a heavy black curtain drawn over
all, and which, when he had taken a shovel and dug it out, would
have proved to be only a little smoke from the stove. Behind this
were seated the strange company.
Our dignified representative of the "M. & G." was seated on an
empty blubber box and engaged in knocking the stiffness out of his
fingers against the Captain's plaster-cast. On a like stool in the cor-
ner, old Bill Connery was seated chewing delightedly on a stump of
candle, and whistling an old ballad which had once traveled under
the name of "Freezing." A third box, this time one which had held
hard-tack, the "Gold Dust" Twins, Timmy and Tommy, had occu-
pied and were amusing themselves in reciting a strange string of
sounds, which sounded more like a litany than anything else, but in
truth were the signals of a famous football team on which they had
once starred. In a corner. Chick O'Conner and Louie Devereux
were giving a concert on one of their own inventions, the "pencilo-
phone." The slender form of meek John Dufficy stood out against
the heavier figure of Jack Hartigan and then the rest, no less beloved
because not mentioned, were lost in the darkness of the smoke.
Ed McHugh, a renowned story-writer and a budding artist at
times, had just finished telling one of his inimitable tales, and the
laugh which followed was trying to make its way through the holes
the story had made in the smoke, when Doyle was knocked from his
place on the cabin ladder and a tall figure descended into the room.
A complete suit of sealskin encased the body and the head was
closely covered by the hood which was drawn up over it. But a cry
of recognition arose from Guinane, one of the twins, who had not
engaged in the story-telling.
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"It's Cicero!" he fairly yelled, and as the hood dropped from
the face, the well known features of the beloved Murphy revealed
themselves to view.
But the curtain of smoke again rose providentially over the
scene, for a reunion is always better without spectators.
Emmet Royce, '08.
Pierre Roche, '08.
Mr. Charles E. Byrne has respectfully dedicated to Terry Kane,
the pride of the Rhets, his latest poem, which follows
:
"TIM."
He drove his fast ships with a terrible roar
Through the wind-swept, turbulent sea.
He fastened the masts, the sails, and spars,
He fastened his eyes on the beautiful stars,
And he rode in the light of the moon's brightest bars
—
Oh ! a wonderful man was he.
Through the seething, splashing, blackening waves
You could hear his "Ship ahoy!"
He stuck to his post through the awful din
;
He stuck just as though it were glued to him.
Oft his grandfather said of his grandson, Tim,
"Great Scott ! that's a wonderful boy !"
He lashed the wide billows, he plowed up the main,
And he whipped into foam the sea
;
,
For he rode through the valleys of indigo blue,
He made the sea boil, like an Irish ragout
;
He slid o'er the north pole, he slid down it, too
—
Oh ! a wonderful man was he.
Like a well seasoned salt did he circle the earth,
This wee little sailor of three.
You'd swear that he'd never seen one bit of sod.
He sailed sixty times from the Horn to Cape Cod, i
And he slowly blew into the Harbor of Nod.
Such a wonderful lad was he.
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imperialism.
A SPEECH DELIVERED AT THE ORATORICAL CONTEST.
IN THE life of every nation as well as in the life of every indi-
vidual, moments arise from time to time when decisive action is
imperative. A moment such as this has come for every loyal and
true citizen of our country. Upon it depends the future of our
republic. Thus far the world pays homage to our flag as the true
emblem of the home of the brave and the free. We have proved
ourselves as brave in our enterprises as our fathers in battle. Pros-
perity, too, has crowned our efforts, as victory did the brows of
our dear old sires. And deservedly so. We have thus far clung
to the principles of our constitution, for which Washington and
his host of heroes fought and bled. But who that has kept his ear
close to the ground has not felt that a spirit, condemned by our con-
stitution and opposed to true popular government, has entered into
control of our national men and affairs? Who will dare say that
the spirit of imperialism, to which I have reference, and for which
I humbly crave your serious attention, is not hostile to our republic
—to justice, liberty and peace? History bears its testimony. It is
the reign of might over right, of oppression over freedom, of war
and poverty over peace and prosperity.
Imperialism is that policy which aims at expansion of power
and territory, and which tends to centralize all rights in one per-
son—called Emperor. Can we imagine any policy more anti-
American? In the very face of it we read danger and hostility to
our rights and privileges. By virtue of our constitution we form
a government of the people, for the people, and by the people;
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a government in which we are not subjects of an autocratic
ruler, but participants in that authority. But imperiahsm—cen-
trahzation of authority absokitely in one man—what does it mean?
It means that in its ultimate development it will wrest this
power from your hands, rob you of the privileges of exalted
American citizenship and make you petty subjects. Is there any-
thing more loathsome and contemptible in the eyes of our republic ?
Anything more gratifying to our enemies ; anything more humiliating
than the thought of a czar enthroned royally in the ''White House"
in the city of Washington and the American people prostrate at his
feet? Is it for this that the fathers and founders of our beloved
republic have yielded their lives ? Have they liberated the persecuted
colonies from the tyrannous yoke of England merely to forge new
chains? Ah, ladies and gentlemen, listen not to the specious lan-
guage of the newspaper sirens until they turn you into beasts ! The
gospel they bid you accept is the gospel of a greedy horde of petty
tyrants. They do not plead your cause. But a few days have
passed since they cast a disrespectful insinuation upon our constitu-
tion. And why? Simply because it defends and safeguards the
rights of its people and restrains the vaulting ambition of the indi-
vidual. Simply because it makes the voice of the people speaking
through Congress the supreme law and rule of the land. But you
and I and all of us hope and firmly believe that the American people
will ever love and cherish it and that Imperialism may never grow
and flourish on American soil.
Imperialism secondly aims at expansion of territory and power
and as such proves a curse to any and every nation, but doubly and
trebly a curse to America. Why seek to establish ourselves on for-
eign shores ? Are the boundaries which nature has set—the Atlantic
on the east and the Pacific on the west—too narrow? Is our soil
so sterile, our land so densely populated, that we must take refuge in
foreign climes ? Ah, in no land did the gracious hand of God's good-
ness strew blessings and riches more lavishly. Or is the experience
which history affords such that wisdom would commend it? Look
at Caesar, Alexander and Napoleon. The world was not too large
for their insatiable love of conquest. By force of arms they bore
their royal ensigns to the remotest peoples, they extended their king-
doms far and wide—but did they bring happiness and prosperity to
their people? On the contrary, rebellion and revolution followed in
the trail of victory. Look at Russia to-day. What was it that sowed
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the seeds of discontent in the hearts of its people? What caused
the latent elements of peace to break forth into a veritable whirl-
wind of passion and which is to-day shaking the very pillars of
the government ? What opened wide the doors of revolution, social-
ism and anarchy? If you trace this unfortunate state of affairs
step by step through the reverses of the war in the far East, you
will see the same monster at the bottom that, century past, spread
terror in France, that time and time over deluged Europe with blood
—namely, that love of conquest, that abnormal greed for power, in
one word—Imperialism.
Shall this be the fate of our republic? Shall our progress be
but so many stepping stones to shame and ruin? Shall America
become a prey to socialism and anarchy? If not, away then with
imperialism that has proved a curse to every nation that has ever
fostered it.
Imperialism breeds disaster not only within the heart of a na-
tion, but leads to w^ar and oppression beyond its confines. Here
it becomes the reign of might over right, of brute force over the
dictates of conscience. Its justice is measured only by its imple-
ments of war. Like a murderer;, who raises his arm to slay, to stamp
out the flame of life for paltry gain, so Imperialism in a moment of
vantage pounces upon its weaker eneni}' and at the point of the
bayonet gives the alternative to yield or die, to surrender God-given
liberty or to shed the last drop of life's blood.
Who knows not Poland's sad fate? Who has not read and
re-read the harrowing tale of poor Ireland's thraldom? Two nations,
once bright and promising, but now for centuries oppressed, robbed
and trodden to earth by the golden, merciless spirit of imperialism.
England, the tender nurse of nations—how tenderly she nurtured
the valiant Boers ! You have all read the story of this sacrificing
and liberty-loving people. Industrious they were and happy in their
little republic. But their crime was the love of liberty and hence
their penalty was war and oppression, and is and ever will be, unless
God decrees otherwise—slavery. Xo longer can the Boer call the
land w^hich his fathers tilled his own. He may return, but in vain
will he seek the home of his youth—he will find a tomb where the
spirit of bygone days has forever fled. \\'here husband and wife
plied their daily cares, where little children trained the vines and
frolicked in glee, he gazes but on the wild waste of war. But what
of the bravest and noblest who fell in the heat of battle for right
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and freedom ? What of the mother who lost her son, the wife bereft
of her husband, the children robbed of their father ? Who will ren-
der an account of the lives lost, the woes and heartaches endured?
Unnatural war ! Imperialistic murder ! Murder in the direst de-
gree!
Single murder is criminal enough in any Christian land, but the
annihilation of a whole people is a crime which clamors like the
innocent blood of Abel to heaven for vengeance. Shall our flag,
the emblem of justice and love for humanity, be ever branded with
this mark of Cain ? Shall we who have the mission to establish the
reign of peace on earth adopt the creed of Europe and enthrone
the god of war where we should worship at the shrine of peace?
—that peace which Christ brought to all men of good will ?
Ah, ladies and gentlemen, never be it said. Let us write the les-
son which experience teaches in burning characters in our hearts
and the hearts of our children, that true happiness and true great-
ness does not consist in great armies, in huge battleships ; not in
conquest, but in the steady promotion of peace, religion and jus-
tice. Only then can we unfurl our flag of red, white and blue to
future generations. Then and only then can we bid them sing with
heart and soul that song dear to every American heart, that undy-




N peaceful calm of holy rest,
The garden softly slumbered;
The summer sun smiting Eden's breast
With amber shafts unnumbered
The scene enhanced,
The vale entranced;
A balmy breeze blew to and fro,
And murmured anthems soft and low.
But soon a lustre floods the skies,
Celestial, awe-inspiring,
With speed of lightning-flash it flies,
i
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The soul of Adam firing.
He looks in fear
But faith sincere,
And 'midst a blaze of glistening light
He sees the Savior in His might.
And mingled with the azure blue
He sees a mystic vision,
A future scene revealed to view




And in the meeting, silent, hushed.
The hateful reptile's head is crushed.
The vision passes from his sight
'Midst strains of music swelling,
And downward falls the veil of night,
The fear of Adam quelling.
Though pierced his heart
By sorrow's dart,
His soul is peaceful and serene
And bows in faith to Heaven's Queen.
He thinks with love of Marj' fair
Adorned with grace supernal,
A mother-maid, a jewel rare.
Arrayed in peace eternal.
Her praises rise
From Paradise
To heavenly choirs of dazzling glory,
From earthly realms in rhythmic story.
More pure than snow on mountain crest,
Unblemished and untainted,
More bright than clouds in the gilded west.
By sunbeams softly painted;
A mother sweet.
With grace replete,
A blushing rose of trancing scent.
From heaven to earth's drear desert lent.
James Murray, '07.
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l^eltgion in CliucatiotT*
SPEECH DELIVERED AT THE ORATORICAL CONTEST.
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN—As citizens of these United
States we can justl)- pride ourselves upon the marvellous impulse
given to education in our country. Under the fostering care
of the government, schools, colleges and universities beyond num-
ber have been established throughout the length and breadth of our
land. In every state in the Union laws have been passed giving
free education to all that may desire it. Thus have the fondest de-
sires of the founders of this great republic of ours been realized.
For if there was one ambition for the attainment of which our fore-
fathers were ever ready and willing to endure any privation, sacrifice
any cherished desire, or even suffer poverty itself, it was to provide
means for the education of their children. This ambition has been
realized, for our present educational system enjoys the reputation of
being one of the best and most efficient systems of secular instruc-
tion that has been established by any nation of modern times.
But, ladies and gentlemen, while this is all true and while our
people possessing such educational opportunities ought to be the
happiest and most prosperous of all the nations of God's wide earth,
there is something wrong, radically wrong with it all. Either educa-
tion is not all that it is supposed to be—a universal remedy for the
ills of mankind, or else our educational system, in spite of its ap-
parent excellence, is unsound. If not, why are vice and crime so
prevalent in our great cities ? Why is immorality met with at every
turn? Why are our civil courts clogged with a continual stream of
divorce cases? Why are our newspapers ever on the alert to seek
out and spread broadcast throughout our country stories full of
abomination and filth? Why do bribery and political corruption find
entrance to our legislative halls? Why are socialism, anarchy and
like vicious principles constantly expounded upon our street cor-
ners by curbstone orators? Why is it that many of our educated
people, the products of our school system, are so ignorant of religion
and the moral law that when they meet with the least misfortune
they immediately rush unbidden into the presence of their Creator,
thinking that they can rid themselves of all pain and misfortune by
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suicide? But what need is there of enumerating any more of these
evils? Any rational person can see that there is something wrong
with the training of the young; for an educational system which
permits such results is certainly faulty. The spirit of evil is abroad
—it is corrupting the youth of the country, destroying society and
trampling the banner of Christianity in the dust! Yes—there is
something the matter with our educational system, else why are our
jails, prisons and penitentiaries quite as numerous as our schools,
colleges and universities ? God and God's laws have no place in our
schools. Irreligion, skepticism and atheism, the natural products of
godless schools, are sapping out the very life blood of the republic.
Large numbers of our children lose their faith through the agen :y
of utter indifference to religion. For schools in which it is forbidden
by law to treat of God, much less to inculcate into the minds and
hearts of the young, the all-important principles of faith and morality
are by their very nature productive of religious indifference. We
omit in the education of youth religious training, the very founda-
tion of the moral edifice, and yet expect Christianity, the super-
structure, to stand.
^^^e boast that we are a Christian nation, believing in the
Almighty God, who reigns supreme. We compel our public officers
to swear by Him. We even set aside one day in the year as a day
of public thanksgiving to Him and then we turn around and give the
lie to it all by banishing this same God from our schools, thereby
denying to our children the existence of an Almighty God. Can
anyone deny this? Can anyone fail to see the truth of this state-
ment? If there is, let him examine the graduates who yearly con'.e
forth from our godless schools. What will he find? He will find
young men and women fully equipped with everything that is neces-
sary in the mad race for the almight}^ dollar, but utterly ignorant
of the simplest and most fundamental principles of religion. As
proof of this, witness the number who join such fanatics as Alex-
ander Dowie and ]\[rs. Eddy, or who enroll themselves beneath the
banner of skepticism, atheism and socialism.
Eminent men throughout the country deer}' the laxity of our
laws, the leniency of our judges and the carelessness of our state
pardon boards as being responsible for the epidemic of crime that
is sweeping over our country. Even in our own city the police force
is condemned because it is unable to cope with the carnival of crime
that exists here in our midst. The laws, the judges and the police
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force are indeed powerless to check this growth of vice and crime. It
cannot be checked. It must be rooted out. The godless school must
be abolished. We must have God and religion in our schools. Our
children, the future citizens of these United States, must be
instructed in the necessary principles of religion and morality or this
grand republic, which exists to-day only because our forefathers
have ever been ready to lay down their lives in defense of their
country, their flag and their religion, must fall and be trampled
upon by such modern reformers as the skeptic, the aethist or the
socialist.
But how are we to teach religion in our schools ? Protestantism,
Catholicity, Judaism and many other systems of religion cannot
be taught under one roof, neither can the state undertake to teach
any form of religion, for this would be to establish a state religion,
and such could not be tolerated for a single instant in this country.
Some of our learned educators advocate the reading of the Bible
in the public schools. Others insist upon the teaching of mere
natural morality Still others seem to think that one hour a week
spent in a Sunday school is all that the religious training of the
young requires.
Such so-called remedies are proposed on every hand. In fact,
they are so numerous and at the same time so futile that the average
educated person wastes no time in considering them. There is but
one solution for the difficulty. There is but one way to settle this
• great social question. And that is in the establishment of denomina-
tional or sectarian schools. Let each denomination have its own
school. Then let the state impartially maintain and support each
and every school throughout the country, regardless of what relig-
ious belief it may teach, provided only that it can satisfy the state
officials that it is really capable of imparting secular instruction
to its pupils.
Who can deny that justice would be done? Who can say that
such a measure is against the constitution of the United States?
Is this paying for religious teaching? No! Most decidedly no!
The state pays for what it gets—the secular training and instruction
of its people. If more is given than what the state pays for in the
form of religious instruction who can complain?—especially, if
this extra instruction makes of our children better men and women,
better citizens and true and loyal patriots—the very aim and object
of all state instruction. Who can sav that such a measure cannot be
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carried out in this country ? Is not the British government pursuing
a similar policy at the present day in supporting the sectarian schools
of England, Ireland and Canada? If such a measure can i>e carric-d
out with success in these countries, why not here? Will we, the
people of the United States, allow the British parliament to surpass
us in dispensing justice? Will we, who boast of our republican form
of government, deny rights that are recognized under a mcaiarchy?
No, ladies and gentlemen, most emphatically no—we will meet
the difficulties, be they as numerous as the sands upon the seashore
or the leaves upon the trees. We will establish a system of schools
that will be worthy of a Christian people, that will educate the moral
faculties of the child as well as his physical and intellectual faculties,
that will teach him that there is something else besides the almighty
dollar to be sought for in this life, that will give him a motive for
practicing honesty, sobriet}^ and self-restraint and will thus train
him up.
Now, since we see the evil, have the remedy and are able to
apply it, it is our duty not only as Christians and Catholics, but as
true and loyal citizens to do all in our power to bring about this
change in our educational system. And I assure you, ladies and
gentlemen, if we go about this work in the proper spirit, we shall
not be alone. Those belonging to the various denominations of
Protestantism are awakening to a sense of the danger. They see
that, while the Catholic church is keeping alive the spirit of faith
by means of her parish schools, maintained at an enormous cost, they
are daily losing ground. Their once numerous congregations are
dwindling away and their churches are empty, religion is becom-
ing a mere symbol, a show and empty sound. And what is more,
they are beginning to see that the real cause of it all is that the
non-sectarian school is in reality a school of atheism.
Therefore, let us, as consistent Catholics, be the first to cham-
pion the cause of sectarian schools. Let us lead the wa}-, others will
follow. Let us by our efforts shov*^ the world at large that we are
in earnest about this school question. Let us organize
—
proclaim
the justice of our cause through the country, demand our rights and
obtain for our children an educational system that will be a credit to
a Christian nation, a glory to God and a monument to the religious
integrity of our age. Harold Traixor, '06.
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It is always interesting for a person of modern times to look
back upon the personages and doings of antiquity. It is interesting
partly because it was from them we derived the primitive knowledge
which has since made possible the wonders of our age; but more
especially do we derive interest because we obtain a view, so to
speak, of the simpler actions, the inner purposes of a people whose
guiding principles were so different from our own.
For this reason the litterateur owes a vast debt to the ancient
writers through whose eyes he is enabled to fulfil such a desire
;
and among these authors there is none "more prominent than that
peerless character-builder of the Grecian world of fiction, Sojiho-
cles, the far-famed author of the Antigone.
This work, which is, perhaps, the most widely read, if not
the foremost in literary merit of his plays, presents many striking
features, but chief among them is the realistic portrayal of character.
The plot, if such it may be called, like those of all Greek dramas, is
extremely simple and for this reason the interest attached to the
play rests, we may say, entirely in the several characters, their
moods, their actions, their faults and virtues.
The king, Creon, whose very name is symbolical of all that is
contained in what has come to be known as "the divine right of
kings," is a self-important monarch, pretentious in h's every action.
He excites, from first to last, the disgust of the reader. Pie is a piti-
able specimen of royalty. Feared by his menials, shunned by his
only son, despised by the nobler characters of his court and hated
by all about him, he endures, as it were, an isolation the more bitter
because it is well-deserved.
To his character a more striking contract than that offered by
the heroine, Antigone, could scarcely be conceived. In her we per-
ceive all that is admirable in woman ; and if at times she seems to
betray shortcomings which slightly mar her character, it is because
she was, perforce, without the uplifting ideals of Christianity. Her
purpose, born of a principle which was to her pagan mind as inviol-
able as any that ever actuated the sacrifice of a Christian martyr, she
essayed with heroic fortitude. The insurmountable obstacles and
the inevitable end of her mission she foresaw as clearlv as ever
i
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the martyr foresaw the sufferings leadmg to his heavenly crown.
She foresaw in her resolve the shattering of a dream as beautiful
as life could hold forth to mortal. She foresaw, as well as did her
sister Ismene, that her act would precipitate upon them the crowning
sorrow of a horde of troubles already unendurable. Yet, firm in
the right, she held but one thought in her beauteous soul—the
thought which she uttered in response to the entreaties of the timid
Ismene: "I owe a longer allegiance to the dead than to the living;
in that world I shall abide forever."
Some commentators are disposed to arraign Antigone for her
so-called harshness to Ismene in declaring that the latter, since she
has confessed herself incapable of pursuing the lofty principle or
purpose contemplated, would not be a welcome participant in the
deed. Others assert, and it seems to us with more rea.-^on, that
Antigone in acting thus showed clearly her nobility of character,
since she wished not to chide a beloved sister, but to protect her
from sufferings which would hopelessly wreck her life. Moreover,
the great Sophocles did not intend to portray a character of celestial
perfection, but merely a high type of Grecian womanhood and such
a character could scarcely be expected to preserve a perfect equa-
nimity under most adverse circumstances.
The heroine's tragic end we cannot but regret. In her suicide
we behold much that a Pagan would applaud, but nothing which a
Christian can admire. Indeed, we, whose minds have been culti-
vated in the healthy atmosphere of Christian principles, pity the
unfortunate Antigone for her final weakness. And, in the very
nature of things, it would be an impossibility for us to find in such a
proceeding an3-thing worthy of praise. But, considering that accord-
ing to the standard of morality then prevalent, her act of self-de-
struction was one of virtue, we may say without detriment to our
own principles and without so much as even casting aspersions on
them: "She died sinless in her crime." Tas. F. Rice. '05.
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Cfje jfUture of America.
PRIZE ORATION.
WHEN WE consider how the greatest nations of the old
world fell to ruin by the hands of their own people, ought
not we Americans, who constitute a great nation of today,
give this thought some consideration? Ought not this subject in-
fluence those who wish for their country a brilliant and successful
future ?
We have but to consider the past history of our country, or
the achievements of our own time, to feel that America will one
day reap the fruit of her noble struggling. Have we not the firmest
grounds of hope for a grand and successful future ?
What nation, I ask, in so brief a period ever had so brilliant
a past? In a little more than a century and a half we have grown
from colonial states, where the British were unwilling that we
should manufacture a mere pair of shoes, to stand in the first rank
of manufacturing nations. Let us not forget how the spirit, valor
and patriotism of our forefathers, like a luminous star, shone forth
when the night was darkest. Remember how these heroes shed their
life's blood on lonely battlefields for the welfare of their country and
for the cause of liberty. This courageous spirit of our forefathers
has been implanted in the heart of each true American; we have
continued perseveringly in a struggle to ennoble our nation ; we
have labored with every means which the Almighty has placed in our
power to make our country worthy of His protection. Consider the
grandeur, brilliancy and prosperity of our country at the present
day. Consider, ladies and gentlemen, the grand and elaborate pan-
orama of the late Louisiana Purchase Exposition. Did not this
exposition illustrate the beauty and utility of our science and manu-
facture? Did it not show our progress, development and march of
civilization ? Did it represent the degree of enlightenment to which
our republic has attained ?
Wonderful as are the deeds and undertakings that line the
pages of our country's history, we seem to be but in the infancy
of our career. We stand at the exit of a grand and magnificent
past, ready to enter into a nobler and far more brilliant future.
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Consider the vast areas of unused lands and the high tide of popula-
tion flowing into them at the present time. The most striking effect
of such an increase in population is the vast accession it will bring
to the strength and power of the United States, which in centuries to
come wnll exist as one individual body, using one national tongue and
animated practically by one blood.
What is to be the outcome of the amalgamation of languages,
races, customs and conditions of life in America? Certainly, the
union of all the different elements that are here exhibited ought in
some way to perfect the national character of our country. Colonized
as v;e have been in faith and hope, free from the cares of empire,
with a population representing every European nationality, no other
country has such a clear road to success, no other nation can more
easily ascend to the summit of prosperity.
What was it that ruined the nations of antiquity? It was
expansion, overgrowth, estrangement and divided interests. Are
we following in the footsteps of the nations of the old world? No,
we are not. Have we not safe ground for believing that new condi-
tions, relations and circumstances have nearly, if not wdiolly, re-
moved these dangers? Have not distance and estrangement been
overcome by our recent amazing growth in the w^ay of intercommuni-
cation? In political as well as in industrial conditions and move-
ments California and Alassachusetts are nearer neighbors today than
were Philadelphia and Boston in the days of our forefathers. The
railroad, telegraph and press have virtually brought our citizens,
vvith their opinions, business and industry, face to face. We live
in each others sight. The leading industrial and political events of
today will be discussed at millions of breakfast tables tomorrows
Public opinion to-day throughout the entire country is kept in exer-
cise, false it may be or wrong; still it constitutes more than ever
before a strong band of nationality which is the secret of a nation's
success. With a population so homogeneous, with such a wonderful
power to assimilate to our ov.-n type the European races that come
among us, we have little reason to fear that we shall be broken up
by divided interests. Will not our present prosperity and success,
nourish a future, W'hich will one day bud forth in such beauty and
magnificence as to astonish the world ?
Successful as the present period is, can it be said that the rapid
gain in late years, the new fields of adventure, enterprise and specu-
lation which have been opened give, or seem to give, to this period
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a character of haste and excitement? If so, it is time to pause, to
draw a breath and look to see if we are hurrying. Look to see if
our national character is forming and molding our nation's future
to happiness and success. We all hope for the better and picture
our nation as ever prospering. May this our dream not only be a
pleasing fancy, but an actuality, so that, secure against dangers
from abroad, united at home by the strongest ties of common inter-
ests, relying upon the ability of each true citizen, the United States
may continue to live and to be a model of true citizenship and
patriotism.
If we wish this to be the case, if we mean to preserve the spirit
displayed by our forefathers, if we hope that all evil be expelled
from our country, we must labor for this end with every means
which the Almighty has placed in our power. We should contend,
ladies and gentlemen, against those evils which, like threatening
clouds, darken the prospect of our country. There are immediate
dangers and direful evils that threaten this entire land. They have
been allowed to spring up among us, they surround us everywhere
;
we know and behold them, we read of them in our daily papers.
Can we withstand and repel the attack of these hissing mon-
sters? Yes, ladies and gentlemen, we can. If we arm ourselves
with prudence, unselfish motives and common interests ; if we display
the valor, courage and bravery that characterized our national
youth ; if we live united by the strongest bonds of our country's
welfare, we have little reason to believe that we shall be defeated
in our holy cause. With banners of liberty waving above our heads
we will press on to a glorious end. We will march to a noble future
through an arch opened to us by our universal solicitude and labor,
decorated with the emblem of our country by reason of our courage,
patriotism and valor, and glorious in the splendor of the words
" Freedom and Liberty." Robert J. Hoffman, '06.
mm
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BEING ADVEXTUEES EELATED BY OLD BOYS CONCEENIXG YOUNG ONES.
THE SMOKING room of one of the downtown fashionable
clubs was crowded. Outside the wind howled, the sleet fell
and the streets had become small rivers, so that many sought
refuge around the large open fire, which warmed and cheered the
luxuriantly furnished apartment. Gathered about that fire were
mien of all professions and walks in life; men of learning and of
business ; men of science and finance ; men of sea and of land ; but all
bore the marks that betoken success in any pursuit; all wore that
self-confident air that tells of battles fought and won. In fact, this
organization had been nicknamed by some wag the " Success Club."
Conversation was brisk and arguments, though many and heated,
were conducted in a friendly manner and in a bantering spirit. At
last the talk drifted upon boyhood adventures and the many frolics
in which the speakers had taken part back in the days of their youth.
" Well," said one gentleman musingly, " boys are certainly
extraordinary creatures."
" Yes," laughed another, " extraordinarily nice."
" I don't doubt but that our friend, Mr. Banker, is in a position
to judge," chimed in a third, " for you know he was once one of that
particular genus himself."
" Nevertheless," responded the first speaker, " I still hold to
my assertion."
" Good for you," agreed the other. " I like to see a man stick
bv his convictions; but it is only fair to us unbelievers that you
should prove it."
'•' How shall I do so? " queried the banker.
" Very simple. All you need do is tell us a story."
" Here ! here ! " came from a number of gentlemen, " a story,
a story !
"
" Well, I suppose it just," he assented, " since I brought up the
subject, and, after all, I don't very much mind. I've had considerable
experience with boys in my profession, so I guess I can extract from
my mental storehouse at least one story worthy of the name."
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So fresh cigars were lighted, and, after they were drawing well,
the banker began.
The Banker's Story.
" It was when I was cashier of the Sixteenth National Bank of
Buffalo that the following incident occurred, and I can tell you,
now that it is over, that I have a creepy feeling up my spine every
time I think of it.
" I was at the time in need of an office boy, and one cold, damp
morning in October a thin, wasted figure, clad in shoes that were
evidently inherited, a coat, as the expression goes, ' that his father
wore,' and pants which were the better of three large patches and
several tears, came to me and presented a letter. It was from my
fiancee, and stated thatshe had discovered the boy selling papers on
a street corner, and, becoming interested in him, desired that I give
him a position as office boy.
" Of course, her will was then, and is now, my law, but one
glance into those honest blue eyes was sufficient to convince me that
her choice was a good one. So I fitted him out in a new suit, and,
after seeing that he was properly bathed and barbered, I took him
into my office, drilled him in his duties and rechristened him from
Skinny to Jim.
" In spite of all that is said to the contrary, I believe it is, to
a certain extent, ' the coat that makes the man,' for, once Jim had
been neatly dressed, he kept himself that way, and it wasn't long
before he had lost most of his street arab characteristics. He was,
in~ addition, an apt pupil, quick to learn, ready and willing to obey
;
in fact, he soon became a general favorite about the office. He
made me his confidant in all matters but one : he refused to tell
anything about his family or relations.
" It Vv^as the day before Christmas, and Jim had been with me
about a year, v/hen I sent him. with a note to a friend's, uptown. I
told him to hurry and gave him an extra dollar to brighten him up.
I v.-as busily poring over my accounts when a well-dressed man was
ushered into my presence by one of the clerks, who said the gentle-
man's business was very important. As soon as I possibly could
I gave him my whole attention. He presented me with his card,
which read, ' John Hart, Chicago.'
" I then inquired into the natm^e of his business. He answered
that he wished to cash a check. So saying, he drew from his pocket
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a wallet and from it extracted a check, which he offered for examina-
tion. The amoimt of the check was ten thousand dollars, and the
signature was that of one of our leading depositors. In addition he
presented a letter from the signer of the check, requesting us to show
the bearer, John Hart, every possible courtesy.
" I found on comparing the signature on the check with the one
in my books that they were identical, and was just about to ring the
bell which summons my clerk, when I heard a familiar voice say
:
" ' Merry Christmas, uncle !
'
" I whirled about in my chair and beheld Jim standing in the
doorway. His face was the picture of surprise, but it gradually
broadened into a laugh. When his merriment had ceased he said in
a solemn voice
:
" ' Mr. Banker, let me introduce my uncle, known by the crooks'
fraternity as Joe the Scribbler, Slippery Jack and other names too
numerous to mention. Oh, uncle ! this is too good ! When did you
get out of the pen ? "
" The stranger looked at Jim as though the boy were an ap-
parition. Then suddenly, with a curse, he sprang toward the door.
He hadn't gone five yards, however, before he was clasped in the
arms of the bank detective, who quietly hustled him off to jail.
" It proved that he was wanted for forgeries in several states
and that a reward of one thousand dollars had been offered for his
arrest.
" Jim got that reward through my influence, and I invested it
for him, together with the money he received from the bank, where
it reaped ten per cent. And he? Well, call around some day and
I'll introduce you to my private secretary. That's Jim."
" Good," cried several when he had finished.
" Glad you like it. I don't pretend to be much of a story teller.
I simply related facts."
Just then the attention of the company was attracted by a tall,
straight man, who, though dressed in civilian's clothes, walked and
stood with an air that bespeaks a soldier. As he removed his great-
coat he remarked
:
" My, but this is awful weather !
"
" But," hummed some one, " it's alwaj^s good weather when
good fellows get together."
" True," assented the other, " and I'm glad of congenial com-
pany on such a night."
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" You must pay for this pleasure, General, by telling us a story
about boys," they demanded.
" Well," he said, " as discretion is, in some cases, the better
part of valor, and as I seem to be surrounded by a friendly enemy,
I surrender. I suppose you want a fact? " (" Yes ! yes ! ") " Well,
this is the story of the bravest boy I ever knew."
The General's Story.
" It was during the campaign of '64, while we were encamped
near Chattanooga. The rebs were making it pretty hot for us, and
we had our hands full all along the line. At the time I was on the
staff of General , commanding the Forty-third, the Thirty-
fourth and the Seventy-eighth Ohio, and, though loved by all his
troops, the General lacked what might be called the mildness of a
saint. The fact is, he had a temper like red pepper. Quick to go
off as dynamite and dangerous, too, if it caught one amiss.
" The evening sun had just sunk in the western horizon, and the
last faint rays of light were gradually being blotted out, when we
heard the sharp cry of a sentry, followed by the report of a gun.
Shortly after the sergeant of the guard appeared, followed by a lad
of about 16 years. He was a handsome fellow ; tall, well built and
with a manly carriage that belied his years.
The sergeant, after saluting, said
:
" ' This here kid was captured trying to pass through the lines.
His account of himself isn't satisfactory, so I brought him to you.'
" The General looked at the lad and said
:
" ' Well, sir, give an account of yourself, and speak the truth,
if you value your life.'
" The youth drew himself up proudly and the look he gave the
General was full of haughtiness as he replied
:
" ' I never lied, your honor, and I'll not begin now. I was trying
to reach my mother, who is near death in the village of . I
didn't have your countersign, so I tried to slip through your lines.'
It's a lie,' cried the General, ' you're a spy, and deserve a
spy's death.'
" The boy flushed as if he had been struck, and his voice when
he spoke shook with the passion which he had difficulty in con-
taining.
Were it not for the thought of what my death would mean to
my mother, that insult would not remain unpunished. But, for her
sake, I beg you to give me a chance to clear myself.'
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" The General pondered for a moment, and then went over to
his desk and began to write in silence. Then he folded and sealed
the writing, and, coming over to the boy, said
:
" ' For your mother's sake, I'll give you a chance. See that
valley below us? That valley is overrun with Confederate sharp-
shooters. Take this message, deliver it to Colonel Jones, com-
manding the Thirty-third regiment Indiana, and I will give you your
freedom and your life.'
" ' I accept your offer,' quietly said the youth. ' I will deliver
the letter or die in the attempt.'
" And, without another word, he set out on his perilous trip.
I say perilous, for I truly believed, as the General had stated, that
the valley was alive with rebels. But as soon as the boy had left he
sat down and laughed heartily.
" ' Plucky chap that, but, oh, what a joke ! There's not a
Confederate for five miles around ! Here, take these glasses and
watch his progress.'
" I eagerly seized the glasses and focussed them on the boy's
retreating figure. Cautiously he covered the ground until he came
within half a mile of the camp of Colonel Jones, when what to my
startled gaze appeared but the smoke that marked a rifle shot. It
was quickly followed by another, and still another. The boy broke
into a run. He fell, he rose; again he fell; once more he is on
his feet.
" The now thoroughly frightened General snatched the glasses
from my hand and leveled them on the boy.
" * And I'm the cause of it,' he gasped. ' Oh, heavens ! if he
should be killed No, I believe he'll do it. Go on ! go on !
What's that? The Union men are answering their fire. God be
praised ! He has made it, the brave boy
!
" Two days later a messenger arrived in camp with the follow-
ing letter addressed to the General
:
" ' Dear Sir—I delivered the letter, as you commanded, but in
so doing I was shot in the leg, which, however, will not have to be
amputated. Colonel Jones had me carried to X , and I am at
present in the home of my mother.'
' To this was affixed a name which I will not mention, though
it is well w-ell known to you all.
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" And would you believe it ? Never again did any one see the
General in a rage. Whenever he felt himself getting ugly he would
say : ' You big donkey, you put a chunk of lead into the leg of the
bravest boy in Christendom ! ' "
When the General had finished speaking some one cried:
" Three cheers for the boys in blue ! " And the cheers were given in
a manner that startled the echoes of the most fashionable club in
the city. Then the banker rang for wine and the toast which they
drank was : " The boy. For he's a jolly good fellow ! "
Daniel A. Lord, First Ac. Spl.
)atnt Cfjrpsostom.
AIL, our pride ! Thou blameless Saint
Grant me talent so to paint
All the graces of thy heart
With thy boundless, matchless art!
Grant me mellow speech, and rich,
All that golden power, which
Made the millions, breathless, pause
In tumultuous applause !
Scorning fortune, scorning power,
Seeking peace in prayerful hour,
Sweeter far than banquet hall
Was thy Master's pleading call
!
"Hear!" seductive siren's sing:
"Wake! the sensuous morn is dawning!
Spurn the chasm that is yawning.
Spurn a life of chastity
!
Let the sparkling wine and free
Banish trouble, care and sorrow!"
You reply unfaltering
:
"Ah, my nymph! Fair Pleasure's sting
Goads us on the drear to-morrow-
Yesterday's repeated gladness
But accentuates our sadness,
And the red wine, rich and rare.
Seems a pitfall for despair
!
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No ! away with shallow pleasure
—
I drink from a deeper measure
!
Oh, the reddest, richest wine
Is the precious Blood Divine!"
Saint, throughout thy hallowed life
Loving words and deeds were rife.
Gentle, kind, forgiving, meek,
E'er the champion of the weak.
Staunch defender of the truth.
Model for impetuous youth !
Thus on manhood's thorny way
Thou didst ever watch and pray,
Till at last the host above
Crown thee, martyred for thy love!
As the ivy is entwined
Round the tree.
So shall we forever find
Aid from thee.
As the sun-flowers from their bed
Watch their master overhead,
So do we, O Master kind,
Mellow tongue and wondrous mind.
So do we, by watching thee.
Gain a wealth of eloquence
;
Listening, watching, we learn whence
Comes that flow mellifluous.
Rich and clear and modulous
!
Edgar C. Banks, '06.
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Ctoo 'C|)rilltng €;:periences*
HOW I WAS KILLED,
NERVOUSNESS HAD always been one of my prominent traits,
and even back in my college days I could trace many curious
adventures to that source.
I had often noticed the giant building in progress of erection
on the busy corner of State and Madison streets, but never until a
certain afternoon in early August had I stopped to examine into its
mysteries of architectural construction. I had left my office at 3
o'clock and was hurrying along to the North American for a late
lunch, when my attention was attracted by the straining efforts of
a little dummy engine, attached to a tall crane, and puffing away
in an attempt to haul a massive block of granite up to the roof of
the new building.
The stone had reached the fifth story and was whirling about
and straining on the single rope which held it, and, as I watched its
progress, I began to think what an awful accident it would be if
the heav}^ mass should break its bonds and fall crashing into the
crowded streeet below. Another story and it would have reached
the workmen waiting to receive it and have been drawn in from the
dizzy height at which it hung. But the one rope by which it was
being hoisted seemed so pitifully incapable of holding the heavy
weight of the swaying stone.
To my excited eyes the block seemed already slipping. A wild
warning shriek from the steam whistle on the engine, a loud yell
from the workmen above, I felt the full shock on my upturned shoul-
der, had a vague impression of falling—and all was blank.
^ >K ^
I opened my eyes and stared straight up into the frightened face
of Jim Laurence, a -former college mate, and heard him ask:
"My God! man, what's the matter with you? Don't lie here
like a crazy man, but get up and come into Roche's restaurant here,
and rest yourself."
A half hour later, over a delicious steak and a cup of steaming
coffee, I ventured to ask him what had happened.
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"That's more than I can tell you, Joe," he said, "I was coming
along State and saw 3-011 standing in front of the new j\I. & G. offices
with your hands in your pockets and staring up in the air like some
hayseed who had never seen any building larger than a chicken coop.
I walked up and slapped you on the shoulder and you keeled over
and fell down like a sick fish. What's the matter? You haven't
taken to fits since we left college, have you? You could never have
made that famous 106-yard touchdown of yours in that condition !"
I pleaded sick headache and hastened to finish the meal, for I
did not care to state that the injuries I fancied I had sustained were
merely the result of the imagination of a nervous mind.
James Emmett Royce, '08.
A VISIT FROM BURGLARS.
What had been my train started with a jolt and left me on the
deserted and wind-swept station of Oak Range, about ten miles
from anywhere and a little over twenty from Chicago. As I
turned and ploughed my way through the snowdrifts I gave mental
utterance to my opinion of a man vv^ho would leave his cozy flat in
the city for a friend's bungalow on a howling prairie, even to close
the biggest of "deals." When I reached my destination I saw that
it was what had been at one time a fine old home, painted white, with
bright green shutters, but the white had long since faded to a dirty
yellow and it would have been the extreme of charity to call the
shutters green. It was what Harrington termed artistic, but most
people thought ramshackle. My anticipations of a chilly evening
were heightened by its appearance and I had visions of vainly hug-
ging an oil stove in order to keep warm and of a dinner frozen solid.
In answer to my sharp summons the door swung back and I saw
mine host standing in front of a blazing grate fire that cast fitful
shadows around an entirely pleasant room. Harrington was de-
lighted to see me, very much so, in fact; slapped me on the back,
called me "Tom, old boy," and showed that he was greatly excited.
After a really delightful dinner, Mr. Harrington's obsequious man
passed the Havanas, and we repaired to the library to close that
deal. The library was a cozy, cheerful room, heated by an immense
fire and lighted softly by shining brass candelabra. We talked on
divers subjects, the present political situation, and the war in the
East, but finally our conversation drifted to the deal, and the final
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payment. As I drew out my wallet, Harrington made some remark
about it being "foolhardy to carry such a sum of money." I laughed
and showed him the small, yet efficient, revolver that graced my hip
pocket. He stepped to the door to call for more lights, leaving me
to listen to the demon wind as it howled around the eaves and rattled
the shingles. Harrington soon returned, and, drawing my chair up
to the table, I commenced to count out the bank notes and shining,
clinking gold. I now noticed that Harrington's excitement was like
the wind. It had risen instead of abating. * * * There was a
light tapping at the window. Harrington started, but, seeing that I
paid no heed to it, attempted to preserve his calm. Just then the
noise was repeated, only louder. Harrington pushed back his chair,
and, seizing a pistol from the mantel, rushed to the window. He
threw up the sash and thrust out his head. I sprang for the stairway
to seek a point of vantage from above. When I reached the top I
turned into a room on the right, directly above the library, and, run-
ning to the window, leaned out. Silhouetted on the snow was a black
something. Turning for a weapon, the first thing my hand touched
was a wash pitcher. I raised it far above my head and hurled it at
the figure. There was a shot, a sharp outcry, and slamming down the
window I rushed back to the library. There in the flickering candle
light, with an ugly scalp wound, lying prone on the floor, was—Har-
rington. Jerking my pistol from my pocket, I fired three shots from
the window out into the howling night. Soon I heard the con-
stable's whistle and resting my friend's head gently on the floor I
hurried to admit him. When I returned with him Harrington was
half-conscious and was mumbling something about "looking out for
the window." The officer thrust his head out. There was a thud,
and, with a cry, he fell back into a chair. I could stand the sus-
pense no longer, so, gun in hand, I jumped out to the ground. I
landed in the soft snow and looked around for foot tracks—I saw
none. No assailant was there ; no bloodthirsty villain ready to
plunge his shining knife into my heart. But in the pale moonlight,
swinging to and fro on one hinge, was one of Harrington's artistic
shutters, and in the snow lay the cause of his gory visage—the frag-
ments of a broken pitcher. John Pn<:RRE Roche, '08.
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CDitortaL
Another Change in Education.
One of our daily papers recently represented a prominent edu-
cator as having declared that education is now of no account unless
it trains the youth for the day of socialism in contrast with the day
of individualism. The meaning of the declaration as presented is
not quite clear, but if the most obvious interpretation be put on the
sentence, the author of the latter is firmly convinced that socialism
will ultimately overthrow our present system. Viewing matters
from this standpoint, he believes it to be the duty of educators to
actually train people for such a state of existence as will be brought
about by this rending of the social fabric. There is no mention of
any attempt to prevent such a catastrophe—indeed, it is doubtful
if the learned gentleman would accept our term—but merely an
egotistical declaration that the people of the time must prepare
themselves and their children to wear becomingly the inevitable pall
of social disorder.
Now, frankly, we cannot concede the ultimate triumph of social-
ism, or of any institution so diabolical ; for we believe too firmly in
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the sound sense of the American people. But still less can we advo-
cate or even admit that preparation should be made for such an era.
No evil can be said to be inevitable while means of not only checking,
but of absolutely destroying it are in the hands of humanity; and
such is the case with regard to this black foe. Socialism is essentially
destructive of individuality and cannot hold sway while the latter
endures. We have here in America an individuality which has
made us famous the world over. Is there any very good reason why
we cannot preserve, or even strengthen this individuality? Is it
absolutely certain that such a task is beyond the power of educa-
tion? If so, let it be demonstrated.
Perhaps, after all, an education might be "of some account,"
even though it failed to inculcate socialistic principles and lower the
morality of the human race. Perhaps, too, an education might be of
some account if it merely enabled its recipients to sound such wis-
dom as the calamitous sensationalism of our learned college profes-
sor and others of his ilk. J. F. Rice, '05.
The evening class of philosophy is now taking up a course of
certitude, having completed dialectics during the last term.
The college Glee Club made another of its hits at the entertain-
ment of Professor Pribyl's pupils, held at Libuse's Hall, on the
night of February 20.
Rev. Father Provincial paid his annual visit to the college dur-
ing the last week of February and the first of March. Following
close upon his arrival the students were given a holiday.
On the eve of January 12 the Philosophers' quartette enter-
tained the Catholic Order of Foresters with catchy song. On Feb-
ruary 9 thev assisted at Professor L. Hutter's musical, held at
Kimball Hall
The Philosophers' quartette—Paul Devine, John Seger, Hector
Brosseau and Joseph Tyrrell
—
gained quite a reputation for them-
selves during the Christmas holidays. They sang the midnight mass
at the French church in Pullman on holy Christmas morn. Not
satisfied with their labors, they returned to the city and sang at the
four o'clock mass in the Church of Our Lady of Perpetual Help.
The Senior debate took place on Wednesday evening, March 22,
before a large and appreciative audience. The question: "Is the
Study of Latin and Greek Essential to a Liberal Education?" was
a new departure by the college which hitherto has always presented
some current topic. Contrary to expectation, however, it excited
considerable enthusiasm, which served to augment the success of the
affair. The abstract theme gave an excellent opportunity for close
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reasoning and some oratorical display, and hence was of more gen-
eral interest than would be supposed.
The affirmative side, upheld by John M. Ford, Payton J. Tuohy
and Jas. F. Rice, portrayed the stability, relation, lofty sentiment
and general broadness of the classics, and, while arguing that both
were necessary for a proper training of the mental faculties and
for esthetic culture, sought to disprove the possibility of substituting
any other studies. The opponents of the thesis, Eugene J. O'Neill,
Louis Brosseau and Joseph T. Tyrrell, taking full advantage of its
wording, admitted the efficacy of Latin and Greek, but claimed that
the modern languages, science, or a combination of both, would
achieve at least as good results as either one of the studies involved
in the discussion. The wording of the thesis made it almost un-
tenable, as, besides placing the burden of proof on the offirmative
side, it was a very severe statement. The arguments advanced by
the defenders of the classics were necessarily, with few excep-
tions, a priori, and as such did not appeal to the general public.
It was no great surprise, therefore, when the decision of the judges
declared the negative speakers victorious. The John Naghten medal,
offered annually for the best individual debate, was awarded to Jas.
F. Rice, of the losing side.
Many pleasant sallies in both the primary and rebuttal speeches
of the contestants greatly enlivened the debate itself, while the Col-
lege Glee Club, with the assistance of several instrumentalists, re-
lieved the tediousness of the unavoidable intermissions. On the
whole, the audience voted the evening's entertainment a most enjoy-
able one ; so that an observer might aptly say : "What was wanting
in wit was made up in laughter.
At the Junior-Sophomore oratorical contest, held at Associa-
tion Hall on March 22nd, the gold medal was awarded to Robert
J. Hoffman. William G. Epstein was next in merit. The other
speakers were Chas. E. Byrne, William M. Magee, Harold S.
Trainor and John K. Murphy.
After much worry, anxiety and undue solicitude, the Philoso-
pliers all passed through their semi-annual examination with honors.
It now looks as though the class of '05 will have the largest number
of candidates for the A.B. degree since the foundation of the col-
lege, in the year 1869. The class roster is twenty-three.
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The older students of the college were pleased to renew ac-
quaintance with the Rev. Father Dierkes, who some years ago was
prefect of discipline here. At the present time he is President of
St. Xavier College in Cincinnati.
It is whispered that the Glee Club has some very catchy songs
under cover for the close of the scholastic year. It may be taken
for granted that they will uphold, if not surpass, their past achieve-
ments. The orchestra promises on this occasion to outshine all
previous undertakings.
Mr. Joseph Wilczewski, S. J., professor of physics, gave a very
interesting lecture on wireless telegraphy on the eve of March 9
in the College Hall. It was of a popular character and illustrated
with experiments. A large number of people interested in elec-
tricity, and especially in Marconi's latest marvel, were present.
The elocution preliminaries for the college and academy are
announced for April 8.
The College Board of Trustees will again this year award a
number of scholarships. At the request of many reverend school
directors, who think the pupils will be better prepared for a test at
the beginning of vacation than at the end, the date of the examina-
tion this year has been set for Saturday, July 1. The following is
the substance of a circular letter mailed to the Reverend Directors
and Teachers of Chicago's Parochial Schools
:
"Of late years the trustees of St. Ignatius College, assisted by
the generosity of friends, have offered a number of free scholarships
to the parochial schools of the Chicago archdiocese.
" The following schools have thus far carried off the prizes
:
Cathedral, St. Charles', 3 ; St. James', 3 ; St. Jarlath's, St. Pius", 2
;
St. Brendan's, St. Mel's, Holy Family, 3; St. Bernard's, St. Mar-
garet's, Annunciation, Visitation, 2; All Saints', Nativity, 2; St.
Agatha's, St. Malachi's, St. IMary's of Evanston, St. Mary's of
Joliet, St. Mary's of Freeport, Sacred Heart, St. Andrew's, Our
Lady of Sorrows, St. Dionysius'.
"Besides, many pupils who failed to secure the coveted prize
passed very creditable examinations, and afterwards secured even a
higher standing during their college course than some who won
scholarships.
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"Such good results have been produced in the schools which
entered the contests, by inciting emulation amongst the pupils, and
in other ways, that the college authorities have decided to yield to
the wishes of school directors and teachers and award again this
year ten free scholarships.
"At the wish of some of the school directors, who think that
the pupils will be better prepared for the test at the beginning of
vacation than at the end, the date of the examination this year has
been set for the first day of July.
"All of the scholarships will be allotted by competitive examina-
tion.
" The pupil who makes the highest average will receive a
scholarship covering the entire High School and College courses
;
the other nine scholarships will extend over the High School course.
" Every precaution is taken to make the test as fair as possible.
The pupils do not write their name or the name of their school on
their papers ; and only when all the marks are handed in and noted
is the identity of the writer inquired into.
" Teachers are urged to send not only the best boy in their
school, but as many as possible of the leaders, since merely entering
the contest often gives a boy higher ambitions, and besides it not
infrequently happens that boys who are considered as leaders fail
to make as good a showing in examination as others.
" Moreover, since whatever tends to bring our Catholic schools
and colleges into closer harmony and relation must redound to the
benefit and improvement of our whole Catholic educational system
in Chicago, of which we are all so justly proud, the Reverend School
Directors and Teachers are requested to bring this announcement to
the notice of the pupils under their charge, and to encourage them
to take part in it."
Through the kindness of the faculty, " Andrews' Glass Blow-
ers " entertained the students on the first Monday of March. The
performance was pleasing and instructive, especially to those of the
scientific departments. After the entertainment souvenirs were pre-
sented the students.
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The Chrysostomian : The debating society held its election
immediately after the Xmas holidays. The balloting for office
proved to be the most exciting in years. The Poets and Rhets com-
bined their forces with the sole purpose of defeating the uniform
organization of the Philosophers. When the votes were counted the
spoils of battle were found to be equally divided; the seniors, juniors
and sophs each getting two officers : Vice-President, Justin F. Mc-
Carthy; Recording Secretary, William J. Rooney; Corresponding
Secretary, Eugene J. INIcHugh; Treasurer, Daniel J. Murray; Cen-
sors, James A. Murray and Edward J. Prendergast. Rev. W. F.
Robison, S. J., is President by appointment of Rev. Father Rector.
The Loyola Literary (Junior Debating Society) : The officers
for the second semester are : President, Rev. Joseph Hill, S. J.
;
Vice-President, Michael J. Heeney ; Recording Secretary and Treas-
urer, Daniel Murphy; Censors, James O'Brien and Daniel Lord.
Senior Sodality : The officers for second half year are : Di-
rector, Rev. Richard Slevin, S. J. ; First Prefect, James Burke
Second Prefect, Hector Brosseau; Third Prefect, Eugene O'Neill;
Secretary, James Kiely ; Treasurer, Payton Tuohy.
Junior Sodality: Director, Rev. M. J. Hoferer, S. J.; First
Prefect, William Frill; First Assistant, William O'Neill; Second
Assistant, Carmine Orgo; Secretary, Thomas Reedy; Treasurer,
E. Carroll ; Sacristans, William Carroll, Erwin Hasten.
Justin F. McCarthy, '05.
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Mr, Francis C. McNellis, of Rhetoric, '90, recently died.
David Herley, Philosophy, '82, who is with the Arbuckle Coffee
Company, is an active member of the Servite parish.
Robert M. Hennessy, of Special Class, '98, has joined the
Vincentian Order and is now at the Barrens, Missouri.
The Continental National Bank has three old students amongst
its employees, Michael Lambert, Thomas Anderson and William
Allen.
Arnold H.Brautigam, of Second Commercial, '88, is one of the
partners in the Halsted Street Safe Deposit Company. His brother-
in-law, George Marx, is a bright member of the Second Academic
Class.
Richard McDonough, a Commercial graduate of 1880, died of
pneumonia about a year ago. At the time of his death he held a
position in the employ of the city. His son Richard is now in the
Fourth Commercial Class.
Joseph M. Sheahan, who attended the North Side branch, and
afterwards finished the Humanities Class at the college in '01, is
now night editor of the Chicago Tribune. His father was a Jesuit
student in St. John's College, Frederick, Md.
The Collegian editors are pleased at the great appreciation
shown by our readers of the directory of lawyers and physicians
in our last issue. Mr. Fred W. Mayer asks to have his office address,
721 Chicago Opera House block, inserted in the directory of lawyers.
Mr. Mayer also says that he thinks that Adam Amberg, of First
Commercial, 1887, became a lawyer. Who will give us some further
information about him ?
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In our present number we give a list of former students who are now
engaged in the study of law or medicine. We shall be pleased to rectify
in a future issue any errors or omissions which may have crept into it.
The numbers immediately preceding the names indicate the last year in
which the student attended college.
LIST OF FORMER ST. IGNATIUS STUDENTS WHO ARE
NOW STUDYING LAW OR MEDICINE.
ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF LAW.
'00 Daniher, James A.
'00 McMahon, Arnold D.
'03 Hellgeth, Andrew W.
'03 Graber, Joseph A.
'04 Caplice, Michael J.
"00 Suransky, Mark J.
'99 Hilgers, John T









































JOHN MARSHALL LAW SCHOOL.
'02 Cook, Edgar J.
'86 Yore, Thomas F.
'88 Gleeson, James P.
CHICAGO LAW SCHOOL.
'95 L^-nch, Thomas J.
'00 Brady, William N.
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY LAW
SCHOOL.
'04 Murphy, John C.
'98 Gannon, Edward R.
INDIANA UNIVERSITY.
'03 Zimmer, George F.
ANN ARBOR, MICH.



























Joseph T. O'Donnell, '00 ; Bernard E. Naughton, '00, and John
H. McCarthy, Poetry, '98, received the order of priesthood on
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January 25. Minor orders, the diaconate and the sub-diaconate,
were conferred by Bishop Muldoon in the college chapel on the
preceding days.
Mr. M. Edward Gueroult, '00, has formed a real estate partner-
ship under the name " McAuley & Gueroult." His friends will find
him always ready to do business at 97 Washington street.
Mr. Frank E. Cook, of Humanities, '88, is at present the super-
intendent of the Pullman Company in St. Louis. He has held that
position since about the opening of the World's Fair, having been
sent there from the New York office in order to handle the rush of
visitors to the Fair City. He was married last October to a Miss
Smith, of New York City.
We hear that Arthur Ziegler, a former member of the college
orchestra, is playing a regular engagement at the Academy Theater.
Charles Camp, of Philosophy, 1901, was ordained in November
for the negro mission in the South. He belongs to the Josephite
order, and at present is stationed at St. Joseph's College for negro
boys at Montgomery, Ala.
The college play held at Powers' Theatre drew large audiences
for the two performances. Besides the acting contingent, the
musical societies, orchestra, glee club and choir were also much in
evidence. These societies, under their various directors, had been
long preparing for this great event, and all were ready and anxious
to do all in their power to make the affair a grand success. The
Glee Club, in the histrionic costumes of hunters, courtiers, etc., sang
their way to the hearts of their hearers, and though their work in
the forest scene lacked, as a whole, force and spirit, still it gave
evidence of intelligent training. In the palace scene the " Grand
Ode to the King," sung by the Glee Club and Choir with the orches-
tra as accompanist, gained well earned applause. The Academic
Choir entertained the audience with graceful dancing, which was
well received and encored. "The Trio Sextet" were affected with
an aggravated case of stage fright; nevertheless, they managed to
sing with credit. The difficult entr' act pieces were rendered by
the College Orchestra, which, although its duty committed it to the
pit, was not a small part of the entertainment. On the whole, the
societies held up their portion of the programme in a worthy and
proficient manner.
THE CONCERT.
It was a large and well disposed audience that assembled at
Association Hall for the second annual concert of the musical so-
cieties of the college. All were there to enjoy a good time and
applaud vigorously for the young musicians. The orchestra, under
the direction of its able leader. Professor Pribyl, opened with " En-
couragement Overture," which was well liked and encored. The
boys entered heartily into the spirit of the piece and drew upon them-
selves many compliments for their expressive rendition. The Glee
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Club, irresistible in its dress suit, sang a medley selection and, true
to its custom, made a " hit." Professor Hutter gave a piano solo
and his many friends were well pleased by his perfect technique and
conscientious interpretation. The Select Choir, composed of boys
from the Academic Choir, sang a song in the rendition of which
they were ably assisted by Mr. John Seger. The stringed instru-
ments of the orchestra, assisted by the junior pupils of Mr. Pribyl,
under his direction gave Moret's " Petite Symphony," and showed
that they had profited much by the excellent instruction of their
teacher. The choir sang a song about mice and cats, entitled " The
Mice in Council," which was encored. Mr. Pribyl, the orchestra
director, captivated the audience with his fine interpretation of
De Beriot's concerto, which was so well liked that even the scenery
refused to allow his departure from the stage. It is to Mr. Pribyl
that the credit for the orchestra's proficiency is to be given, for he
has accomplished great things in the last few years and brought the
organization to the enviable position it now occupies. With a song
by the Glee Club and a finale by the orchestra the programme ended
and all left, wishing the societies the best of good luck and thanking
them for their delightful evening.
Joseph D. O'Dgnnell, '05.
THE PLAY.
The production of the college play, "King Robert of Sicily,"
took place at Powers' theatre. The performance drew a large and
appreciative audience who repeatedly made manifest their ap-
proval of the sentiment contained in the lines and the dramatic effort
of the players. The performance was attended with good fortune
and suffered none of the mishaps so prevalent in amateur theatricals.
The reading, the dramatic action of the individual principles, as well
as the placing of the supernumeraries, brought out satisfactorily the
spirit of the play.
One feature, however, detracted in great measure from the
interest and general standing of the production. The scenery and
stage-fittings, especially in the court scenes, are deserving of condem-
nation. In modern drama it seems that the once popular court scene
has passed into oblivion and surely when one occurs it needs a
somewhat distinctive setting. The scene in King Robert's palace, if
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the program had mentioned it as such, would have served just as
well for an ordinary sitting room. The bad effect of this feature
was augmented by the failure of the make-up artist to provide the
courtiers with beards. As it was, these gentlemen of the court,
beneath their over-healthy complexions, looked more like pages than
what they were supposed to represent. The costumer, too, who sent
them forth to strut in the sock and buskin, unfortunately forgot to
provide the latter article. This woeful insult to tradition, however,
as well as the other little faults, were practically lost sight of,
it is pleasant to say, in the contemplation of the several leading
characters.
Justin F. McCarthy in the title role gave an almost perfect
interpretation. Indeed, except for a perceptible disposition to rant in
the dungeon scene, his acting was without a serious blemish. Clothed
in his gorgeous robe of purple, all portions of which he was most
careful to display, he strode about the stage with all the hauteur of a
Richard. His transition from foaming wrath to cool exasperation
was pleasing to behold ; while the greatest incident of the play—his
awful defi to heaven before his deposition—was an action the credit
for which is owing both to him for his elocutionary display and to
the author for his skill in penning such a pasage.
Charles H. Joy, as the agent of heaven in the humiliation of the
bizarre Robert, read his lines in a well-modulated voice and with
pleasing effect. His entire action, notably his sudden entrance upon
the solitude of the king and the ensuing interview, was elevated. For
this much credit is due, because in such an action there is but a
step between the sublime and the ridiculous. His departure from
this mundane sphere, though of course from no fault of his own,
was lacking in dramatic eft'ect.
What may be said to have been the character role of the play
was undertaken by Charles E. Byrne. In his hands the hermit was
natural in bearing and action and consequently quite acceptable. Mr.
Byrne's voice, naturally heav}% was perhaps a little firm for so aged
a character as the hermit, but the general interpretation was such
as to outshadow any trifling defects. The part of the bluff' peasant
as played by Robert J. Hoffman was characterized by the temerity
which would be expected in such a personage. This characteristic
lent interest and zest to the several tilts with the overbearing king.
Others worthy of mention for general efficiency are Edw. F.
O'Grady and Harry M. Thometz, companions of Robert; Eugene
J. O'Neil, the papal legate ; and Paul B. Drevniak, the royal warden.
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Mr. John Moore, the college instructor in gymnastics, began
with the second term of school to train the academic members of
the gymnasium, with the result that on Friday evening, March 3,
at 8 o'clock, a very entertaining gymnastic exhibition was given
to the public in the college hall. That the exhibition was a grand
success was evident from the applause of the audience. The feats of
John Seger and Henry La Voie, the jesters, were very much ap-
preciated and loudly applauded. The unique performances of Mr.
John Moore, who measures 6 feet 5 inches, met with repeated en-
cores, especially the one in which he inserted himself into a box
16 X 18 X 24 inches. Following is the programme
:
1. Horizontal-bar work, consisting of hangs, mounts, circles, levers, kips,
back-ups, fl3!'-aways, etc.
2. Song and dance by Buck and Wing.
3. Exercises on the horse, including mounts, vaults, scissors, rolls, springs
and dives.
4. Song by Philosophers' Quartette.
5. Work on parallel bars—Stands, rolls, vaults, travels, kips, springs and
balances.
6. Exercises on the mat, in which jumps, springs, balances, diving,
tumbling, brother acts, pyramids and a few Jiu Jitsu feats will be attempted.
Participants—Paul G. Amberg, Auguste V. Beauvais, Thomas Furlong,
Francis Furlong, Joseph A. Gauer, William N. Goggin, Raj'mond Hartney,
John Howard, John Jordan, Joseph Lannon, Thomas J. McNulty, Albert J.
O'Grady, William Oink, Fred J. Pollitz.
Assisted By—Robt. J. Leahy, Henry F. LaVoie, Felix Chouinard, John
Suldane, Edward F. O'Grady, Anthony D. Scimica, Ignatus Doyle, Harold
McClintock, John Seger, Paul Drevniak, Joseph Tyrrell, Hector Brosseau.
The net was put up the fore part of February and quite a num-
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ber of baseball aspirants have been loosening up their pitching arms
during the noon recess. Whatever may have been the fortunes of
St. Ignatius in football, she can always boast of a good baseball
team, and it is rumored that there will be some wonderful achieve-
ments the coming season. Jim Kiely, who intends to pitch, confided
to us that he would make all the Philosophers open their eyes in
astonishment ; and Keane claims that he will far surpass his pitching
of last year. Ed O'Grady is saying nothing, but he is determined
that second base will not be taken out of his keeping. With these
and Meaney, Carroll, Quigley and Seger of last year's team, and a
host of good material to select from, the baseball prospects of St.
Ignatius are very rosy,
Mr. Phee has been chosen manager.
The schedule as thus far arranged is as follows
:
Austin High School April 20th
St. Cyril College May 4th
Armour Institute May 12th
Physicians and Surgeons May 20th
Oak Park May 25th
Morgan Park June 1st
Armour Institute June 3rd
St. Viateur College June 4th
Chicago University
Chicago University, Second Team
The last two games have been arranged but the dates have
not yet been determined upon.




J Keane, J. Kiely.
First Basemen
—
J. Kiely, J. Lannon.
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passim*
Shakespeare, through his blundering- Falstalt, said
;
"The greater part of valor is discretion."
But why ought I discretion use,
When men should smile and calmly muse.
So if herein you see a jest,
Just laugh and take it for the best.
"THE JUG."
Gee! it's fierce the way they soak you
When your Latin you've forgot,
And you don't know nuthin' 'bout the blamed old grammar;
When the teacher soft reminds
That you must learn twenty lines
Why you feel as though he's hit you with a hammer.
When you've rubbed yer troubled head
And you've almost wished j'e're dead.
And ye're in the Jug a pluggin' at the grammar;
When you hear the kids at ball.
Why, yer heart just bumps—that's all,
And you feel as though he's hit you with a hammer.
Moral: "Study, Boys, Study!"
A GREAT DEED
No person knows how^ great a hero he is until the occasion is
offered him. Such was the case of our friend, John Hempstead
Devine. The opportunity was afforded him and he responded like a
gallant hero. It was noon ; the streets were crowded with pedes-
trians, when of a sudden a horse and wagon were spied coming-
down Twelfth street without a driver. Excitement was in the air.
In a moment on all sides were heard the wild cries : "A runaway
!
A runaway ! Stop him I Stop him !" The horse was slowly
WALKING^ and was about to cross the Blue Island avenue car tracks
when Devine, the hero of the hour, came into view. He dropped
his coat and books, never thinking of the danger he underwent,
rushed out into the street, caught the horse's bridle and, in a powerful
voice, cried "Whoa I" At the command of J. Hempstead the
animal stopped in his tracks. Thus excitement subsided, danger Was
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averted and thousands of lives, perhaps, saved; for remember the
horse was slowly walking. Devine is to receive (let us hope) a
"Carnegie medal" for his bravery.
A TRUE STORY.
There's a good story going the rounds on Charles Byrne of the
time when he rambled about in knickerbockers. The affair happened
at a period when Chas. was not up in literature. One day he, with
a crowd of youngsters, went to the theatre, and, as it happened,
the play was "Romeo and Juliet." On returning home he told his
parents of having seen Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet." His
father said: "Charles, how did you enjoy the balcony scene?"
With quick response Chas. answered : "Oh, I wasn't in the balcony,
father ; I was in nigger heaven." Byrnes, shame on you ! I guess
Charley knows by this time how to discuss the merits of the balcony
scene of "Romeo and Juliet." If not, why "Shame on you !"
TOO MUCH.
Quaker Trainor : Has Sychowski any imagination ?
Stagg ^Nlurphy: Alas, yes. He thinks he can sing, "Oh, how
the birds envy him ! "
DO TELL.
Philander Roche: I suppose you were pleased with the auto
you received as a birthday present.
Millionaire Stafford: Oh, just carried away with it.
How nice to hear you speak that way, Carney. So independent
of you, don't you know?
HOW EASY.
Tyrrell (the wit) : There was a terrible accident on La Salle
street this morning.
Tuohy (the inquisitive man from Joliet) : What was it?
Tyrrell: The cable car ran into the tunnel.
OH, JOY.
Hurrah for the boy
Whose name is La Voie.
He's as neat as a toy.
Oh, joy! Oh, joy. Oh, joy!
Joy : A very nice name, think you so, Charley ?
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HARD LUCK JAMES.
Meany : Say, why is Kiely so mortified to-day ?
Lausson : He fell into a box of mortar, that's the reason.
Notice: Will Stock Yards Sun please copy, so that the above
may be used in case of " Kiely vs. Mortor."
Late News: Willie Magee, of pugilistic fame, is now giving
lessons in the art of scientific boxing. One of Willie's best pupils
is young O'Connor, who will shortly be seen in the ring with that
well-known South Side author and boxer, Hugo Lynch. Professor
Magee has announced that he will give lessons in the college on
Tuesdays and Fridays, from 12 to 1. Let's see who'll be the first
to put the professor out of business ?
The other day Edward O'Grady was busily engaged in a politi-
cal discussion with his friend Epstein, when a young fellow back
of him remarked : " Say, O'Grady is certainly light headed ! " Ed
thought it was an insult, and immediately wanted to start trouble.
The youth thereupon apologized, saying : " I meant your hair was
light, not your head." Well, I think that's about right, isn't it,
Edward? Yes, certainly!
WHAT QUICK THOUGHT WILL DO.
It was the morn of the chemistry examination. There was a
slight nervousness, but still a smile on every face, especially on that
of Bill Rooney. He knew his matter, so what did he care. The
questions were given out, ten in all, and so the " ex." was on.
Every one was busy, as a time limit was put on each question. Of
them all Rooney's pen seemed to work the fastest, but still—^the time
was up and Bill had yet one question to answer, the longest and
hardest of the ten. Quick as a flash he wrote " I know this question,
but time will not permit my answering it; instead will refer you to
Hines and Young's chemistry for the same." Rooney passed—
through the door and went home for lunch,
THE REAL CAUSE.
Jimmie Keane: What made McGovern sick during the holi-
days ? Too much candy and sweets, I suppose.
Bill Lannon : Not on your life ! He smoked too many of his
father's cigars.
Jimmie Keane : Oh, that's why he stopped smoking ?
Bill Lannon : Sure thing, little man.
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A GOOD INTENTION.
Paul Devine : What are you doing for Lent, kid ?
John Parker Seger : I'm trying to answer my lessons correctly.
Paul Devine : By that you mean that you've turned over a
new page and taken to study.
J. Parker Seger : You're on. Now, please, Paul, keep it quiet.
Remember, not a word to any one, not even to those that live in
Pullman.
Paul Devine : All right, kido, I'll remember, for that's what
I'm doing these days—remembering and forgetting.
A POINTER
Having started moral philosophy, our seniors should take up
the question which the University of Chicago logicians were afraid
to answer and see if it couldn't be brought to a direct conclusion,
namely : "Should a person pay his car fare when the conductor has
by accident overlooked him. Justin McCarthy^ '05.
•^•aap^
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Did you have any trouble translating " sine qua non " to your
friends ?
" Lacte domum referent distenta capellae uhera." " Your goats
will return home, their rudders distended with milk." Devereux
must have misheard the prelection.
There are still happy days ahead for the " cooking school " joke.
Wait till " domestic science " supplants Greek.
Do you know the fellow that goes into the restaurant, eats his
" dainty dime dinner " and walks out with thirteen cents' worth of
toothpicks ?
Again the spring robin, the spring poem, the spring Collegian.
I suppose we'll see Mike McGovern's tan clogs again pretty
soon, eh?
Now that Greek and Latin have been found unnecessary, I
wonder if the penance will be any lighter if one of the poor " knowl-
edge seekers " should happen to overlook the Latin Theme ?
The piano recital held at Kimball Hall was an artistic success,
though some people thought that when Lord and Ouinn both started
to tease the piano Mr. Kimball stood small chance of ever getting
his instrument back.
The Glee Club certainly distinguished itself at the debate. The
audience forgot their anxiety at waiting for the decision in trying
to break the encore record. We stopped counting the thirty-eighth
time they came out, so we don't know whether or not the audience
succeeded.
During the last quarter several members of the different classes
participated in a tragedy entitled " A Dismal Failure." The scene
was laid in St. Ignatius College, and the dramatic action reached its
climax on Distribution Day. It is hinted that if the performance is
repeated the title will be changed to " Why Smith Left College."
The members of the Gymnasium Association gave two exhibi-
tions of their prowess on March 2 and 3. Under the tutorship of
Mr. Moore the juniors had advanced to such a state of proficiency
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that no " stunt " was too difficult for them. The result was that the
audience was kept in a state of alternate delight and alarm from the
first " monkey swing " until the crash of the " block house." Jack
Ward again distinguished himself by his clever work, and Auguste
Beauvais proved himself to be a lithesome gymnast. Ignatius Doyle,
somewhat heavier than in former years, but still agile, was a promi-
nent performer. Messrs. La Voie and Seger, assisted by the startling
wave of Willie Oink's " coiffure," furnished the fun.
The second annual concert, held at Association Hall, was a com-
plete success and moreover a musical treat. The choir sang as they
never sang before, and we doubt if they will ever do as well again.
Each tinkling voice blended into a harmonious whole that merited a
well earned encore, and the expression and emotion they put in
" Puss, Puss," was enough to make a policeman cry—and that's
" going some." The orchestra had a reputation to sustain, and
did it, the select choir had none, but made one. In fact, every one
did well, from the boy in the last row of the choir to the chap that
beat the drum. They may well be proud of themselves, for we cer-
tainly are of them.
The elocution prehminaries will take place on April 8, and the
contest some time in May. " Cicero " Murphy, of " Spartan Boy "
fame, will spout. Verily, it will be good.
August Bowe, by reason of the queer aspect of his visage, lit-
erally " butted " into prominence last week. He is the possessor of
one of the finest black eyes it has ever been our pleasure to view.
To be strictly correct, it is not a *' black " eye, as it blends from a
deep black to a blushing purple. Early in the week Bowe stopped
giving explanations of how he got the eye, but up to a late hour last
night the feature was still prominent. The gentleman has our sin-
cerest sympathies, and we recommend raw beefsteak.
At its midyear class election Humanities B elected the following
officers for the year of 1905: President, E. P. O'Connor; Vice-
President, E. P. McHugh; Secretary, J. P. Howard; Treasurer,
J. P. Roche.
Many new^ titles of popular fiction have been added to the
library, but you're a lucky man indeed if you can snatch one from the
" hoi polloi" that surround the cases.
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To say that John Sackley created a sensation when one cold
day in March he appeared wearing an abbreviated college cap, is to
put it mildly. The gentleman almost started a riot. It seemed about
as consistent as a poem on Spring in December, or a Panama hat on
young Furlong. We don't care to criticise, but really, Jawn, it did
not look first class.
Very few people know how extremely close that peerless sing-
ing body, the Junior Choir, came to not having an accompanist on
the night of the Junior-Sophomore contest. Early in the evening
Father Cassilly received word that Quinn was in a wreck. The out-
come was that when the time for the choir's appearance arrived
Ouinn, like Sheridan, was twenty miles away. The Philosophy
quartette was substituted and a respite was granted, but time sped
and still Quinn was a minus quantity. Five minutes before time
rapid footsteps were heard and at the doorway stood the panting




We have one of the best of stories concerning " Jawn
"
Keeler, but ye scribe has not yet recovered from the treatment he
received when he complimented Mr, Keeler on his appearance in
his " Spalding's complete football outfit." However, we expect to
finish our " Jiu Jitsu " course by next issue, so we feel safe in prom-
ising it for that number.
Lest you forget.
We say it yet
—
*"' Soc et tuum."
Emmet Royce, '08.
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Haven of days serene,
Cradle of art efficacious,
Mistress of blessings unseen!
Even tho' time stealeth hither
Fruits of thy labor to glean,
Naught our remembrance can wither,
Naught our afifection can wean.
When the wintry winds are blowing,
Or the fields of spring are glowing.
Or the trees with summer bloom are bending low.
When the saffron leaves are falling.
We shall hearken to the calling
Of a voice that seems within our souls to flow.
As we listen to its singing,
Idle thoughts, their journey winging.
To the days we'll ne'er forget, will backward go.
When thro' shades of down slow creeping,
On the earth the sun starts peeping.
Or the chime at vesper-tide is being tolled.
As from firelight flames entrancing.
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Scenes of by-gone days advancing
Steal upon forgetful fancy as of old,
Like the streams within the valley
Then in spirit we shall rally
Round a vivid pennant of Maroon and Gold.
Onward Ignatius!
E'er may thy sons prove true,
Turning with smiles ever gracious,
Flowers of praise to strew
;
And may the rains of the ages
Fall on thy head like dew.
And all of history's pages
Deeds of Ignatius imbue.
James F. Rice, '05.
Cfje Classics in CDucatton.
JOHN NAGHTEN DEBATE—SECOND AFFIRMATIVE. .
Resolved, That the study of Latin and Greek is essential to a
liberal education.
We have no need to dwell on the state of the question. We are
all agreed that a liberal education, as the first affirmative speaker has
put it, means the development of all the mental faculties of man.
Now the question arises, what studies are essential and best
suited for this universal development? Are all of equal merit or
are some of more worth than others? We of the affirmative side
maintain that Latin and Greek are the only branches that can right-
fully assume the responsibility of this tremendous task. We do not
have to prove our assertion, for the presumption lies in our favor.
These two studies have been holding their own for the last four hun-
dred years or more. But, of course, with all due respect for our ad-
versaries' opinions, we must take under consideration any substitute
they deem fit to ofifer.
Now we are confronted with the question, "Why not supplant
those ancient classics with the modern languages, mathematics and
the natural sciences ?" Well said, my adversaries
;
your distribution
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is complete. But can we do this and still maintain the liberal edu-
cation in its entirety ? Let us see. ^.-j
My colleague has shown you the true worth of the modern lan-
guages in comparison with the classics and I believe you are con-
vinced of their incompetence as a substitute. Now permit me to say
something about mathematics and natural sciences. Does mathe-
matics equal or surpass the classics in mind development? We ad-
mit that the study of mathematics requires a great amount of rea-
soning, but how are you going to account for its deficiency in mem-
ory and esthetic cultivation? It lacks two essential notes required
for a liberal education.
Now we may consider the sciences, so strongly lauded by our
adversaries. This is the substitute on which the first negative
speaker has so insisted ; this is the substitute the rest of the negative
speakers will endeavor to cling to as the last straw. Why, my
friends, they offer the sciences like patent medicines, recommended
to cure any and all diseases, as nature's own remedy—composed of
the purest and best ingredients, roots, herbs, flowers, etc. But what
do they recommend in the sciences? They tell us that the sciences
cultivate the mind, for in this study you must ever investigate the
causes of things. They tell us that they give us the best of infor-
mation, for in the study of the sciences we learn of the things about
us—those with which we are in contact in our daily life. Be it so.
But let me tell you, my friends, in no way can the sciences equal or
surpass the classics in mind development. In the study of these lan-
guages there is a continual search for the causes of things. There
are ever present the why and the wherefore. There is the syntax,
the structure of verbs, the laws of agreement and government, all of
which require the closest application and inquiry. The very fact
that their grammar is logic itself, that the structure of the language
and method therein imprints an indelible mark of order on the minds
to which they are applied alone render them indispensable. Not so
in the sciences. There, all work is mere speculation, and discoveries
are most frequently made by accident. As for the information which
we obtain in the classics it is of a better and higher nature than
that obtained in science, notwithstanding the fact that our opponents
contend that when we study science we study the works of God,
while in literature we study man's works. You must remember,
my friends, that when you study nature you study material forces,
while in literature you study mental forces. Now which is the high-
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er? You can well answer for yourselves. In science we study only
of material things, but in the classics we study people. We learn
of the manners and lives of the greatest people that ever trod the
earth—the Romans and the Greeks. We see their rise and fall, and
we learn the causes of each. We see how virtue is taught and vice
condemned—respect for authority is inculcated and disobedience is
discountenanced. Can science teach those lessons? Could science
give us those laws which we obtained from the classical Romans?
Could science give the ideal thoughts which we have received from
the Greek literature? Why, my friends, the classics give us every-
thing which uplifts humanity, elevates mankind, refines manners
and cultivates the mind. Are not these of greater moment than some
trivial information in regard to ttie length of a comet's tail or the
number of microbes in a decayed apple?
Again, science of itself tends to narrow man's mind. We have
example of this in the world about us. We have but to look to
those scientists who are blinded to all other duties in life except the
care and investigation of the irrational animals, the bugs and plants.
Place one of those cramped scientists in the midst of a beautiful
natural scene and tell him to express its richness and fullness of
beauty, and what will he do? He will start out to tell you of the
shape of the leaves on the trees and the shelter they afford the birds
that flit about. He will describe how they are suitable for animal
and insect nourishment. Here he stops—he has reached his limit.
He makes the end of God's world solely the well-being of animals
and insects. Such men, I might add. are the rash materialists of
today.
So it is with the other narrow scientists. They want everything
in chemical formula or classified lists. Before the chemist can find
beauty in creation he must place the whole of it in his crucible, and
then the beauty must appear in the form of minerals, acids, bases or
salts, else he pronounces the whole thing a failure. So too with your
physicists, who possess no knowledge of the classics. They are ever
pursuing the knowledge of the forces of nature and form of matter,
and without a moment's reflection on the noble side of life. You
can talk to them of nothing spiritual, for they lack the elevation
to form an idea of the spiritual. Matter, matter and all is matter.
I do not condemn science as an evil, for well regulated science
is a blessing to humanity. But what I do condemn is the replacing
of the classics by science, especially when science left to itself nar-
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rows and dwarfs the mind and destroys the tranquilHty and sim-
pHcity of mankind by giving rise to materiaHsm. We insist on the
maintenance of the classics as requisites to show the scientist the
true relation of his pursuit to other things. We insist on the classics
in order that they may free the scientist from the slavery of one
line of thought and enable him to think on many subjects. In
other words, we wish to give to the non-classical scientist an educa-
tion that will make him a free man. That is the aim of a liberal
education—to make man intellectually free. We insist on the scient-
ist having all his faculties well developed, the judgment, the imagina-
tion with the esthetic sense as well as the others, and to accom-
plish this, the influence and environment of the idealistic classics
must be had.
Here our adversaries demand something that suits the require-
ments of the age and something that will serve an immediate pur-
pose in life. "The classics must go," they say, "for they no longer
serve a useful purpose." If they demand something that suits the
need of the age we can offer nothing better than the classics. The
need of the present age is virtue, truth, judgment and refinement,
and the classics are the fountain springs whence you may obtain
them.
But the immediate purpose ! What do they mean by this im-
mediate purpose? Do they mean something that will serve as a
certificate for the almighty dollar? My friends, it is this "utiHty"
of today that perverts the end of education. Vast numbers of our
countrymen care nothing for education for education's sake. Give
those utilitarians an education in terms of dollars and cents and they
will laud it to the stars. Education should be useful, but there are
two kinds of utilities, a higher and a lower. In no way should
this lower utility supplant the higher, for then is neglected that
nobler, intellectual and spiritual life which constitutes humanity's
full stature.
You may bring in your modern languages, mathematics and nat-
ural sciences. We are liberal enough to allow everything that is
good, but you must leave Latin and Greek as the groundwork and
regulators of those secondary branches. You must leave those stud-
ies which enable man to solve the problem of life,—leave those
studies that teach man the symphony of life, that teach him "to
live content with small means, to seek elegance rather than luxury,
and refinement rather than fashion. To be worthy, not respectable
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and wealthy, not rich. To study hard, think quietly, talk gently, act
frankly—in a word, to let the spiritual, unbidden and unconscious
grow up through the common." This is the true end and meaning of
a liberal education. It is this meaning Aristotle had in view when
he said, "there are branches of learning and education which we
must study with a view to the ennoblement of man and the enjoy-
ment of leisure, and these are to be valued for their own sake."
You cannot justly take away from us those humanizing studies
;
those that have given us the crystallized thought of the past. You
cannot take from us those humanities which enkindle the imagina-
tion and irradiate the reason. Rather leave those studies that have
made the modern mind, leave them that they may better the modern
times. Remember that when you take away the principle by which
man grows intellectually, you rob him of a sacred right. You may
improve on other things, but the process by which man becomes
really man is "unchangeable amid changes."
It is indeed time that the modern minds were realizing their
position in regard to liberal education. Let them barken to the call
for noble men—men with broad minds that see more than one thing
in life. Let them strive for success, but keep in mind the time-worn
expression, "many are called, but few are chosen." If the men of
this age would be among the few chosen they must cherish those
studies which make them eligible. For success and happiness through
the different ways of life, be they rough or smooth-paved, the classics
must be the guide and watchword. Payton J. Tuohy, '05.
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JOHN NAGHTEN DEBATE—SECOND NEGATIVE.
FROM the days of antiquity down to the present time, educa-
tion has continued to be a problem to learned minds. It was
solved during the Renaissance by the employment of the
ancient classics, but today conditions have changed and educators
are everywhere asking this question : "Shall we adhere to the ideals
of four centuries ago, or shall we, as did the men of that time,
adapt old ideals to new circumstances?" The controversy on this
subject is set forth in our question, "Is a study of Latin and Greek
essential for a liberal education ?"
The meaning of the term liberal education varies with each
age, but in general it is a training that makes a man free intellect-
ually, one that broadens his views of things about him, in opposition
to a training that would make him narrow minded, a slave to one set
of ideas. Today a man has a liberal education when his mind is
fully disciplined to apprehend the beauties of art and literature and
the truths of science, mathematics and religion.
With this in mind turn again to the question which states that
a study of Latin and Greek is essential for such an education. Upon
the word essential depends the issue of the debate. Its presence in
the statement restricts our oppenents to arguments upon this ground
;
—
"The classics not only are productive of liberal education, but no
other study or combination of studies can achieve it, unless supple-
mented by a thorough study of those two languages." This is the
sole point on which I differ from my opponents. I do not decry the
study of Latin and Greek, for I am most firmly convinced of their
great value as mind trainers. But the fact that they are liberalizing
is no foundation for the statement that they are the only liberalizing
studies. And yet is this not what my adversaries imply when they
attempt to persuade you that a liberal education can be obtained
only through the classics of Latin and Greek? Is this not their
meaning when they assert that as long as a knowledge of even one
of these languages is wanting, no matter what else a student's train-
ing or acquaintance with the modern classics may be, he can in no
sense of the term be called liberallv educated ?
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This was very true in the times of the Renaissance, when the
ancient classics were practically the sole means of culture, but are
we of today to shut our eyes to the great advance that has been made
in every other study, and still cling to the old theory that both Latin
and Greek are essentials ? By no means. Noted educators of today
see the fallacy of the argument, "The classics have been the best
in the past, hence nothing equals them in education today."
These men realize that the studies of Latin and Greek, so long
worshipped at the shrine of liberal education, are no longer essen-
tials. They see that these studies are not needed to develop the rea-
soning powers, as mathematics and philosophy cover that ground;
nor do we need them to develop the esthetic sense, for we have the
classics of modern times to yield that kind of mental culture ; while
Ifor the memory, history, the noblest of studies, and the sciences, each
with an almost appalling array of facts, surely can give it sufficient
training.
All studies owe a great part of their value in education to the
way in which they are taught. The classics reached their perfection
in this years ago when science and the modern languages were still
in their infancy in education. Today conditions are changed. For
while the classics are still taught in the same way, methods of teach-
ing the modern branches have been revolutionized in even the past
twenty-five years. The advocates of Latin and Greek have been well
aware of this advance, and have attempted to bring their systems
up to date by the introduction of new studies. At first they claimed
allegiance to Latin and Greek alone, but one by one the modern lan-
guages and the sciences forced a recognition from them, and a com-
bination of these branches forms their system of education of today.
Now since the time allowed for the acquirement of a liberal
education is very limited indeed, it is evident that in the modernizing
of the classical system, with the introduction of new studies into
an already overflowing course, educators encounter the great abuse
of all education. I refer to superficiality. It is impossible, in this
limited amount of time, to teach thoroughly the classics, the modern
languages, mathematics, the sciences, not to mention philosophy
and history, without neglect of some of these branches. As a matter
of fact, in the system advocated by my opponents, the classics re-
ceive the greater share of the time, while all the other studies suflfer
in consequence, and the student is turned out educated to a certain
extent in these two dead languages, but woefully weak in every
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modern branch. We can hope to escape this superficiality and at
the same time maintain an up-to-date system, only at the expense
of Latin or Greek.
Does the education imparted then cease to be liberal ? Most em-
phatically no. All educators agree that language is the most liberal-
izing of all studies. Now, with more time devoted to study of the
modern languages, which besides being liberalizing are also useful,
what is there, I ask, to make this system illiberal? On the contrary
it may even be said to be more liberal than the other, for, in the
added time given to French and German the student can easily mas-
ter these languages, and this opens up to him the broad field of their
beautiful literatures, a field forever hidden from his view had he spent
this time on Latin or Greek. How can my opponents conscientiously
deny the value of our modern masterpieces? How can they truth-
fully assert that the mighty works of Goethe and Schiller, of Moliere
and Racine, of Dante, of Milton and our immortal Shakespeare have
by themselves absolutely no liberalizing effect in education ?
Limited as I am in the way of time, it is extremely difficult to
put clearly before your minds this complex question. But believe
me, I have ever in view the interests of true liberal education of to-
day when I assert the value of a system based on the modern lan-
guages and supplemented by the noble sciences. Examine closely the
old ideals of education. Retain what in them is good, reject what is
unsuited to present needs and then with the addition of the modern
studies, the languages of today and the sciences, form a system
that entirely meets the demands of liberal education of the present
time. Louis C. Brosseau, '05.
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HY radiant face, O Mother bright
Celestial speaks of thee,
And like the Morning Star of light
Beams crystal purity.
As in the torrid summer days
The rains refresh the flowers,
So is thy cherished name always
To these fond hearts of ours.
No diamond has more brilliancy.
More brightly gleams no flame.
No sunshine has more purity
Than thy sweet virgin name.
When into sins dark path we stray
And Heavens face we fear,
O, guide us to the narrow way
And Mother, be thou near!
Thy love has smiled upon us all
Ere we thy name could know.
Before we lisped our baby call
With happy voice and low.
God's Holy Son was born of thee
And when His race was run.
Confirmed in thee maternity
Of us so dearly won.
Our mother hast thou always been
Our mother without stain.
E'en to us in the coils of sin
Our mother wilt remain.
Patrick Mulhbrn, '07
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JOHN NAGHTEN DEBATE—THIRD AFFIRMATIVE.
THE meaning of a Liberal education has already been placed
before us. It only remains for me to declare that the primary
object, the training of man's mental faculties must be sub-
served by any system proposed at any time, and to declare, further-
more, that for its basis, at least, Latin and Greek are essential.
Now, from the very idea of the word "liberal" one perceives
that an education properly so called must have certain marks or
characteristics, without which it cannot exist. An education, to be
termed liberal in the correct sense of the word, must aim to cultivate,
not the narrow specialist, but the man—the entire man with all
the faculties which belong to the greatest being of visible creation.
It must give a training both lasting and severe ; it must contain as
its basis a few well related studies which will conspire to obtain the
end so ardently desired.
So much, indeed, is evident to anyone whose observations have
led him within the realm of higher education. The system of
studies required to effect such a training, however, though quite as
patent to an honest student of the problem, is, perhaps, not so evi-
dent to the ordinary observer. And this last named individual, it
may be added, to avoid a haphazard observation and consequent
erroneous conclusions, should constantly bear in mind that direct
utility is the most fallacious of standards in the world of education.
If the aspirant to a liberal education must measure and weigh his
studies in the balance of dollars and cents, then too must the athlete
abandon his gymnastic apparatus and substitute for it the bellows
and the anvil of the practical blacksmith.
But what, after all, are the studies necessary to attain the end
which we have in view? The question is an old one and the an-
swers are varied ; but we of the affirmative side, realizing the benefits
of the grand old classics, are prepared to stand up in defense of them
this evening and to declare that without them no education can be
liberal. For our stand we have our reasons.
To secure, first of all, the broadness and general culture re-
quisite for such an education as we speak of the proper means can
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only be the one which is capable of imparting a training far removed
from specialization. Can Latin and Greek do what is required in
this respect. Let us examine. It is evident that whatever be the
primary motive for their study, it is not to gain a speaking or a writ-
ing knowledge of the classics. It must, therefore, be for the mental
training which their dearest enemies have never seen fit to deny
them ; and the mental training obtained through their medium can-
not be technical or one-sided. They develop the judgment, the mem-
ory, the understanding—in fact, the whole man and not the specialist.
Can anyone deny that the training brought about by their
agency is thorough ? They are dead languages. Their truths Ijke the
pyramids of Egypt are unchangeable by time and worldly progress.
Their rules are in themselves, and the faddist of this or any other
age, however much he may dabble in the labyrinth of philosophy,
religion and science, cannot lay his destructive hand upon a single
law of their formation. They are translated into the mother tongue,
or conversely, and the memory of the translator is taxed to remem-
ber the complex, logical rules which for years have exercised his
understanding. An equivalent for every line of the text must be
sought out and weighed with a deliberation almost crucial in its ex-
action. Thus, practical reasoning, judgment and that aptitude for
detail so much desired and yet so seldom found in the busy world,
are secretly instilled before their fortunate possessor himself is aware
of their acquisition.
These, ladies and gentlemen, are the convincing conclusions as to
thoroughness, which must be arrived at by one who consults experi-
ence. But unimpeachable as they are, they derive an added strength
from the testimony of men who have tried the classical training in
many branches of practical life. After years of experience in jour-
nalism Charles A, Dana once remarked that he would rather take a
young man familiar with Greek than one v/ho was not, to report any
occurrence from a spelling match to a prize fight. To the same men-
tal training William Jennings Bryan had reference v/hen he said r
"Though I were sure my son would never do more than work at
digging ditches, still would I give him the best education the country
and my money could provide, for I believe he would dig a better
ditch on account of it."
Finally, no other studies are so closely related or conspire so
well together as those which we advocate. Greece gave to Rome its
culture. The lansfuasre of Rome was built on that of her sister na-
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tion. Between the two tongues there is just sufficient variation in
their grammatical rules and in their literatures for heightened men-
tal training and culture ; while, from their very nature, there arises
a manifest relation such as no two other studies could possibly
possess.
Hence, there being no doubt that Latin and Greek are capable of
inculcating what is essential to a liberal education, it merely remains
for us to consider whether or not any other system could give a like
result. What is the substitute so eagerly advanced by our oppo-
nents? Science—the slogan, if I may so express myself, of the
twentieth century bigot. It broadens the mind and is more practi-
cal, forsooth, than the mere languages of antiquity, and unlike them,
it does not require the ambitious student to submit forever to didactic
authority. This careful explanation, my friends, is worthy of a bet-
ter cause ; for, unfortunately, it is utterly untrue. Science, today, is
necessary; yes, essential, for a liberal education—but only as a
supplement. Its truths are dependent, if not in reality, at least as
far as instruction is concerned, on fallible, perhaps erratic men ; and
while the unchangeable truths of Latin and Greek are accepted in
their entirety by the student, the same cannot be said of science.
As the inevitable result of this fact, mental training, broad and
thorough, is always effected by the classics, while with regard to
science it is at best a doubtful matter. Moreover, science is dogmatic,
in as far as it touches the education under discussion. The boasted
independent research is made only by the narrow scientific specialist,
and with him we have naught to do ; for we deal, not with specializa-
tion, but with liberal education. But on the other hand, the classi-
cal scholar can, at any time, delve into the masterpieces of master
minds and draw unbounded culture from their store; and a knowl-
edge of the classics' beauties, or, in other words, of the liberal arts
is the best means of acquiring an appreciation of the useful arts.
The gentlemen on the other side of the question have asserted
that onward progress demands a knowledge of some half dozen
"isms" and "ologies." This assertion we have never denied. But let
it be borne in mind that these additions must not encroach on the
studies necessary as a basis ; for onward progress has not and can-
not alter the nature of man's mental faculties and the correct mode
of their development. The liberal training that gave to the world
an Aristotle, a Cicero and a Horace did not die with the sun of an-
tiquity. It was the training of the self-same classics that gave to our
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youthful country the great Alexander Hamilton and Daniel Web-
ster. It was this training that gave to our own generation that far-
sighted champion of right and idol of the American people
—
Theodore Roosevelt.
It may be remarked, in passing, that the class of half-hearted
individuals who would expunge one of the classics, while admitting
the other, are the most erratic of all our adversaries ; for they would
strike a deathblow at the relation of the fundamental studies—the
greatest possible source of thoroughness and general culture.
Are the classics to remain or go? Are those who will in the
future guide our nation's destiny to be men of intellect or mere
encyclopedias of information? The crying need today is for the pre-
servation of that individuality to which every American citizen has
a right, but whose death is sought by the concentration of wealth
and its deadly opposite, black socialism. These are our foes; for
them should we fashion our weapons. But whether the struggle of
the unknown future be on the gory field of battle or the bloodless
field of thought we must not let slip our opportunity; because, as
Shakespeare has said
:
"There is a tide in the afifairs of men,
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune;
Omitted, all the voyage of their Hfe
Is bound in shallows and in miseries.
On such a full sea are we now afloat.
And we must take the current when it serves
Or lose our ventures." James F. Rice, '05.
%\jt Classtcsj in Ctiucatton;
JOHN NAGHTEN DEBATE—THIRD NEGATIVE.
IN THESE Stirring, strenuous days, when
so many demands
are made upon our time, we must economize wherever pos-
sible. It behooves us, therefore, to inquire into the subject
of education, to see whether the present course cannot be re-
trenched, or at least changed so as to bear more directly upon
the future career of the student.
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Hitherto the classics have formed the major part of the
college curriculum. Our opponents have tried to prove that they
must continue to do so, that they cannot be dispensed with with-
out injuring the course. They assert that the classics are es-
sential to a liberal education. If they are essential they must
be such that a liberal education from its very nature requires
them, can not get along without them, in fact, would cease to
be if they were taken away.
In order to find what is essential to it, we must first learn what
is meant by a "Liberal Education." It is the training of a free-
man. Now a freemen is a free citizen of the state, one posses-
sing suflfrage, the right of office, together with the rights to life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness. These rights impose cor-
responding duties—duties to his family, his country, his fel-
lowman, and to his Creator. The purpose of a liberal education,
then, is to fit a man for these various duties. How is this to be
done? Simply by developing and strengthening and disciplin-
ing all the faculties and powers of his soul, that is by making
him a perfect man, intellectually and morally. Of course, these
capabilities and powers grow up and strengthen together ; but
in considering them we must take them separately, beginning
with the least important and leading up to the highest.
If the study of Latin and Greek is essential to a liberal edu-
cation, then it must be the only means of obtaining the end we
have mentioned. But I shall now proceed to demonstrate to you
that in the development of each faculty, the classics can be sup-
planted. We shall ask you to draw the conclusion that the
study of Latin and Greek is not essential to a liberal education.
First, as to memory. It is said the classics are very effi-
cient agents for training the memory. But what special po-
tency is there in Greek or Latin dictionaries? Surely our own
Webster's Unabridged ought to furnish enough material for
memory lessons. Again, they say that Greek grammar is a
grand training for both the memory and the intellect, that it is
a logic in itself. Yes, a dead logic, or at best, one purely intel-
lectual, utterly unsuited to the youthful minds who are ex-
pected to study it. The beautiful laws of Physics and Chemistry,
on the other hand, when studied and correlated, express the
very logic of the universe, which man has learned by study and
investigation and contact and struggle with the forces of crea-
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tion. For purely intellectual training, the classics can not be
indispensable. What law has ordained that, from the fall of
Constantinople until the end of time, Greek should be the sole
and only means of mind development? Certainly, none. Even
granting, which we do not, that as a developer of the reasoning
power, Greek could not easily be supplanted by any other one
branch, still our opponents' position could not be held, for they
have seen fit to say that both Latin and Greek are essential to a
liberal education.
Taken as pure literature our modern authors may well be
substituted for the ancients. For sublimity and grandeur of
thought what Greek or Roman surpasses Milton—for variety of
fancy and imagination and keen insight into and analysis of
human character, who among the ancients equals Shakespeare?
While in perfection of expression and beauty of thought, Ten-
nyson in poetry and Cardinal Newman in prose have reached a
point never attained by the best of the ancients.
In regard to the moral benefit of the classics the gentlemen
on the affirmative have said little, and the less said the better.
For among all the manuscripts of Greek and Roman antiquity
very little is found decent enough to be presented in the class-
room, so that the same six or seven authors in each language
—
and they in expurgated editions—are studied year after year,
century after century. The Greek, always unchristian, was gen-
erally altogether too pagan. When he endeavored to be plain
and simple, he too often fell into the commonplace, while his
eflforts to adorn and embellish almost invariably degenerated
into the grossest sensuality, utterly repugnant to Christian read-
ers. But the student of English has before him an inexhaustible
treasure of works in which immorality is the exception.
In a matter of this kind we must give great weight to the
opinion of men who are in the midst of educational work.
And I think my statement will not be disputed when I say that
throughout the country the sentiment against Greek is almost
universal. In our younger western universities Greek is scarce-
ly anywhere absolutely required. Even among the older eastern
institutions it is optional, and I think I clench the argument
when I state that in that stronghold of American educational
conservatism, Harvard University, Greek is no longer required,
so that Professor Hart tells us, "Greek is now, in all essential
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particulars, an optional study for the A. B. degree at Harvard.
It must be admitted," he continues, "that Greek has forever lost
its position of being regarded by the authorities of Harvard as
essential to the training of a literary or professional man."
Then, too, we must listen w^ith an attentive ear to the ver-
dict of leaders in the practical business world, who see the
actual results of our present educational system. We have the
statement of our fellow townsman, Mr. Crane, one of the largest
manufacturers in the country, who gives it as his conviction,
as well as that of hundreds whom he has consulted, that a clas-
sical education is of no value to a young man in any kind of
business. Mr, Andrew Carnegie, himself a great captain of in-
dustry, says in his book, the "Empire of Business:" "While
the classical student has been learning a little about the bar-
barous and petty squabbles of a far distant past, or trying to
master languages which are dead—such knowledge as seems
adapted for life on another planet than this—the future captain
of industry is hotly engaged in the school of experience, obtain-
ing the very knowledge required for his future triumphs."
You will observe, therefore, that, intellectually and morally
considered, Latin and Greek are by nd means essential—that
among educators they are no longer held to be essential and
among business men they are held to be worthless. No, we
must move with the age; we must not hold to the old simply
because it is old. When, in 1453, the Mohammedan hordes
drove the Greek scholars from Constantinople into Europe our
European forefathers welcomed them and their new learning.
Suppose they had not, suppose they had said, "No, we have done
well without Greek since the year one ; without Greek we have
produced a Charlemagne, an Alfred the Great, a Joan of Arc ; we
will continue without Greek"—what a loss Western civilization
would have suffered! So now, when a wonderfully developed
science and a perfected literature in English, French and Ger-
man furnish more useful substitutes for Latin and Greek, we
must adopt them and relegate the classics to their proper place.
Yes, we may now assert that Greek and Latin are about to lose
their pre-eminent position, they are assailed on all sides, the out-
works have been taken, the citadel will soon fall.
J. T. Tyrrell, '05.
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%\jt Cale of a Cattler^
FINLEY PARK! Finley!"
Hardly had the brakeman ceased calHng when, with grip
in hand, I stood upon the depot platform. A lad of my
own age greeted me.
"I suppose this is Harold Paper?" he said pleasantly, "and I
hope you'll have a good time up here."
"Thank you, Ben Wilbur," I replied, as we shook hands warm-
ly. "I am glad to meet you, and I feel sure, now we have met, of
a jolly outing. This grip is my only baggage. Do we walk or
ride?"
"Well, I guess we'll ride," Ben answered, with a drawl that
was most amusing. "It's a good seven miles home. Here's our
buggy; tumble right into it."
Former chums, our fathers had recently met, the outcome being
that my father allowed me to visit his friend's home in Illinois for
the last month of my school vacation, the rest of which had been
spent in his office poring over quotations and margins. Little won-
der I was exceedingly happy as we jogged along, each telling stories
of past frolics, I closing one of my yarns with the words, "You see,
Ben, I am one of the boys when among the boys, and I've come
here for more fun."
"Just in time, then," he laughed, "for me make a raid tonight."
"What's up?" I asked eagerly.
"Well, you see, one of our neighbors, Jake Sherman, has the
only 'August Sweets' that grow in these parts and they are fine,
—
I tell you that! You'll vow you never tasted a better apple than
Jake Sherman's. But the old man watches 'em pretty close, so we
boys are obliged to do night work to get 'em, understand ?" he asked
with a merry twinkle in his eyes that always accompanied his quaint
drawl. "Too bad, isn't it?" he continued dryly. "We take big
chances I tell you, for if Jake ever did catch us,—well, there'd be
some dancing round his place, and no fiddler to pay for making the
music ; understand, don't you ?"
"I guess so," I answered with a chuckle. "What would it be?
—a horsewhip, or
—
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"The rawhide," broke in Ben, between set teeth. "Rawhide^
or cowhide, it's all the same—a twisted strap of untanned leather
that tans the victim. Howsoever, we take chances, licking or no
licking !"
"Am I in it?" I asked with marked earnestness.
"Certainly, sure ! You are my guest, so go with me. There'll
be five of us. Whoa !" he shouted, as he pulled in on the reins and
brought the horse to a stop. "Say, Harold, do you see that wind-
mill at a distance of about a mile from us. Well that is the 'Deserted
Mill' where old Finley died, after w^hom this part of Illinois was
named. "We'll come over and investigate some day. What do you
say?"
"I'm agreeable," was my reply. "I never saw such a thing in
original form, and it would be a real treat."
"All right. The first chance we get to go fishing we'll come
this way and visit the mill first. That's settled. Get up, old horse !"
We soon reached the "Wilbur farm," where the folks greeted
me heartily. After supper Ben had the milking and chores to do,
so, left to myself, I took a stroll in the direction of the village. I
had not journeyed far when a team overtook me and, drawing
rein, the driver called cheerily:
"Goin' to the office?"
"Down that way somewhere," I replied with a smile. "I am
out on a sight-seeing trip. The village will be the proper place to
go to, won't it?"
"Well, I guess, if you want to see the whole town jammed
into one store gettin' the mail. Jump in and ride. It's near two
miles yet." And as I sprang upon the seat beside him, he said,
"You're the boy that's stoppin' at Wilbur's, ain't you ?"
"Yes, sir," I replied. "My father knew Mr. Wilbur years
ago."
"Yes, I know," assented my companion. "I've heard all about
that. They met down in Boston the other day. Queer wasn't it?
What's your name ?"
"Harold Paper. May I ask your name, sir?"
"Sure thing. I ain't no objections."
I waited but no name came. I looked up in surprise. He
was hugely pleased at his little joke, and chuckled
:
"I ain't no objections. Why don't ye ask?"
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"I guess I shall have to," I replied, laughing with him. "What
is your name, please ?"
"Jake Sherman," came the answer.
I was so surprised I laughed outright as I exclaimed
:
"Well, that beats all! So you are Mr. Sherman, eh?"
"Yes," he said pleasantly. "What is there odd in that?"
"Oh, nothing," I replied, with a mysterious air, "only it did
seem strange I should meet the only man I have heard about since
coming to Finley Park."
"Heard about me, eh?" 'he asked with a smile. Then sud-
denly again he burst into laughter, as he exclaimed, "Yes, you
have, and I reckon it was in connection with my orchard. Am
I right?"
"I am as mum as an oyster," was my reply.
"Ha, ha, ha ! Ho, ho !" laughed my companion ; and I gazed
upon him in wonder as I exclaimed
:
"Why, you are not such an ogre after all !"
"An ogre, eh !" he cried, in merry glee. "Let me see,—that
means a monster; doesn't it? No sonny, I ain't a monster; but
a guilty conscience makes a coward of the lad who steals my
fruit,—see? Their guilty conscience makes the boys afraid of
me,—that's all!"
"I guess the boys don't call it stealing," I ventured in mild
protest. "They call it 'cribbing,' and it's done in fun."
"All the same it is stealing !" declared Mr. Sherman warmly.
"And there ain't no difference between this kind of thievin' and
the thievin' of the chap who takes your watch or your money.
My mother brung me up on this
:
It is a sin to steal a pin
—
Much more to steal a greater thing.
And that's why today, all round these parts, I'm known as 'Hon-
est Jake Sherman.' I was brung up. to be honest."
"I am glad you told me," I said earnestly, "for I hardly
think, after this talk, you will hear of me as one of the boys who
'crib' your August Sweets."
Again came that uproarious laugh "Ha, ha, ha ! He, he, he
!
Well this is rich. So you were going to 'crib' my apples, eh?
Who else was in it?"
He was so very jolly about it I at once repU^d:
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"Four more, but I only know Ben !" And then prompted
by a spirit of mischief, thinking what real fun it would be, now
that I myself couldn't steal the apples, to see the other boys
chased out of the orchard, I told of the coming raid.
^ >!: ^ ^
Two o'clock ! We five boys left the seat beneath the willow
opposite Ben's home and, after a long tramp, halted in a lane,
when Ben said to me : "Here we are. No noise now, on your
life
!"
They went over the stone wall, but feeling the wisdom of
Jake Sherman's last words to me, "Don't you be in my orchard
tonight," I stayed in the lane.
Suddenly upon the still night air came a succession of wild
yells from boyish throats. Then the voice of the man I deemed
so jolly roared out in angry tones, "I've got ye at last ! All four
of ye, too! Bring 'em into the bam boys,"—meaning the hired
men. "I'll teach 'em a lesson !"
My young companions were dragged by their captors into a
nearby barn and the door closed. But of the nature of the trans-
actions within there could be no doubt, for I could hear the lash
'wish through the air, and then—oh, it was awful, the agonized
yelling of those boys ! Sick at heart, and thoroughly disgusted
with myself, I slunk back home, but deeming it better not to
meet Ben until morning, I did not enter the house and go to our
room, but tossed myself into the hammock, and, determining to
tell the boys on the morrow how it happened, I fell asleep.
I was suddenly awakened by being seized in a vise-like grip,
and although I struggled desperately, I was pinioned, gagged
and blind-folded. Then a gruff voice exclaimed
:
"Hello! We've got the boy that was in the village with
Jake Sherman tonight. They say he's a millionaire. I say, boys,
by keeping him a week his governor might plank down good
cash for him. What say you to kidnapping him?"
Deep voices talked earnestly, and then I was carried away
in the hammock. Down hill, up hill, on, on they journeyed, then
through dense brush and up a steep hill, when I was dropped
heavily upon the ground, and the gruflf voice said
:
"Put him in the dungeon with the fellow that starved to
death. The corpse will be company. Come, hustle him in—time
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is money! We'll come back some time this week for his pedi-
gree."
I was dragged into a chilly damp passage and left alone.
All was still, and the very stillness was terrible. I became
frenzied with horror and fright. ''Where is the corpse?" I asked
myself ; and oh, how desperately I struggled for my freedom
!
How much time passed I knew not, but on hearing approaching
footsteps I listened intently.
"Well, here we are, and still O. K. !" exclaimed the gruflf
voice. "Maybe we don't know how to crack a safe. But now
about that boy we took ! Drag him out and let us question him
a little. If he won't talk stick him with a knife until he does."
I was brought into the open air, and the gag was removed.
"What is your name?" asked the leader.
Thinking civility the safer course I replied
:
"Harold Paper."
"Your father's name and business?"
"D. P. Paper, commission merchant, two hundred and
ninety-seven State Street, Boston," I answered.
"O. K., Harold. Bob, you go to Boston, and when the
papers miss Harold Paper, you negotiate with D. P. for his re-
turn. Strike for ten thousand. I guess that sum will about
pay us for our trouble. Now run him into the cave again, and
we'll continue the bread and water diet every other day."
The order was obeyed. The previous horrors of my soli-
tude were as nothing to what I now suffered. I realized that I
was in the hands of unscrupulous robbers, and knowing well my
father, I know he would never yield to them. He would rely
upon the police, and—oh, terrible thought!—sometimes they
fail ! With the horror of the thought, there seemed to engulf
me a cold, deathly wave of weakness. I battled to overcome it
but swooned. How long I was unconscious I know not, but on
hearing voices again, sick and faint though I was, I roused my-
self to listen.
"Bob, you are a jewel. The whole ten thousand spot cash
on honor. O. K. ! Now trot out the boy, and let us speed him
home. Keep the blinds on till he's on the road."
My bonds were cut, but I was so weak they had to carry
me into the open, where the fresh air soon revived me.
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"Harold Paper, you are free!'' said the leader. "It's a part
of the bargain that you go home at once. Skip up the road to
the railroad crossing and wait there till the train for Boston
comes. Get on and stay on until it reaches Boston. Then skip
home and give your father this receipt for your ransom money.
Now go !"
Before eight o'clock that evening I threw myself passion-
ately into my father's arms, as I cried, "Oh, father ! It was ter-
rible ! Oh, how I thank you for paying all that money for my
ransom
!"
"All what money?" roared my parent. "Harold Paper, are
you mad?"
Taken all aback, I could simply murmur, "Here's your re-
ceipt, father."
Wildly he tore open the envelope, and with evident agita-
tion read the scrawl it contained. Then with a sigh of relief
and a meaning look he handed it to me. It read as follows
:
Sir: Your boy acquainted Jake Sherman with a little racket
of ours, and in consequence we got a taste of cowhide. To
avenge ourselves we stowed Harold in a cellar for four hours,
thus scaring the boy almost to death. But he deserved punish-
ment. We want no tell-tales here, so keep him at home, and
oblige F. S. B., which means Four Sore Backs."
Maybe I didn't feel cheap. I had no vacation that summer,
going back to the office with its quotations and margins the next
morning. But in that short outing I learned a lasting lesson, and
I shall never again be a tattler! As well do I find a valuable
lesson in the creed upon which Jake Sherman was "brung up"
:
"It is a sin to steal a pin
Much more to steal a greater thing."
M. W. Douglas, 2d. Spec.—A.
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IT WAS early morning in St. Petersburg and the gay queen
of eastern Europe still lay silent and wrapped in the robe
of night. In a cell of the National Prison the first sun-
beams filtering softly through the grating disclosed a single figure,
perhaps the only one in all the city awake. When one's very
minutes are numbered sleep does not easily rule the body; and
when the morning of his exile broke Andre Worak was still
pacing the floor of his little prison as he had spent the night.
His straight, noble figure was clad now merely in the rough
prison garments, but his handsome sun-browned face was still
as proud and defiant as when but a dozen short hours before
he had headed the Royal Guard in the Czar's palace.
And now—Siberia! No longer was he the proud defender
of his ruler's life, but his attempted murderer, now but the con-
victed assassin of the Czar of all the Russias. The change
seemed hardly real.
Worak still paced his prison with tireless tread, and his
proud face, stamped with Heaven's own mark of innocence, sunk
upon his heaving chest. Yestermorn he had been a free man,
and perhaps the happiest in Russia ; a home, a loving wife, a
laughing child were his, and he thanked God for his manifold
blessings. An hour passed, and home, wife, child, freedom and
even hope of life were swept from him, and he stood a con-
demned criminal, waiting for removal to a living death.
That morning the Czar had ridden forth in his open carriage
to view the magnificence of his power and possessions, when a
cowardly assassin's bomb burst over his head, destroying the
carriage and throwing his majesty stunned and bleeding to the
street. A powerful enemy, to shield his own guilt, had accused
the captain of the Royal Guard, the evidence had been against
him, and Andre Worak had been condemned.
It all seemed too much to bear. Between his tightly clinched
teeth he muttered : "It cannot be ! It must not be ! O'h, Marie,
baby, I cannot leave you. Better that I should die than live to
bear this shame. I, who always faithfully served my Czar, that
I should live my life disgraced, convicted of attempting his life
!
No, no ! Better death, for after death I cannot feel this cruelty !"
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He vvent to the cell-door, called his jailor, and, writing a few
words on a scrap of paper, dispatched a trusted lieutenant with
the message to his home.
?fC ^ ^ ^
In a humble cottage on the outskirts of St. Petersburg,
Marie Worak was preparing the morning meal for herself and
her only child. Her big brown eyes brimmed with the tears
which she strove with Spartan fortitude to withhold, while her
slender form was convulsed with heart-rending sobs. The
child, a baby of perhaps six tender years, toddled at her heels,
clutching at her skirts in a pitiful attempt to soothe the mother,
whose anguish the child could not begin to understand.
At length a figure darkened the doorway and the woman
looked up. Seeing the now hateful uniform of the Royal Guard,
which once her dear husband had so proudly worn, and taking
all its wearers now for enemies of herself and hers, she poured
out the burden of her heart before the other could speak.
'"Yoii!" she cried. "How dare yoii come here? You are
one of those who drag innocent men from their happy homes
to death, so that you may shield some cowardly traitor. Back,
back to the devils who sent you here to double the burden of
my grief!"
"One moment, madam," he interrupted; "you have mistaken
me and my errand. I have come from your husband, and I was
one of his own men, but I was also his most faithful friend, and
would be yours. He has bidden me take this message to you
and pray you to fulfil it. But I cannot take the answer to him,
nor can you, but one whom he has directed as least liable to
suspicion. Courage, madam, think of him and how sorely he
is tried; do his bidding, and may God help and bless you and
yours." And he was gone.
The broken hearted woman sank beside the table, muttered a
bitter prayer to the All-Merciful One and tore open her hus-
band's letter. It's words were few :
Marie:—In my cabinet you will find a wrapped package.
Do not open it, but send it to me at once by our child, Helene.
Good-bye forever. iPray for me. Andre.
With trembling hands she rose to do his bidding, and nerv-
ously drawing the bundle from its hiding place she handed it
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to the child, pressed a kiss and a prayer upon her, and sent her
on her way.
A half-hour later you might have seen the baby figure
begging entrance at the prison gates. The stern-faced guard
laughed roughly at her and brutally pushed her from the steps
when a commanding voice bade him pause.
"Stop, I say, what wishes the child?"
Nicholas, proud Czar, and mighty ruler of all the Russias,
stood at the inner gate in all his majesty, but with the arm that
ruled his dominions wrapped with cloths and bound across his
chest; the single mark of a coward's blow. The jailor turned.
"Sire," he said, "the child seeks entrance to a state prisoner,
even to him who sought thy life but yesterday, and bears a
package to him, the contents of which she will not disclose to
me."
For a moment the Czar's face clouded, then, casting his stern
grey eyes into the appealing blue ones which sought his, a smile,
an unwonted thing for him, flitted across his careworn face and
he ordered the soldier to admit the baby. She stepped quietly
across the threshold and advancing to the great one put her
tiny hand into his big palm as if she had found at last a friend
in whom she could confide. It was a new sensation to the mon-
arch. He himself had children, but they never came to him as
this child did to tell their trouble. He took the baby by the
hand and brought her through the passage-way into the court
chamber, and leading her to a massive, high-backed chair, sat
down upon it while she climbed to his knee. The blue eyes and
deep brown curls seemed strangely to affect the grim-visaged
ruler, and there was tenderness in his voice as he drew his arm
around her and said
:
"Well, my child, what errand has brought you out so early
this fine morning, and how comes it that such a little bird as
you is fluttering alone about the National Prison?"
She turned the big eyes full upon him as if to read upon
his very soul, with the unerring directness of childhood, whether
or not she could trust him with her secret.
"Oh, sir," she whispered, looking about to see if they were
alone, "I am looking for my dear papa ; and I am sure he must be
harmed for he did not come home to us last night, and mamma is
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SO worried. She says the wicked Czar will not let him come back
to her. Can't you help me to bring him back to mamma?"
The directness and appeal of the child's speech touched the
mighty Nicholas. She did not, then, know him, of whom she spoke
the treason which would have brought an older head to the guillo-
tine.
"And pray," he asked, "What harm has your father done that
the wicked Czar should wish to harm him?"
"Mamma says that some one tried to kill the Czar on yesterday,
and he blamed dear papa for it. But, sir, my papa wouldn't hurt
the old Czar, for they were always friends, and mamma says that
papa loved him and once saved his life."
Andre Worak's daughter! It was thus then that the child's
face had brought back half-forgotten remembrances to him, memo-
ries of a handsome dark-haired lad with these self-same blue eyes
and a strong and gallant arm that had borne the wounded monarch
from a bloody battlefield. His face softened, but he questioned
again
:
"And what is the burden you bear so carefully to your father,
and why do you seek him at this hour?"
For answer the child took the package and, carefully removing
its wrapping, in silence laid a brace of shining pistols on his knee.
The Czar understood. Many times before had he seen other-
wise brave men, innocent or guilty, who had faced cannon's mouths
without a shudder, become cowards with the reward of their crimes
staring them in the face, and seek to heighten their crimes by rob-
bing an All-Just Ruler of a life which belonged to Him alone. But
the child's pleading face touched the heart of this man whose wont
it was to gaze upon suffering and death more calmly with each suc-
ceeding day. Perhaps he was thinking of the boyish lad of years
ago, now grown old in faithful service, or in fancy beheld the figure
of a faithful friend lying cold and stiff on his prison floor.
He rose, and clasping the baby hand in his own. led her down
many a dark and dingy corridor to the dungeon cells. Carefully he
fitted a key into a lock and the heavy door swung slowly open.
Andre Worak still paced his cell with tireless tread and his eyes still
fastened themselves upon the ground. Nicholas entered.
For a moment the Czar hesitated, then looking deep into the
eyes before him and reading true innocence in their depths, he
stepped forward and grasped the soldier's hand.
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"Worak, I have wronged you. Forgive me. But for this
angel here, I would never have known my fault. But she has saved
you. May the good God forgive me the injury I would have done
you, my dearest friend, and may He ever bless you and your child !"
James Emmet Royce, Humanities B.
Cije 3^oalr of iLtfe.
NE traveler on the road of life
Goes quickly upwards toward the light,
He goes through trouble and through strife
Which try to swerve him from the right.
Yet, on he goes with steady stride.
Upon his face a holy light,
He scorns all trouble with that pride
Which comes from always doing right.
Again another man appears
And toiling upwards with a sigh,
While from his eyes come bitter tears.
He sees the glory up so high.
He falls, he rises, falls again
But rises now with courage rare.
And as we listen closely, then
His voice comes floating on the air.
"O give me light", is e'er his call
And Jesus hearing gives his aid,
Now on he goes with ne'er a fall
All troubles from his pathway fade.
James E. O'Brien, Hum. A.
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%ift ^otoer of t^)t Cati)oltc.
AN ORATION.
OUR actions make history, material and moral history,—ma-
terial history in the display of our talents in matters
physical, in works of the hand and works of the brain ; moral
history, in the manner in which we fulfil our duty towards self,
neighbor and God. It is, therefore, of vital importance that we
look into the history of our own times, to see where we are
lacking and how we may perfect ourselves.
The times we live in are rich in material progress. We see it
all around us. We feel its influence. We participate in an age
when learned men discuss not only what the past has disclosed
but what the sea of the future is expected to cast up on the
shores of discovery. This is an age of astounding inventive and
mechanical production. Commercial activity is paramount.
Politics is made the study of master-minds. The fine arts are
cultivated as never before, and the man of today, unbeknown to
himself, drinks in a love for those noble geniuses who have
turned stone and canvas into flesh, have transposed soul-stirring
inspirations into music or have written on golden pages the
loftiest thoughts and sentiments. These are the glories of our
wonderful material progress, a progress as steady as the move-
ment of the sun in the heavens.
But what is our standing morally? Are we climbing towards
perfection in morals also, or are we retrograding? Sad to say,
we are retrograding. The morality of today is as black, blacker
than "darkness visible." Look at the criminal classes! What
do you see? A black cloud of sin and infamy covering every-
thing. Gaze on the more enlightened, the aristocracy, and you
turn away in disgust and horror from the sickening sight. Is
this pessimism? No! it is the spot-light of truth and investiga-
tion showing forth those evils that we may see them, and see-
ing them, blot them out from our midst.
What is the spirit of the age? The dominating spirit of the
age is a love of self. Charity is forgotten. Our godless public
sdhools inculcate this deplorable spirit as long as they preach
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agnosticism, by omitting all instruction on God, teaching that
one's sole aim in life should be that of loving the flag, obeying
only the civil law of the country and not the moral of God, and
as long as they teach the child to grab for the almighty dollar
and get it in any legitimate manner possible, and as long as they
worship success and fall down before ambition as a god. Edu-
cation without religion is the primary source of moral rotten-
ness. It is one of the worst evils of the times, and one which
demands a remedy.
Today the statue of the Almighty is cast down from its lofty
pedestal, and a glittering golden image is erected in its place to
Mammon, the god of gold, the god of hell-concocted greed.
This frightful evil is exemplified in a thousand ways. You
know full well how the trusts would raise the prices of com-
modities, lower wages and strangle labor to its very death. Yes,
and by strangling labor, tear apart the pillars of our govern-
ment. Capital claims that the working classes were born to toil.
In its heart of stone it knows this is false. The poor man
breathes the same air. He looks at the same blue sky, and he
dreams of a happier land. He feels with the same sensitive emo-
tions. He sees he is a slave, a poor; helpless slave, and, oh, how
he loves liberty ! He "blindly, wildly" longs for it.
This is a leveling age, for it brings into contact the rich and
the poor. Yes, and it brings into conflict the rich and the poor.
Think of the widows and orphans that battle has made. Think
of the millions of want-bitten hands that have begged for bread.
Think of the poor, innocent little ones who have had the life
crushed out of them, and lastly, think of the thousands of ceme-
teries that deadly struggle has filled. Have we not cause for
shame that such evils have been allowed to go on unchecked
within our very midst? Is there a heart so base or a mind so
dull as to pass over these evils unnoticed?
Today license is mistaken for liberty. Men believe as they
wish to believe and do as they please. It is this false idea which
would deprave the press, the stage, and literature. It is this
false doctrine which creates so many new beliefs, and that falsf'
belief which keeps men working night and day in the factory <;':
Divorce.
Divorce—what a grand institution !—in which a man is al-
lowed to break the most sacred ties he ever formed. Is it not
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appalling when we consider that there have been over five hund-
red thousand divorces in our own country in the past twenty-
five years, half a million wrecked! What a record! It has
brought shame, dishonor and depravity, it has left a million or-
phans, it has disgraced that sweet-sounding name—America.
Again, what can be more dangerous than the utter disre-
gard for authority? The cry of the times is "I will not serve!"
Men will obey neither God nor man, and what is the result?
—
anarchy and socialism, and the unchecked growth of either of
these evils, which, God forbid, will bring about a revolution
so terrible that it will topple this glorious nation to the dust and
make of this beautiful land a charred and blackened wilderness.
These are the more prominent evils of today. This is our
vaunted morality. These evils can be checked, they must be
remedied. The power of the Catholic is manifold. The Catholic
Federation is one of its best exponents. By standing together,
by our example, by our influence, by united action, we can and
must fight these evils. Allow them to go on, and like a tidal
wave they will engulf everything. We are in a country where
all men are equal, where our power is recognized. Let us stand
together, therefore, by using the ballot and using it rightly. Let
us act as the exponents of righteousness and proclaiming our-
selves its champions, fight the god of the almighty dollar, throt-
tle corruption, license and divorce, and dig the graves of the
twin brothers, socialism and anarchy.
Let us assert ourselves as members of a church which is
so firm that the gates of hell cannot prevail against it, a church
which has been the greatest moral force on earth for nearly two
thousand years, a church which has lived through the wars of
oppression, tyranny and revolt, and has survived when dynas-
ties have been toppled to the dust. Let us rejoice that our heritage
is that church which has God Himself as its founder, a church
whose walls have re-echoed with the eloquence of a Chrysos-
tom, a church which has felt the firm, iron sway of a Hilde-
brand, and the sweet, gentle guidance of a Leo the Thirteenth
-, church the champion of the weak, the lowly and the oppressed,
':e wonder of ages, the grandest institution of time, sprung
from the blood of martyrs, nurtured by saints, cherished by an-
gels, the Catholic church, and the church of our forefathers.
Charles E. Byrne, '06.
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WifV Cratiers 3Lcft CoUegt.
AS a general rule a boy about the age of seventeen appears tobe a kind of enigma to his friends and relatives. Just
entering into the mysteries of manhood, but still clinging
tenaciously to some of his boyhood ways and manners he manifests
sometimes the cheerfulness of the latter and again the moody silence
of the former. He smiles and laughs with all the heartiness of
youth and is declared to be still a boy with no cares or troubles
beyond those of happy boyhood. He stands on the threshold of
manhood, takes a peep in and becomes grave and thoughtful, and
then not realizing that he is growing older his friends point him
out as nothing more than a sullen, overgrown boy. But he begins
to feel the darts and pricks of the many slights and sarcastic words
flung at him which are so numerous because he hides what is deep
down in his heart and his acquaintances do not realize that he is
at the beginning of manly cares and trials.
I never came across a more practical illustration of this than
in the case of Will Travers. The boy was about seventeen or
eighteen years of age when he entered B— College, of which I was
at that time president. In a few weeks he had won the favor of
'all the boys of the school, in fact in school-boy terms, he became
the "lion of the college."
Yet, underneath the boy's gaiety I sometimes could see a sad-
ness creeping in. Often when I was standing on the balcony watch-
ing the sports on the campus and feeling a pride which only a
college president can feel at the sight of "his" boys, I noticed
Travers in the midst of his games suddenly stop short, as if
some recollection had come before his mind, and pass his hand over
his forehead as if to put away some inward pain. Things went on
well, however, until the first competition, when Travers received
second honors in his class by an average of eighty-seven. The next
day I heard a knock at my office door and opening it I found
Travers standing in the doorway, hat in hand. "Come in my boy,"
I exclaimed cheerfully. "What is the matter; in trouble with Mr.
L ?" The last part of my speech was spoken in a joking tone,
for it was known throughout the school that Travers and Mr. L ,
his teacher, were on the best of terms.
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"Not this time," said Travers smiling faintly, "but, father, I
come to see you about that last competition. You remember that
I got second honors in our class. Well, I was perfectly satisfied,
but the folks at home are not. I really don't know how it is, but
they never let me alone. They think that because I am going to
school instead of working I almost ought to be an angel !"
I never before saw such a look of abject misery creep into the
face of a boy. It seemed impossible that such a little thing could
change that countenance, which was wont to smile, into such a
picture of grief. I bade him sit down and tell me all about it. It
seems that all during the first quarter everj^thing the boy would
do in the way of sport would bring the reminder from his parents
that he was attending college and should study, study, study. He
had been silent all through it and his parents did not think he
minded it; but age had lifted the veil from his sensitive nature and
ever so many little sores were opened upon it.
"But surely, my boy," I said, unwilling to take sides with him,
"you must remember what great sacrifices your parents are making
to send you here, and you must not be ungrateful."
"I know that, father," he answered slowly, "and I appreciate
them, but—but—I'm going to leave school if they don't let me
alone," he finally blurted out.
For fully half an hour I continued to talk with the boy, advis-
ing him what to do. In the end Travers agreed to stay at school.
In due time came the second competition, and Travers received
first honors with an average of ninety. In the meantime I had on
several occasions inquired of Mr. L how Travers was doing,
but always received the same answer, "There is not another boy in
the school that studies as hard as Travers, and there isn't another
boy so quick-witted, but as for grasping an idea and clinging to it,
it's utterly beyond his talents."
Again when school was resumed after the second quarter, I
noticed that discouraged look creep into the boy's eyes on several
occasions. One day as he was sitting alone in a comer of the yard
with an unopened book in his lap, I approached him and asked what
his parents thought of their boy winning first honors. He paused a
moment, looked up at me, kicked a piece of dirt near him and then
answered
:
"Should have been higher, that's all !"
"What!" I exclaimed, astonished, "not satisfied yet?"
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Travers shook his head. He then stood up and said in a low
voice : "Father, I hate to leave the old school, all the fellows and
professors, and I really thought I could bear it out and finish, but
I can't and won't stand this pestering any longer! I leave the
college Monday."
That was Friday, and during the intervening days I tried in
vain to dissuade the boy from his purpose. Saturday night B
College saw the end of Travers.
Some years later when I was passing through Chicago I stepped
into the office of a large business concern to close a little transaction.
The first one I spied on entering was my old friend Travers, seated
with some ten or twelve other clerks, busily writing. After We
had shaken hands I began to speak about his old school days. At
last he said abruptly
—
"Burns finished, didn't he?"
"Yes," I replied,
"Well," said Travers, "as soon as Burns finished he came to
these offices and now sits behind that door marked 'Private.' He
is Assistant Manager, a position I would have taken had I stayed
at school. He was here one year when he was put there. I have
been here four years and I guess I'll stay where I am till I die.
Father, I wish I had stayed at school !"
I merely smiled at this and offered him my encouragement, but
deep in my memory I stored this instance, to show the boys when
I got home how a college education could have helped Travers, and
also to tell them why he had left school.
Edward McHugh, Hum. —B.
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Cnttorial.
A Little Reminder.
The recent debate on the necessity of Latin and Greek in
the curriculum of a liberal education has occasioned a great
deal of discussion, both serious and humorous, among the stu-
dents of the College. Now, although there may be room for
a discussion of that question, since it is of a more or less specu-
lative nature, there are other studies, principal and supplemen-
tary, which are absolutely essential, not only to a liberal, but
to any bona fide education. Among such studies we may men-
tion, as the very foremost, the vernacular; for education pre-
supposes, before all else, that its recipient can speak and write
creditably his mother-tongue.
It is neither our intention nor our office to render a didactic
treatise on the study of English or any of its supplements ; but
we feel that it will not Idc taken amiss if we remind our student
readers, both in the College and outside, of the necessity of read-
ing a considerable amount of real English literature, as a sup-
plement to the general course of study. The reminder is very
appropriate at this season of the year, because the days of vaca-
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tion are at hand ; and, though recreation of all kinds will be
indulged in, the student mind will, or, at least should desire to
spend a little time in reading. The necessity of this reading we
take the liberty to touch upon briefly.
A college course, especially if it be of the kind termed clas-
sical, aims at imparting a broad literary knowledge and at effect-
ing a thorough training of the higher faculties. This culture,
as it is called, the educator desires the student to possess ; but,
although the course itself is able to give the desired culture im-
mediately, to some extent, so comprehensive an undertaking, in
its fullest signification, requires the student's earnest co-opera-
tion. What he learns from text books is, for the most part,
lacking in the broadness which is essential to a liberal educa-
tion. This deficiency he must, of course, supply by a knowledge
gained from other sources; and, since his own observations are
necessarily meager, there is left no way to acquire the knowl-
edge save through books. It is evident, therefore, that the stu-
dent must read carefully a considerable amount of real litera-
ture ; and, as the pressure of time during the year renders read-
ing difficult, if not altogether impossible, the vacation period
must be utilized. The task, it may be remarked, imposes no
hardship ; for in real literature, instruction and pleasure are so
combined that the former is not obtrusively apparent, and there
is a freedom from the monotony of mere set rules which is
source of great gratification to any student.
Moreover, in addition to the good which accrues to a stu-
dent of English literature if the matter be viewed solely from
the educational standpoint, there are motives here in our Col-
lege, which should induce every student to read constantly in
the hope of acquiring a literary style. In the higher, or college
classes, properly so called, there are the exceptional opportuni-
ties ofifered by the oratorical contests, the debating society and
the public debate. In addition to these there is the Collegian,
in which all the students will learn to take an interest as time
goes on, and which in a few years, will depend entirely on the
literary efforts of those now in the lower classes.
We may also remark, in passing, that it is too late to begin
serious reading in the college classes. The time exacted by other
studies will not permit of it, and, regardless of this fact, the
precepts of rhetoric given in the lower classes require constant
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practice in composition of all the different species if the student
would achieve results. We do not mean to assert that reading
begun by a student of the higher classes is not productive of
good; but, rather, that to obtain the full benefit of a classical
education the student must begin early to read real literature.
J. F. Rice, '05.
Another Spoonful of Sentimentality.
It may have mildly surprised some people to learn of a
Washington periodical's attack upon President Roosevelt be-
cause of his atrocious conduct in going upon a hunting trip. It
is safe to say, however, that the news startled no one. Such
an aftermath is to be regarded as a matter of course in these
days when so many humane societies are active in securing the
welfare of every animal except that of the rational species. We
do not aim to justify wanton cruelty to brutes, or to deride such
institutions as humane societies. They are beneficial, perhaps
even necessary; but we believe that they should always keep
within the bounds of common sense. Unfortunately, they elect
to disagree with us in this opinion. Anyhow, the last shot from
the President's rifle had scarcely ceased to disturb the stillness
of the western hills, when the pious publishers of the aforesaid
periodical, and the members of the resident humane society,
were falling on their knees and sobbing forth a "requiescant"
for the slain denizens of the Colorado forests. So earnest were
these saintly gentlemen, or, more precisely, gentlewomen, and
so desirous of attending to other people's business, that they
delayed not to make a gratuitous distribution of the treatise on
"Our Dumb Animals," to the pupils of the public schools. It is
said, too, that these latter day saints were not content to deal
with the killing of animals in general, but, urged on by the holy
desire to have "something doing," turned the stream of their
eloquent abuse upon the sinful President. The superintendent
of schools, it is refreshing to note, promptly placed what a cer-
tain humorist has called his "nix bonus," upon the circulation
of the brainy editorial. Such agitations very likely will always
continue to break forth. But the small boy will always continue
to lend a substantial worry to the forlorn dog of the street, just
as his elders will continue to "lend a helping hand" to the feline
of the alley.
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For boys will be boys, and dogs will be doggies,
And felines will sing in the stillness of night ;
And crank legislation and expostulation
Will never keep men from exerting their might.
J. F. Rice, '05.
Catholics in High Office.
Not long ago the secular press gave wide prominence to
an -afifair, the importance of which, we think, can hardly be em-
phasized too greatly. We refer to the public dinner given in
honor of a representative in the recent legislative assembly of
Illinois, in recognition of his eminent services to his city, in
particular, and the entire state in general, while in attendance
at that session. The name of the gentleman so signally honored
is too well known by newspaper readers to need repetition.
Suffice it to say, therefore, that the gentleman in question is a
respected member of our own faith. The reception, as the press
in its comments was careful to note, was more than a personal
compliment to the guest. It was an indorsement of the idea
that such bodies as our legislature can be conducted with in-
telligence and honesty. It was, moreover, an indorsement of the
fact that the old hard-shelled religious bigotry is growing
weaker steadily, even as political bigotry continues to wane.
This nauseating religious bigotry, by the way, received a body-
blow recently when the appointment of the Hon. Charles J.
Bonaparte to the naval portfolio was made known. Surely it
is refreshing to observe that an American president now dares
choose a Catholic as a member of his official family. No doubt
it will become evident in time that Catholics in high office can
act with fairness and honesty, or more properly, wilUdo so. If
the majority of the people can be convinced of this fact—and
the incident which furnished the occasion for our remarks pre-
sages the ultimate dawn of such an era—it will matter little
whether or not the calamity cry of a few puritanical soft-heads
agitates the atmosphere of American politics. Catholics will be
recognized as American citizens in fact, as well as in theory;
and the constitution framed by our nation's founders will lack
the decoration furnished by a few inconsistencies which now
shine forth too clearly. J. F. R., '05.
During the first week of May, Father Dowling-, President of
Creighton University, was a guest of the college.
In May, photographs were taken of all the College and
Academy classes. They have been collected and arranged, and
are on view in the students' reading room.
Throughout the month of May special devotions were held
in honor of the Blessed Virgin. The students kept the May
altar decked with flowers to manifest their love for the Mother
of God.
The Philosophers presented the college with a neatly de-
signed picture of the class of '05. The frame is some three feet
square, and contains a photo of each member of the class, with
the faculty in the center.
Father Copus, one of the College professors, underwent an
operation for appendicitis on Saturday, May 20th. The opera-
tion was performed at Mercy Hospital by Dr. Murphy, the Col-
lege surgeon. We trust that Father Copus will be with us be-
fore the close of the year.
Rev. Francis Cassilly, Prefect of Studies and Discipline,
spent Holy Week in Cincinnati, where he gave a retreat to the
students of St. Xavier's College. The Chicago professors now
there wish to be remembered to their many friends. Fr. Cas-
silly reports that a class of eighteen will graduate from St.
Xavier's this year. This will not come up to the number of the S.
I. C. '05 class, which has the greatest number of candidates for
the A. B. degree since the foundation of the college.
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The Philosophers' Quartette spent Easter at Gooding's
Grove, in company with Father Goesse, who held Holy Week
services there. They sang at the High Mass. Messrs. Paul
Drevniak, John Seger, Hector Brosseau and Joseph Tyrrell, who
compose the quartette, have been invited to sing at Wilmote,
Wis., June 28th and 29th, and have accepted. The occasion is
the dedication of Father Heller's church. Archbishop Messmer
of Milwaukee is to pontificate.
On Wednesday evenings during the past few months, Fr.
Goesse, professor of astronomy, has had the graduates star gaz-
ing. The students are now well conversant with the relative
positions of bodies on the celestial sphere. Furthermore the
members of the class have been taking turns in lecturing. This
work has been so encouraging during the past year that the
professor intends to form evening astronomy classes with the
commencement of the September term. The course is to be an
interesting one, and a large class is looked for.
During the first three days of Holy Week the annual retreat
for the students was held. Rev. Father Dierkes, President of
St. Xavier College, Cincinnati, conducted the exercises for the
students from Philosophy class to Second Academic, while Rev.
John Riley had charge of the Third Academic and Preparatory
classes. The earnest spirit of meditation and prayer which
characterized the three days was very gratifying to those in
charge of the exercises. On Holy Thursday morning the retreat
came to a solemn close with the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass and
sermon by Father Dierkes. Some three hundred and fifty stu-
dents approached Holy Communion.
On Thursday evening, May 4th, the senior elocution contest
was held in Association Hall. A gold medal was awarded in
each class. In the first division the winner was Mr. Edward F.
O'Grady; in the second class the medal was awarded to Mr.
James E. O'Brien, and in the third class to Mr. Daniel A. Lord.
A large and enthusiastic audience was present. The program
follows
:
Glee Club—"Swanee River" J. A. Parks
First Class
—
Eliakim Edward F. O'Grady
The Soldier Tramp Charles E. Byrne
.
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The Race With the Flames Robert J. Hoffman
The Two Runaways Charles H. Joy




Bernardo Del Carpio Louis J. Devereux
Becalmed James E. O'Brien
The Moor's Revenge Joseph F. Desmond




Skimpsey Daniel A. Lord
The Baldheaded Man James R. Quinn
The Little Newsboy Edmund F. Curda
The Soldier Tramp John A. Gorman
Jerry, the Bobbin Boy Raymond E. Moles
Glee Club—"Prologue" C. B. Rich
The Junior contest was held May 13th in Sodality Hall. The
winners of the gold medals in the fourth and fifth classes were
Raymond P. Morand and Francis McDonnell. Many parochial
school boys and girls were present, as well as many nuns repre-
senting the parochial schools throughout the city.
The Chrysostomian :—The debating society held its last
meeting of the scholastic year on Tuesday afternoon, May 9th.
On this occasion the secretary and treasurer of the society read
their annual reports. Honorary diplomas were awarded the fol-
lowing as diligent and successful members of the Chrysosto-
mian : Messrs. A. Bonfig, A. Jedlicka, H. Brosseau, L. Brosseau,
J. Ford, J. McCarthy, Joseph Tyrrell, M. Schmidt, E. O'Neil, E.
Prendergast, P. Tuohy, J. O'Brien, P. Drevniak, J. Devine, J.
Burke, J. Lannon, H. Lynch, J. Kiely, J. Rice, G. Egan and J.
O'Donnell. A rising vote of thanks was tendered Father Robi-
son for his labors in the interest of the society during the past
year. After a few remarks by the Rev. President, in which he
commended the society and its officers for the good work ac-
complished during the year, the society adjourned sine die.
The Loyola Literary : The Junior Debating Society held its
last meeting of the year on the afternoon of May 3rd. This was
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the occasion of a public debate and entertainment given by the
menibers to those of the higher classes. The exercises were of
a pleasing and interesting order. The words of the chairman,
"Ihis afternoon's exercise is but a specimen of what the mem-
bers have accomplished during the year," spoke well of the re-
sults attained by the Loyola Literary. The following was the
program
:
Declamation Mr. James O'Brien
Piano Selections Mr. Francis Quinn
Reading Mr. Raymond Moles
Remarks by Chairman Mr. M. Heeney
Question : "Resolved, That the immediate municipal own-
ership of the city street railways would be for the best interests
of Chicago."
Affirmative—Messrs. Sinnot, J. Morrison, D. Murphy.
Negative—Messrs. J. E. Royce, F. Cornwall, D. Ford.
Messrs. P. Tuohy, J. F. Rice, J. Tyrrell and J. M. McCarthy,
members of the philosophy class, acted as judges. For a fuller
account see Academy Notes.
Sodalities: During the last term the senior sodality re-
ceived a course of very interesting lectures on the different vo-
cations in life. Fr. Slevin will finish his course on the feast of
St. Aloysius. Justin F. McCarthy, '05.
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ittusic atiD ^ong.
"The end crowns all, and that common arbiter, Time, will
one day end it." And so it is/vith the year's work of the musical
societies. Success in every way has attended their praiseworthy
efforts to please, and the crowds that always greet their appearance
are ample proof of the esteem in which they are held. The orchestra
in the last year has advanced to a high state of perfection and its
performances are characterized by the accuracy which only comes
after untiring efforts. Great credit is to be given to those who direct
the societies for the work which to the casual observer is unperceived.
Many students leave college each year for various reasons and of
necessity much of the next year's talent is inexperienced. Conse-
quently the ability and versatilty of the instructors are thoroughly
tested. Leadership is indeed half the battle and certainly in Messrs.
Pribyl and Hutter the musical societies have two very capable direc-
tors. Quite extensive preparations are going on for commencement.
The program includes "The Nightingale and the Rose," sung by the
Glee Club and Academic Choir with the orchestra as accompanist.
This will be sure to please all lovers of good music.
THE GLEE CLUB.
The Glee Club, with its trained chorus of twenty-three voices,
has had its share of success during the past year and at sundry de-
bates, elocution contests, etc., has won its way into popular favor.
From the many reports that are wafted to us on the wings of rumor,
there can be no doubt but that the club's farewell this season will
be noteworthy. But let us hope that its farewells, like Patti's, will
be often, very often repeated. The future members of the Glee Club
at present in the academic choir are making their influence felt in
matters musical. They will probably vie with the orcfiestra and
Glee Club for honors on the night of the 22nd. Let us all join in
wishing the societies all the good luck possible. Their hard work
during the past year entitles them to our good wishes. May they
live long and prosper. Joseph D. O'Doxxell. 05.
A,^L•-DG-
Mr. Hubert J. Boyle, 2d Academic '97, has lately died. May
he rest in peace.
Mr. George Doyle, Commercial '03, is a city salesman for
the Lipton Tea Company.
John Squires, Commercial '04, of Kolze, Illinois, is stenog-
rapher for the Burlington Railway.
Mr. Joseph Sullivan, formerly student and instructor at the
college, is starring at the People's Theatre.
Rumor says that quite a number of old students are apply-
ing this year for the degree of master of arts.
Mr. Joseph I. Kelly, Humanities '84, notifies us that he has
transferred his law offices to suite 17-19, No. 81 Clark St.
Frank Geraghty, the medal man of '01, graduates this year
as a mining engineer from the Boston School of Technology.
The sad news comes to us that John F. Donlan, engaged
in the real estate business, died at Palmyra, Wisconsin, Jan.
20, 1905.
The evening class of Philosophy has devoted a very pleas-
ant and useful year to the course on Logic and to the discussion
of some special points of Cosmology and Ethics.
In the roster of the last Illinois legislature we observed the
names of three former college students. Representatives Richard
E. Burke, Nicholas J. Nagel and Senator Stanley H. Kunz.
Rev. D. J. Reilly, of St. Cecilia's Church, and a member of
the Alumni Association, was attacked by negro strike-breakers,
while on a sick call to one of their victims, May 3, at 2 a. m.
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In the list of medical students which appeared in our last
issue, should have been the name of Dr. Alaurice J. Ouille, who
graduated from the American College of Medicine and Surgery
on May 15th. Dr. Quille was a student of Third Academic Class
in the session '97-'98.
Mr. Frederick O. Lange, '90, and his brother, the popular
shoe dealers, moved into their new and commodious quarters in
the Tribune Building, 149 Dearborn St. The Lange brothers take
a substantial interest in the Collegian, as our readers can see from
our advertising columns.
The quarterly reunion of the Alumni Association took place
on May 29th. Twenty new members were introduced and a re-
ception was given to the class of 1905. Arrangements were
made for the convention of the National Association of Alumni
of Jesuit Colleges, to be held in Chicago during the summer.
Rev. ]\Iichael Leary, S. J., gave a most interesting talk on Brit-
ish Honduras, from which country he lately returned.
As a result of the spring election, our prominent graduate,
ex-AIayor Carter H. Harrison, retires to private life, after eight
years of strenuous work in the service of the city. Chicago owes
much to Mr. Harrison, and he takes with him the good-will of
all classes, even of those who were opposed to him politically.
It is quite an honor to our Alumni Association, that both the
retiring and the incoming mayors should be members of it. Mr.
Edward F. Dunne received the honorary degree of doctor of
laws from St. Ignatius College in 1895. His son Gerald, a prom-
ising youth, attended college for several years before his un-
timely death. The Collegian cordially wishes Mayor Dunne a
very successful administration.
The Illini of April 26, speaks very highly of Ed. J. Mehren.
He received a practically unanimous vote for Illini Business
Manager. Mr. ]\Iehren entered the University of Illinois as a
sophomore in September, 1903, and is now a junior in the civil
engineering course. He was elected to Tau Beta Pi last fall as
the honor man of the class of 1906. In the spring of 1904 he was
a member of the Illinois debating team against ^^lissouri. He is
now treasurer of the Oratorical Association, Vice-President of
the Civil Engineers' Club, member of the Technograph Board,
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Philomathean Literary Society, Dramatic Club, and Engineering
Editor of the Illini.
We clip the following concerning Franz Doniat, of last
year's Poetry Class, from a daily paper:
"Franz A. Doniat, a great-grandson of one of Napoleon's
generals, has been appointed by Representative H. S. Boutell to
represent the Ninth Congressional District of Illinois at West
Point military academy.
"The cadet-elect is a son of Franz Doniat, a lithographer
living at 299 East Huron street. He received word yesterday
that he had passed the entrance examinations and would be re-
quired to report at West Point academy June 15. Doniat is a
student in St. Ignatius Jesuit college and is 19 years old.
" 'My great-grandfather, Gen. Jean Gerard Doniat, served in
Napoleon's armies,' he said last night, 'so you see I came from
fighting stock.'
"
The annual business meeting of the Alumni Association was
held January 30th. The election resulted as follows
:
President, Mr. Bernard McDevitt.
Vice-President, Hon. John E. Doyle.
Honorary Vice-Presidents, Mr. Michael J, Naghten, Mr.
Harry A. Dubia, Rev. Philip Furlong, Mr. Michael J. Caplice.
Recording Secretary, Mr. John T. Lillis.
Corresponding Secretary, Mr. Francis J. Tschan.
Treasurer, Mr. Joseph A. Graber.
Historian, Rev. Sylvester Maloney.
Executive Committee, Mr. Michael V. Kannally, Mr. Daniel
B. Gallery, Mr. Andrew B. Boughan, Mr. Frank Quilty, Mr.
Robert I. Pigott, Mr. Edward M. Gueroult.
At the graduation exercises of the Chicago Law School, Messrs.
Wm. N. Brady and Thomas J. Lynch received the degree of Bach-
elor of Laws. The former also delivered the salutatory. Mr.
Richard Finnegan received the gold medal for oratory amongst the
juniors of that school.
Edward J. Carmody has graduated in law from the Chicago-
Kent College of Law.
The Collegian has received some words of encouragement from
Mr. Louis S. Gibson, a graduate of '96, and now an attorney at law,
Unity Building. Mr. Gibson calls our attention to the death, on
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July 4, 1904, of his brother, Wilfred L., a member of the '94
Poetry class, R. I. P.
We learn that Mr. Thomas Mercer, '01, has opened a law
toffice in room 427, Reaper Block. Mr. Mercer was one of the orig-
inal founders of the Collegian and its first Athletics Editor.
From the "New World" we take the following clipping con-
cerning Rev. George Blatter, Poetry '80, who under the pen
name of Fiscar Marison has lately written "O'er Oceans and
Continents." This book, we may remark in passing, can be
found in the students' library:
"During the last few days two new Catholic authors have
appeared in Chicago. One is Fiscar Marison, already favorably
known to our readers through his timely contributions on the
ever-vital school question. But Fiscar Marison is not discussing
problems in his first book. Its title is "O'er Oceans and Con-
tinents," and the work itself is a graphic record of travel in the
Hawaiian Islands, Japan, China and the Philippines. And the
tourist goes through all these countries with wide-open eyes.
He not only sees; he makes you see. He has the faculty of see-
ing new things and of describing them in a new way. During
recent months we have read several works on Japan ; still this
traveler has much to tell us that we have not found elsewhere.
His treatment of the Japanese people is very generous, and there
are numerous illustrations made from photographs taken en
route. Despite the efiforts of the Buddhist and Shinto priests,
it is evident to him that the ancient pagan religions are losing
their hold upon the inhabitants of Japan, who seem in danger
of lapsing into a race of freethinkers, as is said by others of
the people of India. Then the scene shifts to China and we are
given glimpses of Shanghai, Hong-Kong, Canton and of a jour-
ney to Macao, under the Portuguese flag. Even Bayard Taylor
could not be more graphic, although we are not here furnished
long, poetical descriptions of sunrises and sunsets. We are,
however, made to see the people the writer has met
—
Catholic missionaries in out-of-the-way places, grave officials,
pagan priests, and to catch views of the interior of ancient
temples and strange rites. Equally clear is his treatment of
Manila, the Philippines and the Filipinos. You lay the book
down feeling that you have traveled somewhat, yet wish to
travel more."
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passim.
Joyce : How is it Bill, that you're not playing baseball today ?
Nash : Oh, I'm just after having my hands manicured and I
don't like to dirty them.
The Hot Air Club elected officers last week for the coming
summer's outing. Simon De Breeze McDonnell was awarded the
highest position. Si well deserves the place. His fellow officers
are Talking-Machine Trainor, Telephone Hector Brosseau, Smiley
Kid Kane and Blushing Eugene O'Neil.
A QUESTION.
Schmidt : Did you ever notice that a philosopher makes a good
.
ball player?
Thometz : No ; how do you account for it ?
Schmidt : Because he always uses his head.
Thometz : That doesn't speak well for Larry Carroll's chances
as a philosopher.
"it may be so, and again it may not."
Foley: To watch Sullivan play ball you'd imagine he was
studying astronomy.
Phee : Why so ?
Foley : Because he brings in so many star plays.
P. H. stands for pocket hat; these are all the style now. So
Hoffman, Morand and Magee think. They must have paid at least
ninety-five cents for a dozen of the hats. Who's going to wear the
other nine? That's a question for discussion, though it is supposed
that O'Grady, Byrne and Sychowski will be among the first to sacri-
fice good looks to follow the leaders of the social west side set.
Joe Tyrrell, the Evanstonian, has joined Comiskey's American
League baseball team. We came to this conclusion, because he's
been sporting White Socks for the past two weeks.
William J. Rooney believes with Macaulay in ornamental style.
The other day in the midst of a description on the art of baseball
he accidentally walked into one of Jimmie Meskell's right arm
curves. Now Rooney's eye is somewhat ornamented.
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In coming to college the other morning, Ed. Prendergast hap-
pened to fall asleep in the car. When he came to he found himself
several blocks beyond the school and as a consequence was late. Ed.
was out the evening previous attending a social function and so
naturally had to make up for lost sleep. He couldn't give this as an
excuse for his latecoming, and as usual had to lay the blame on the
car company, saying
: "The car broke down and caused a delay of
twenty minutes." Ed. didn't say what car broke down or what one
caused a delay, and therefore by a little mental restriction he paved
his way without lying. Oh, you're certainly a wise old owl, Ed.
Crowley: How did it happen that you failed in the April ex-
amination ?
Byrne: Oh, merely an absence of mind. You see I couldn't
think of the proper answer at the right time.
DOINGS IN THE COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT.
Mielcarek: The report has come out that the students of the
Commercial department are nothing less than human wonders.
Maher
: Sure, the boys are writing better with two hands than
with one.
Mielcarek : How so ?
Maher : Why, with the typewriter.
IN THE COLLEGE RESTAURANT.
Ready Money Magee : How much is candy a pound ?
Boss George : Fifteen cents.
Ready Money Magee : I'll take a cent's worth.
A pointer to the students of the social world. Society, music
and art have their charm, but don't let them take you away from
your studies. This isn't meant for you, Louis Brosseau, so don't
lose any sleep. But in mentioning sleep, one would like to know why
Paul Drevniak and his friend J. Parker Seger are dozing off every
five minutes of class. The report has it that they have made quite a
hit singing; especially on the south side. As a result many pink
teas have been given in their honor. For truthfulness of this report
see Larry Carroll. Poor Larry, when Paul and J. Parker find out
he's been carrying tales
!
Jimmie Keane still wears his green tie. That's right, Jim.
Keep it on ; St. Patrick's day will come again next year.
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TRUE OR NOT TRUE ; THAT's THE QUESTION.
Our bright-eyed friend from Joliet carries quite a careworn
expression upon his face these days. No one seems to know what
really ails poor Payton Tuohy. Some say it's his studies, others too
much society, while still more hold that Cupid's arrow has pierced
the young man. Being of a medical temperament, Dr. Johannes
Ford diagnosed the case and found Tuohy's symptoms to be those of
love. And now follow many questions and much investigation by
Detective Sherlock Schmidt, and on the summing up of all
the evidence the cause of Tuohy's gloom is found to lie at the door
of Hugh Lynch. As the rest is a deep secret, full particulars can
be had only by applying to Lynch in person. Now, Hugh, the sec-
ondary cause, lives on the south side, so also must the primary.
Thus, question :—what's the answer ?
James Burke, the wit, has a great idea of how to cultivate the
deep sea, namely, "by putting ducks there."
A VERY PRETTY LITTLE THING.
Roses are sweet.
And violets blue.
Joy is a Frenchman
And not a Jew.
CAUGHT.
"Jedlicka, take your right seat; this isn't the first of April.
Some one trying to fool you again?" 'T—I—I guess s-s-so."
A good subject for the renowned orators, Achilles Egan and
Terence Kane to debate would be: Resolved: "That a country
boy can get along better in the city than a city boy in the country."
Garnett Stafford has great hopes of becoming an orator. One
to follow him of a Wednesday night would say his chances were
bright. Like Demosthenes of old, he on these mid-week evenings
is found walking along the sandy shores of Lake Michigan, with a
pebble in his mouth and talking to the waves.
A FUNNY FEELING.
A. Bonfig: I feel just like the corner of State and Adams
streets.
M. Cavallo: What's on that corner to make you feel like it?
A. Bonfig: The "Fair." (Echo: "Ha! Ha!")
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FUDGE.
After three of the Rhetoricians had taken sick on account of
eating the fudge Billie Epstein brought to school, they knew the
story of poor Tige to be true. So they got together and gave forth
the following to Billie and Tige :
We read of copper hard-compressed,
Of steel you couldn't budge
;
But if there's aught that's hard on earth.
It's Epstein's sister's fudge.
He gave some to a little frog.
The froggie nearly croaked;
He gave some to the pussy cat,
And pussy nearly choked.
But when he gave it to the dog,
That stuff as hard as lead.





Ahern : Who was the first to wear a straw hat to college ?
Boullier : That's easy. The sport of sports, Willie Koch.
A GOOD DISGUISE.
Bransfield : Why is Czapelski studying Jiu Jitsu ?
Cronin : Oh, just to disguise his name.
Bransfield : How will Jiu Jitsu be a disguise to his name ?
Cronin : You see, no one will take him for a Russian if he has
the Japanese system under control.
GETTING HIS.
Beauvais : That fellow Duffy reminds me of a Russian.
Daly : He does ; how so ?
Beauvais: Because he's getting his beatings regularly these
days.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
Dear Editor: Wanted—A million dollars; answer quick, as I
need the money. On the quiet.—McMahon.
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Friend Mc: If you need it as soon as that apply at once to
Commercial Bank, college department.
Editor: Would like to know the best way to reach 12th and
Blue Island avenue during the noon hour. In a hurry.—McGovern.
Dear Michael : Don't know that I could offer you any sugges-
tions on that point. Though this I will say, if to reach the afore-
said place for an ice cream, why get it in the college restaurant. If
to buy some books, etc., wait till 3:15. If for anything else, why try
and forget it; remember you got sick once from smoking.
Kind Editor: Please write me a good excuse to offer for late
coming. In a dilemma.—Leo Hartke.
Friend Leo: Don't know of any. Why, have all yours run
out ? Please don't answer. Justin F. McCarthy, 05.
THE TALE OF A STORMY NIGHT.
(Enter Louie, the poet, in midst of philosophers.)
Louie : Philosophers, behold I stand
With all my head uncovered
!
I'll humbly tell you of a fact
That I have just discovered.
Veracity, as you'll agree,
Is one of my best features
;
In morals, too, as well as you,
I've had the best of teachers.
The fact is this,
—
Philosophers : 'Tis what ?
Louie : 'Tis this. Last night was quite propitious
;
A wise old seer I sought out,
I felt so superstitious.
Philosophers : Oh ! shame on you for thirty days
!
The fact is quite provoking'
But hasten, please, to tell us more,
Or else we'll think you're joking.
(Slow music by the college orchestra.)
Louie : The night was dark, the lightning flashed,
A storm raged long and fiercely;
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I'll have to cut description down
And tell the tale more tersely.
I was indeed affrighted, for
The storm seemed awful to me.
A wise old seer then I sought,
I felt so sad and gloomy.
Philosophers: What did he tell? Did he dispel
Your troubles sad and gloomy ?
Louie : Said he : "I'm gazing years ahead !"
I didn't dare dispute him;
But when he told me what he saw,
I wanted to refute him.
"I see," said he, "an actor great,
His name's in all the papers
;
A man with voice like liquid gold
And legs like waxen tapers
;
In college days a favorite,
With quip and laugh most hearty
;
''
He couldn't keep from being great,
Could Justin F. McCarthy.
Again I see a monks' retreat.
Grey walls with ivy clinging.
I hear the tread of sandaled feet.
The bells for vespers ringing.
And there I see Paul Drevniak,
Al. Jedlicka and John O'Brien,
All saintly, sad and wan-faced men.
But, what is this ! who's that in line ?
Well, if it isn't—Jack Devine !
!
A jurist famed I now perceive.
Judge Joseph D. O'Donnell,
Who wrote his name in letters gold
With Burke and Dan O'Connell.
And Hector Brosseau I behold
With hair like ocean's billows ;
He's made a fortune with his locks
Bv stufifing sofa pillows.
Behold a doctor ! Gene O'Neill,
An Irishman, by jingo!
He might have been a German, but
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He couldn't learn the lingo.
I see a face familiar in
A prominent position,
—
Jim Kiely, now a man of note,
A south side politician.
' He used to speak on graft, and say
'I really can't define it.'
I wonder if 'twould be as hard
For Jimmie to decline it ?
And there's Hugh Lynch, a hardy chap.
The captain of a whaler.
Who says 'Achilles Egan is
In business as a tailor.'
I see a ball game. Swift the ball
Speeds towards a player eager,
Who stops the sphere ? Whom do they cheer
But little Johnny Seger?
He had a sympathetic voice,
A voice we all called charming
;
But cast aside was fortune, fame,
When Tuohy took to farming.
Bonfig and Burke, the scientists.
Are plunged in meditation;
They wish to find out where we'd be
Had we no population.
A half-starved editor stands forth
—
Jim Rice, the famous cynic,
With pen he cuts more sure and deep
Than surgeon in a clinic.
I now perceive a giant huge,
Tom Maher, fat and gracious;
When asked, what made him grow, he said
'The pies at St. Ignatius.'
And when they plan a sky-scraper
Tom's always there before
;
He's paid for lifting steel and stone
Up to the highest floor.
As brewer, Schmidt is advertised.
Ford deals in legislation
;
John Doody's at the North Pole on
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An Arctic exploration.
In distant clime, my vision shows
A tall, thin man of leisure
—
Ed Prendergast—a hero brave,
Who gave up all for pleasure.
In tears he stands by Homer's tomb.
What means this passing sadness?
He whispers soft and winks his eye,
'I'm weeping—tears of gladness.'
The scene to Evanston is changed,
I hear 'neath palm tree tropic
An antique bachelor discourse
Upon an ancient topic;
His name, Joe Tyrrell. In literature
'Tis said he made a scoop
When first he wrote that little tome.
The Density of Soup.'
A broker, too, stands forth in view,
On 'Change he's called a bear;
Lou Brosseau couldn't be a bull
—
He had such lovely hair.
A circus ring the lime-light shows
;
A strong man holds a weighty cannon
;
He holds an auto on his chin.
The iron chin of Johnnie Lannon."
The tale is done, as he hath told.
It acted hke a tonic
;
Or like a soothing remedy
On some dyspeptic chronic.
'Tis all the truth, you must allow.
And so I make my low kowtow.
Charles E. Byrne, 'o6.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
William Oink,—No, Willie, the author of ''Rover Boys" did
not write "The King of the Golden River." As to your query whether
"it is proper to play the violin on Sunday," it depends on how you
play it and the temper of your neighbor.
Frank Furlong.—Your question "if it would be proper to bite
the medal to see if it is genuine when you receive it," we answer in
the negative. No, there is no state law against taking a medal.
John Sackley.—You're right, John ; an orange tie with a pink
shirt is not good taste. Your query about red ties with tan shoes
seems to us to have a dark(y) significance. We refer it to our
readers.
Tom Kevin.—Vide supra answer to Mr. Furlong.
Joseph Lynch.—No, Joe, it is not proper to go to a strawberry
festival in a sweater. Also never tip the waiter.
Hugh Duffy.—Yes, it is possible for a good bright boy to
obtain a "job" without a knowledge of elocution.
Tom Dowdle.—In "Home Hints" you will find directions for
making first baseman's mitt from a pillow. A basket is also used
to advantage by some.
Ignatius Doyle.—You're right, Ignatius, the wooden quad-
ruped before Troy was the original Greek "pony." Also your sur-
mise that Aristides was the victim of a shell game is correct.
John Keeler.
—
Judging from your query you are an auto fiend.
The surest way of removing gasoline from your clothing is to hold
a match in close proximity to the garments.
John Keeler is the possessor of a new French touring car,
which, according to John, is the best set of plumbing on wheels in
this part of the state. Already John has a record for climbing trees,
lamp posts, etc., and when he pulls a cap rakishly over one eye and
goes toot, toot! you just ought to see the people jump. However,
practice makes perfect and people on Grand Boulevard are now
hoping that by August it will be safe to wander abroad without a
police escort.
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Is it better to "crib" and be caught than not to have "cribbed"
at all?
That Daniel Lord was a debater of singular merit and an elo-
cutionist of medal winning ability was known at all. Now he needs
must assume the laurels of a hero by announcing that "ladies would
please remove their hats."
On Friday, May 26th, the pupils of Mr. Clemens Hutter con-
tested for a gold and silver medal donated by that gentleman. As
the medals were awarded, not to the students that displayed the
greatest proficiency, but to those who showed the greatest improve-
ment, the contestants ranged from Mr. King, who had taken two
months and who should have received another sixty days for the
way he treated the piano, to Mr. Lord, who is now in his ninth year
of instruction. With the exception of the last named and Mr. Mc-
Clintock, and perhaps Mr. Stevens, the performers seemed to en-
tertain the opinion that the one that succeeded in raising the loudest
din would be the most certain of obtaining a medal, and accordingly
they kept the loud pedal nailed hard and fast to the floor. With this
exception the performances were noticeably smooth and proved very
enjoyable to the Humanitarians who attended the contest. The
names of the successful contestants have not yet been announced.
Messrs. Keefe and Dowdle now walk daily to and fro between
their residences and the college. Noticing one day the wistful ex-
pression in Mr. Keefe's eye as a Center avenue car chased merrily
past the strolling couple we proffered car fare, which met with a
haughty and disdainful refusal. Could it be that the nickels in-
tended for the Union Traction Company go to swell George's ice
cream receipts? Or perhaps the gentlemen in question are such
pronounced champions of municipal ownership that they refuse to
ride on trams other than owned by the municipality. If so, we fear
they are doomed to many years of walking. No matter which of the
surmises is the correct one, the fact remains that never again will
we, in our goodness of heart, offer that man Keefe car fare, for the
last time we did so he looked "fighting mad."
Van Buren street, near the Rock Island depot, became a storm
center one day last week. From our position of vantage on the
Blue Island Ave. car we saw poor bundle-laden suburbanites hurry-
ing home to their evening repast knocked hastily to one side, little
newsboys ruthlessly trampled over and conductors, brakemen et al.,
simply pushed out of existence. While some people thought it was
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a "strike-breaker" escaping from "union sympathizers," we knew
it was not that. The cause of the turmoil was simply the finish of
one of Murphy and Quinn's successful spurts to catch the "five-
fifty-nine" train for Joliet.
Mr, Hugh Duffy, extraordinary (in every way) elocutionist
and deliverer of that famous selection "Skimpsey was a Jockey,"
has been promoted to waiter, and at the present time that beautiful
baritone voice which has thrilled thousands into a wondering silence
(close observers have it that there is always an ominous silence before
a riot), is being used to transmit the orders which certain healthy
First Academicians give daily. Up to a late hour last night Hugh
was still searching for a youth who had escaped from under his
eagle eye without the proper "check." Any information leading to
the arrest or conviction of guilty party will be duly and gratefully
acknowledged by Mr. Duffy, care of College Restaurant.
On Wednesday afternoon, May 3d, the Loyola Literary Society
held what constituted its last meeting of the year and a semi-
public debate. The entertainment opened when Mr. Quinn, Joliet's
stellar pianist, tore off a few yards of ragtime, which appealed to
some persons as "just their style." Mr. O'Brien followed with an
amusing recitation in dialect, and after continued applause sup-
plemented it with "Whisperin' Bill." Mr. Heeney, the chairman and
vice president of the society, made a few remarks on the work of
the society during the past year and then introduced the first affirm-
ative speaker on the question. Resolved, That Municipal Ownership
would prove beneficial to Chicago. Mr. Sinnott delivered his argu-
ments in a jerky style, and wound up in a whirlwind finish, with
three cheers and a tiger for our present mayor, all of which evoked
a round of applause. Mr. Royce was the first negative speaker and
in a slightly sarcastic and very figurative speech, exploded the theory
of municipal ownership to his own and the audience's entire satisfac-
tion. It was a good speech for a Humanitarian. It was worthy of
a Poet or Rhetorician. Mr. Morrison was the next speaker and he
advanced the arguments "pro" in a logical and satisfactory manner.
Mr. Cornwall then wielded the axe for the negative side and well
did he wield it. He slashed at every department, from the fire de-
partment down, and finally concluded with the curt and decisive
statement that these were facts. We didn't doubt it. You wouldn't
either if you had heard Mr. Cornwall say it. "Cicero" Murphy in
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a floor-covering speech did then, by frequent use of his sturdy right
arm, pound in the why and wherefore of municipal ownership. He
was followed by Mr. Lord, who strove hard to offset his arguments,
but whether he succeeded or not is still a question. While Mr.
Moles rendered "Tiger Lily" (who must be getting to be quite an
ancient quadruped), an august body of judges composed of Messrs.
and Philosophers McCarthy, Tyrrell, Tuohy and Rice repaired to an
ante-room to arrive at a decision. By the time "Tiger Lily" had won
by a head (which she does faithfully), they returned and Mr. !Mc-
Carthy announced the decision. The negative side won.
The Senior elocution contest was held in Association Hall Tues-
day; May 9th. In the second class Louis Devereux was hampe'ed
by an unfortunate selection of a piece with an impossible and un-
pronounceable name, and the rendition of the "Aloors Revenge," by
Mr. Desmond was not sufficiently strong to wrest the medal from
Mr. O'Brien, most favored by the gods in matter of elocution et al.
During the interval the select choir stirred all the depths of melodv,
harmony and technique with "Fairyland Waltz." The third class
was headed by Daniel Lord, debater, writer, etc., etc., with what
proved to be a medal winner, "Skimpsey." He was followed by Mr.
Quinn with the amusing, though ancient, tale of the trials of the
bald-headed man with "that incorrigible gorilla, your son, mad-
ame!" He was followed in turn by Mr. Curda with a death-bed
tragedy entitled "The Little Newsboy." JNIay he rest in peace. By
elimination this left "Jerry, the Bobbin Boy" and the ''Soldier
Tramp," rendered by Messrs. Moles and Gorman, respectively, to
fight it out. As we said before, Mr. Lord won.
As this is the last issue of the year ye scribe wishes to express
his most heartfelt thanks to Messrs. Sackley, Keeler, Murphy,
Duffy, etc., etc., for the kindly manner in which they have taken the
little paragraphs that have appeared during the year. These gentle-
men have received the remarks in the way they were intended, in a
kindly spirit of raillery for the amusement (we hope) of the greater
"hoi polloi" of the Academy. The wearing of the cap and bells is
a thankless task at its best and we would deeply regret it if we
thought any of our ink-dipped shafts had overshot the mark.
Trusting, however, that this apolog}- will suffice if they have, we
cheerfully resign our regalia to our successor of next year.
John Pierre Roche, Humanities B.
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On the first Friday in April fifty-three students received the
Cross and Certificate of Promotership in the League of the Sacred
Heart. This was the first time in a number of years that these em-
blems have been awarded to college promoters. Rev. Francis
Cassilly preached a sermon appropriate to the occasion and then
blessed and conferred the crosses and certificates. Rev. W. H.
Trentman, the director of the league, concluded the exercises by
giving the benediction of the Most Blessed Sacrament.
On one of the Twelfth Street cars during the retreat some inno-
cent persons pointed to a group of college students and explained
that they were pupils of the Ephpheta Deaf and Dumb School.
Those connected with the college are pleased to note the num-
ber of rising young men in First Special A. This, however, is owing
to a severe epidemic of Tackseatis.
Talk about David and his sling, he couldn't compare with Lan-
non and Curda with a rubber band and a wad of paper.
Maybe the First Special A boys weren't proud when their en-
tries in the elocution contest finished first, second and third.
We regret to say that the Maroon and Gold of Humanities B
met a speedy and long threatened demise. May it rest in pieces (in
the waste basket.)
At the evening elocution contest several of the older students
endeavored to furnish amusement for the occupants of the balcony
in opposition to the speakers. Their efforts would have been more
appreciated had not the audience come to hear the elocutionists,
Quinn : Let me have a match.
Murphy : I can't. Fm matchless.
And yet they say they are not egotistical in Joliet.
When Will (Tub) Carroll knocked the ball over the back fence
he immediately decided that the first team was the place for him.
Over a plate of hash some boy was heard to say : "Poor Fido I
he served us before death and was served to us afterward."
Jerry the Bobbin Boy while playing on Perkin's Toboggan
Slide, met the Little Newsboy carrying the College Oil Cans. To-
gether they watched the Dandy Fifth and the Soldier Tramp by with
George Washington, a Bald-headed Man, at their head. Then fol-
lowed Skimpsey's Race with the Flames and when he lost he would
not Becalmed. Daniel A. Lord, ist Spec. A.
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This has been a banner year for the college in baseball as ineverything else. Under the watchful eye of Mr^ Graber the coachthe team has rounded into excellent form and has gained for itseH
ZZT^ '''"'''""• •''^"^^ "^^^ ^^^^^"^^d with almost everyteam of any prommence m and around Chicago, and the college S^
.been defeated but once. This is something to be proud of ^
*he JntersitvTrh'^
'^'
'""T "'^ ^'"'^'^ ^P"^ ^'''' ^ -^^^1^
.
tn u iv sity of Chicago won by a score of 13 to o




Packers' League visited the campus on April
15th. They payed good ball, but failed in their attempt to knockKie y out o the box. St. Ignatius gathered in 11 runs, while thebackers could collect only 10.
.u P."".
AP"^f2d De La Salle Institute, objecting to a decision, left
the held after five innings, when the score was 8 to i in favor of the
college.
On April 27th the team visited Oak Park and administered a




° O O o o I o.
.
IOn May 4th at Sixty-third street and Stony Island avenue the
team crossed bats with St. Cyril's College, which also went down in
defeat. Here the boys played their first no-hit no-run game of the
season.
E.




.0 2 o o o Wallace, 3b o o i o q
Kiely, lb 2 0700 Ulatoski, c o 012 3 oQuigley, ss i 2 o o Becker, p q q 2 3 o
Meaney, c i o 12 i o Gainor, 2b o 0600
Keane, p i i o 2 o Cortland, ss....o o q q q
Carroll, 3b i 2 i 2 i McDonough, ib.o 0201
Sullivan, cf i 1200 Callahon, rf o o o q q
O^Grady, 2b....3 2312 Healy, If q 0200
Lannon, rf i 0000 Lynch, cf o 0200
Total II 8 27 6 3 Total o o 27 6 i
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St. Ignatius o i o o 6 3 i o o—1
1
St. Cyril o o o o o o o o — o
The City Firemen hitherto enjoyed the reputation of being the
only team that could beat the college team on its own grounds. They
took a good deal of pride in this, but, sad to say, they lost their repu-
tation on May loth.
St. Ignatius. R. H. P. A. E. Firemen. R. H. P. A. K
Chouinard, If. . .2 2 i
Kiely, ib 2 i 13
Quigley, ss 3 o 2
Meaney, c i i 5
Keane, p o o o
Carroll, 3b 2 o 3
Sullivan, cf i 3 i
O'Grady, 2b. . . .0 2 2
Lannon, rf i i o
o o Egan, 3b 2 2 2 i i
I J. Campion, p...o i o 4 i
2 o Brandt, ib 2 4 9 o o
3 o F. Campion, ss..i 2 o o o
2 2 Leyferlich, rf . . .0 2 o o o
2 2 Shay, 2b o i 3 4 i
1 o O'Connor, cf. ...o o 2 o o
3 o O'Brien, If i o o o i
o o Pierott, c i o 8 i o
Total 12 10 27 13 5 Total 7 13 24
St. Ignatius 4 o 2 4 o o o 2
Firemen o o i 3 o o 2 i
On May i8th, on Marshall field, the Maroon second
was added to the list of victims.
St. Ignatius, 5 ; U. of C. Second Team, i.
U. of C. 2d. R. H. P.
o o Meggs, lb o o 10
St. Ignatius. R. H. P. A. E.
Chouinard, rf
. . .0 i i
Kiely, ib o i 6
Quigley, ss i o 4
Meaney, c i i 8
Keane, p i o o
Sullivan, cf i i 2
Carroll, 3b o o 3
O'Grady, 2b. . . .0 o 3








o I Cuthng, 2b o i 2
o o Burke, ss o i i
2 o Sullivan, 3b....
i
o 3
2 o Staelling, p o 3 3
o o Wright, cf o o 4
3 o Hopkins, If o o i
3 o Trowbridge, c. ..o o 3
o o Hitchcock, rf...o o o
Total 5 5 27 10 I Total i 5 27 7 8
St. Ignatius o o o i o o i i 2
—
5
University of Chicago o i 000000 o—
i
On May 27th the College Alumni came to the campus with the
intention of showing that they could play ball as well now as of yore.
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'^^IS^^l ^"° ''' '-'"^ ^^^'^ '-' - -- -^ departed sadder
St. Ignatius, 3; St. Ignatius Alumni, o
bt. Ignatius. R. H. P. A. E





Carroll, 3b i 2
Sullivan, ib i i
O'Grady, 2d o o




























St. Igna. Alu. R.







R. Cook, 3b o
Clancy, rf o
J. Heckinger, p..o






























Fir^t^''^^'^' u^'~~^^'^^ • Two-base hits-Carroll J Heckineer
-thirst base on balls OfF Kiplv o • ^-ff xj 1 • •^' -^^'-^ing .




Heckmger, 10. Stolen bases-St. Ignatius 6-Alumni, o. Umpires-O'Shea and Murray.
^^- -Igna , 6,
Both Lake View High School and Lewis Institute forknown reasons cancelled their games.
-institu t un-
On June ist the team played Morgan Park and scored another vctory. Chouinard pitched his first game for the c^negt
St. Ignatius, 10; Morgan Park, 4














































rgan Park. R. H. P. A. E.
Bergquist, p i


















10 928 15 2 Totals 4 427 10
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St. Ignatius o 4 5 o o o i o o—10
Morgan Park o o 2 o o o o o 2— 4
Two-base hit—Carroll. Struck out—By Chouinard, 9; by
Bergquist, 7. Bases on balls—Off Couinard, 4; off Bergquist, 2.
Hit by pitched ball
—
J. Thomas. Umpires—Pratt and Murray.
June 2d found Armour Institute on the campus. They were
defeated, not however without giving the home team a great
scare ; note the seventh inning.
St. Ignatius, 10; Armour Institute, 8.
St. Ignatius. R. H. P. A. E. Armour. R. H. P. A. E.
Keane, cf i o i o o Hills, 3b i 3 2 i i
Carroll, 3b 2 1020 Carpenter, c....i i 12 i 2
Chouinard, p. ...2 i 2 3 o Harrington, ss..o o i o i
Ouigley, ss o 2 5 i i Carr, If i i 2 i o
Sullivan, ib i 2 9 i o Parker, 2b 2 2 o 2 o
Meaney, C......I o 7 o o Strube, cf o i 2 o i
O'Grady, 2b.... o o 2 2 o Baker, ib i i 7 o o
Lannon, If 2 i i o o Trinkhouse, p...i i i i o
Gorman, rf i 3 o i o Gilmore, rf i o o o o
Totals 10 10 27 9 I 8 10 27 6 5
St. Ignatius o i o 3 i 4 o i *—10
Armour Institute o o o i o o 7 o
As we go to press news comes that in the last game of the
season, Hyde Park has been defeated by a score of 3 to o.
Standing out against the work on the gridiron last autumn, the
present baseball season presents a marked contrast, which cannot
but give satisfaction to the students, the players and all friends
of the college. The coach, Mr. Graber, an alumnus, is to be congrat-
ulated on his success in sending forth so well disciplined a team.
The team itself is deserving of commendation for general efficiency
and especially for the faithful training to which the efficiency owes
its origin. In brief, though future teams may bring greater laurels
to St. Ignatius, no comparison will ever detract from the honor
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